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CONTROLLED-ALTITUDE FREE BALLOONS 

By AtheIston F. Spilhaus, C. S. Schneider, and C. B. Moore 

College of Engineering, New York University 
(Manuscript received 4 December 1947) 

ABSTRACT 

1. Purpose 

Drift bottles have been used for many years in the 
study of ocean currents and have provided interesting 
data. In meteorology, no corresponding device has 
been available. It is evident, however, that a balloon 
ivhich is free to move with the air currents, and yet 
whose altitude can be controlled. has many important 
applications in meteorology, as well as in other fields. 
where it may be desired to keep instruments at alti- 
tude for considerable lengths of time. An example is in 
the investigation of cosmic rays; here, clusters of 
ordinary extensible meteorological balloons have been 
used, but the constancy of altitude obtained is not 
sufficient for many meteorological applications. The 
purpose of the present investigation’ was to develop 
a balloon with a control system which would fly at a 
predetermined constant level for periods of many 
hours. Such a balloon has wider application than the 
ocean drift bottle, because, whereas the latter is 
limited to surface (or near surface) currents, controlled 
free balloons may be set to drift at any pressure 
elevation desired, or along other thermodynamically 
defined surfaces, as long as the element defining the 
surface changes in a monotone fashion in the vertical. 

In addition to the uses for maintaining instruments 
at high elevations, there are numerous potential appli- 
cations of these balloons. Direct measurements of air 
trajectories and of lateral diffusion become possible. 
The balloons may also be used as vehicles to convey 
and drop radiosondes over ocean areas. One problem 
in this application is to obtain an absolute altitude 
tie-in point, as it will be difficult to identify the point 
at which the radiosonde reaches the sea surface. 

in the meteorological aspects of this, using a manned 
balloon. In the investigation of cosmic rays, as for 
example, by Clarke and Korff (1941), clusters of 
ordinary meteorological balloons, 350.gram or 766 
gram size, numbering anywhere from twenty to nearly 
seventy, were utilized. No altitude-control devices 
were used; the balloons were merely given different 
amounts of inflation. Thus the whole train ascended 
to an altitude where certain of the more highly inflated 
balloons burst until the remainder just balanced the 
load; thereafter, the assembly descended slowly due 
to loss of lift by the diffusion of gas. The only provision 
for having the system regain altitude if it descended 
too low was by arranging the launching before dawn, 
so that after the bursting of the first balloon and the 
subsequent descent, superheating of the balloons by 
the rising sun would cause the whole assembly to rise 
again. thereby increasing the duration of the flight. 
The system does not have sufficient control for many 
purposes. 

The much-publicized use of balloons by the Japanese 
in the last war represents an attempt which must be 
considered highly successful from the point of view of 
the length of time which the balloons stayed in the air. 
Here the objective was not to obtain any critical 
altitude control, but rather to insure that the balloons 
remained floating. The Japanese nonextensible bal- 
loons were of two types. One type was of heavy paper. 
coated to minimize diffusion, of spherical shape, about 
25 to 30 ft in diameter, and containing about 19,000 
cubic feet of gas. A solid-ballast control system was 
utilized and gas was valved at a low internal pressure 
(about two inches of water) to prevent the balloons 
from rupturing due to the increase of the internal 

2. Earlier attempts 
pressure by altitude fluctuations or radiation changes. 
Such a valve tends to conserve the lifting gas but acts 

There have been numerous attempts for various as a safety device to prevent damage of the envelope 
purposes to get a balloon or group of balloons to stay due to too great an internal pressure. 
at a fairly constant altitude. Meisinger was interested The solid-ballast system was complex: approxi- 

’ Spansared by, and in cooperation with the Watson Labora- mately 900 pounds of sand was used on each balloon, 
tories of the .Air Materiel Command. distributed in thirty-six bags. The dropping of ballast 
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was controlled by a baroswitch arrangement which 
dropped a bag by igniting a fuse when the altitude fell 
below any one of four different levels between 25.000 
and 5000 ft. In addition, a delay mechanism consisting 
of a two-minute fuse was arranged between successive 
switches so that after ballast was dropped, tw< minutes 
would be allowed for the balloon to regain its altitude; 
if it did not regain in this time another bag of ballast 
would be dropped. The system was inefficient because 
if any one of the thirty-six fuse arrangements failed, 
no more ballast was dropped. 

The second type of Japanese balloon was similar, 
in general, but slightly larger; it was made of oiled 
silk and therefore would stand a greater internal 
pressure (approximately six inches of water). The 
higher the internal pressure that the balloon can 
stand, the less gas need be valved under conditions of 
superheating or altitude fluctuations. The Japanese 
released many balloons of these types from their 
islands and estimated five to seven per cent of those 
released reached the west coast of this country. The 
balloons floated between the surface and 30.000 ft 
above sea level; those which reached the west coast 
must have remained aloft from four to ten days. While 
the altitude maintained was not constant, these bal- 
loons were highly successful for the time they remained 
in the air. 

An attempt in this country was made in 1943 by the 
Dewey and Almy Company, to obtain constant-level 
balloons which would float at altitudes up to IS,000 
ft. An ordinary 350-gram meteorological balloon was 
used but its volume was controlled by a nonextensible 
shroud around it. With this method a flight at about 
SOOIl ft was obtained at fairly constant altitude for 
about an hour and a half. 

3. Design of controlled-altitude balloons 

As a result of the Japanese and other experiments, 
the use of a nonextensible envelope for the balloons 
was indicated. If a perfectly nonextensible balloon 
could be built with no diffusion through the walls, and 
which could withstand a high internal pressure, it 
would automatically stay at a constant density where 
the buoyancy of the full balloon equaled the load. In 
practice, control devices are needed to offset the leak- 
age and diffusion of gas, to compensate for vertical 
currents in the atmosphere, to correct for the motion 
of the balloon due to diurnal changes of the balloon’s 
temperature, and to compensate for the valving of gas 
which is necessary to prevent rupture of the envelope. 
It was decided to use a plastic as the balloon fabric, 
as some modern plastics are quite transparent to radia- 
tion, strong, easily fabricated, and relatively inexpen- 
sive as compared with coated fabrics. 

A. Choice of plaslics.-In the selection of a plastic 
material of which to make the balloons, the desirable 
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properties are: (a) low brittle temperature, (b) low 
permeability, (c) high tensile strength, (d) high tear 
resistance, (e) chemical stability, (f) high radiation 
transmission or reflection. Polyethylene swn recom- 
mended itself for use. with its brittle temperature of 
below -SOP. It is apparently unaffected by ultraviolet 
and ozone. The permeability through one mil of thick- 
ness and one square meter of area for 24 hours is ten 
liters for hydrogen and seven liters for helium, at 
normal atmospheric temperature and pressure. 

Polyethylene is also relatively easy to fabricate. It 
has an ultimate tensile strength of 1,900 pounds per 
square inch at 2SC. which, in a 15.ft balloon made out 
of four-mil fabric, represents a working pressure of 
about 2.3 inches of water. The tensile strength at the 
temperatures at which the balloon flies at high altitude 
may be more than three times the value quoted above. 

Fig. 1 shows a polyethylene balloon2 flown success- 
fully in Flight 26 described below. Another film in- 
vestigated is Saran, which has ten times the tensile 
strength of polyethylene-three times the strength 
across the seams. Saran has a higher transparency and 
one-thirtieth the permeability of polyethylene. The 
effective brittle temperature of Saran for this work is 
not knonn reliably. 

B. Ballast nalve.~The altitude control is an auto- 
matic bnllast-dropping device3 consisting essentially of 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p739.html


a diaphragm-ol,ernted needle valve which jettisons 
liquid ballast whenever the balloon is below the alti- 
tude at which the control is actuated. This is shown in 
fig. 2. The ballast reservoir (fig. 3), in general, can 
hold 1.5 kilograms of the liquid ballast-usually com- 
pass fluid, a highly refined kerosene-type petroleum 
product. When the atmospheric pressure outside the 
diaphragm is 5 millibars above the internal pressure, 
160 grams of ballast per minute flow under a one-foot 
head. \Vhen the automatic ballast valve is wide open, 
which is after 6.5 millibars increase over the internal 
pressure, 300 grnms per minute flow. ‘These values may 
be compared with a diffusion loss of lift of the order 
of magnitude of 10 grams per hour from the thicker 
15.ft balloon described below. Quite positive altitude 
control cao be obtained. 

Efforts are made to cnuse the static rate of leakage. 
i.e., the leakage which proceeds when the automatic 
ballast valve is closed, to exceed slightly the rate of 
loss of lift due to the diffusion of the lifting gas from 
the balloon. To facilitate setting the fixed leak. a 
manually operated ballast valve, consisting of a leak 
adjustable by means of a fine needle valve, is added to 
the ballast-release assembly.’ 

C. lllinimum pressure switch.-Obviously, the auto- 
matic ballast valve must not be in operation while the 
balloon is rising, as this would be a waste of ballast. 
Therefore the automatically operated needle valve is 
closed until the balloon reaches altitude. This is nc- 
complished by having the loaded diaphragm of the 
altitude control open to the atmosphere until the 
balloon descends from a minimum pressure. .At this 
time, an electrical contact is made and a squibs cuts a 

rcstwining cord and allows a needle valve to seal off 
the diaphragm from any further access to the air 
(fix. 2). The cnpsulc then contains a volume of air 
which has been trapped at the existing pressure and 
temperature, at the time of operation of the sealing 
switch. Thereafter the aneroid will withdraw the 
ballast-control needle valve when the ambient pressure 
increases to the point where the entrapped air is com- 
pressed below this volume. 

Fig. 4 shows the minimum pressure switch which 
makes the electrical contact at the time of seal-off. It 
consists of a trapped volume of air that is allowed to 
escape through a mercury pool as long as the outside 
pressure is decreasing. .4s soon as the exterior pressure 
increases once more, however, mercury is drawn into 
the tube, making the seal-off contact between two 
electrc&?s. 

4. Height determination 

Up to the present time, the standard radiosonde has 
been used in order to determine the altitude at which 
the balloon is flying. This permits a regular radiosonde 
ascent to be obtained during the period that the bal- 
loon is rising. Thereafter, as the balloon remains at 
approximately the same altitude, it becomes somewhat 
difficult to identify the radiosonde contact, but utiliz- 
ing both the temperature and pressure indication, this 
is possible. .4 special radiosonde modulator of the 
Olhmd type has been designed (fig. 5). The pressure 



capsule and linkage is of conventional design but in 
place of the commutator bar, a motor driven helix is 
employed. This system permits the determination of 

pressure data without knowledge of the history of con- 
tact sequence or of the ascent or descent of the balloon, 
as is required in the conventional radiosonde. 

only. Some of these Rights were relatively successful 
as a beginning method but the dropping of discrete 
quantities of sand caused too great fluctuation of alti- 
tude and therefore was abandoned later. The first 
successful flight stayed at 51.000 ft. plus or minus 100 
ft,‘for 38 minutes; another remained between 30,000 
and 40,000 ft for 147 minutes. The latter shows the 
same characteristic time-altitude curve as the cosmic- 
ray clusters, although its altitude control is superior. 
lt.is not believed that much improved altitude control 
can be obtained, uClizinp ordinary meteorological bal- 
loons, Flight termination was usually due to deteriora- 
tion of the balloon caused by the sun. 

lo the first Right utilizing plastic balloons, a cluster 
of ten seven-foot diameter balloons’ ~vas used. The 
load on the cluster was 16.5 kilograms. .An altitude 
control was used. Unfortunately, the maximum alti- 
tude reached was not as high as the predetermined 
altitude which was selected to seal the diaphragm of 

the automatic ballast valve. As n result, the cluster 
rose to ceiling and &al-cd a.t this altitude for a short 
while. Diffusion and leakage of helium produced a loss 
of lift at the rate of 125 feet per minute. 

The next Right was made with n single polyethylene 
balloon, 15 It in diameter. To insure sealing-off, the I .* . ._ 

5. Tracking of the balloon 

The balloons that have been flown by the writers 
osoallY have been tracked by theodolites. Airplanes 
have also been used, to extend the observations. These 
two methods require the balloon to be visible and not 
obscured by cloud cover. When available, ground 
radar has been used in tracking the balloons, with 
good results. 

oauast-reK~.e diaphragm was set to oPerate at an 
altitude of 12,000 It, considerably belox the calculated 
ceiling of the balloon. After a dawn release the balloon 
continued to ascend to 15,100 ft where it leveled ofi, 
then SLOWLY descended to 9000 It due to diffusion 
losses. & this altitude the ballast release began to 
operate and thereafter the balloon maintained its 
altitude within A 1300 ft for a period of 41 harlrs before 
the radio signal was lost. However, in the first two 
hours of this period, before the convection currents 

a Made by General oils, IX. 

A series of SCR 658 radio direction-finders is also 
Used, arranged in a net along the expected trajectory 
of the balloon. In addition, aircraft equipped with 
inverted search radar have been employed to extend 
the tracking net. 

6. Flight results 

While the characteristics of various plastics were 
being investigated. four preliminary flights were made 
with clusters of ordinary meteorological balloons, from 
16 to 26 in number, to which two to four towing 
balloons were attached. The towing balloons were cut 
free by a baroswitch at a predetermined altitude. The 
remainder of the balloons were inflated so that they 
exactly balanced the load hung from the cluster. To 
offset diffusion, sand was dropped from an nrran~e- 
merit of tubes, 9 to 16 in number, each containing 
about 200 to 1500 grams of sand ballast. This ballast 
was dropped by a baroswitch mechanism on descent 



from the desert set in, the balloon maintained an alti. 
tude of 9200 f 150 ft. 

An explanation as to why the ballast release func- 
tioned at 9000 ft, although it was set to operate at 
12,000 It, is plain from the following data. The air in 
the diaphragm was sealed off on the dawn ascent at 
12,000 ft. where the pressure was 657 mb and the 
temperature 9C. However, by the time the balloon 
passed through this level during the slow descent, the 
instrument temperature was 19C. This means that 
the pressure of the air trapped inside the diaphragm 
was higher than it was at time of seal-off. 

For the ballast valve to function, the balloon had to 
descend to a pressure which would be greater by about 
3 mb than the pressure of the trapped air at its now 
higher temperature. Of course, there was little ventila- 
tion past the instrument, and therefore the instrument 
temperature was about 2X above the ambient tem- 
perature after the sun had risen. 

The automatic ballast valve operates when the 
volume inside the sealed diaphragm becomes slightly 
less than the volume at seal-off. Denoting the altitude 
at which it can operate by the subscript h. the pressure 
divided by the temperature at this altitude will equal 
the pressure at the seal-off altitude divided by the 
trapped-air temperature at the time of seal-off; in 
this case 

p. = 657 mb 
T, = 9C = 282A 
T,, = 39C = 312A. 

where the subscript s refers to seal-off. Thus the pres- 
sure at altitude h is given by 

Ph = p.TJT. = 727 mb. 

This pressure, at which ballast release will begin, cor- 
responds to an altitude of 9000 ft, which is the ob- 
served altitude maintained by the balloon for nearly 
41 hours, until the radiosonde tracking signal was lost. 

The theodolite lost the balloon in clouds earlier and 
the airplane observer never succeeded in seeing it, so 
the balloon may have remained for a considerably 
longer period at this altitude. Eleven hours after be- 
ginning the ascent, the balloon was reported to have 
been seen over Albuquerque, New Mexico, and about 
26 hours later a report was made from Pueblo, 
Colorado, which seemed to indicate that the balloon 
was still in the air at that time. The meteorological 
situation and wind data for that area at the time of 
flight support the contention that the latter observa- 
tions were of the same balloon. 

The next flight consisted of an assembly of various 
balloons, as follows: 

One 15.ft diameter 0.00%inch polyethylene balloon, 
Six 7-ft diameter General Mills 0.001.inch poly- 

thene balloons, 
Two 350.gm meteorological balloons for stadia 

measur-ements. 

The single balloon had a measured diffusion loss of 
lift of 4 grams per hour. The General Mills balloons 
were observed to lose lift at the rate of about 100 
grams per hour per balloon. 

Three of the 7-ft balloons were inverted and deflated 
shortly after launching, due to differences in the rates 
of rise of the various balloons in the cluster. Therefore, 
the altitude reached was not high enough to effect 
seal-off. (It is for this reason that the minimum pres- 
sure switch was developed for use in later flights.) 

Fig. 9 shows the elevation and plan views of the 
track of this flight. The train leveled off at 16,500 ft. 
The diffusion loss of lift of the remaining balloons wa; 
approximately 300 grams per hour. The ballast valve 
used had an unusually high rate of static leakage 
which had been measured before release and found to 
be 310 grams per hour. Thus fortuitously, the. Iws of 
lift was compensated by ballast leakage. This nearly 
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cons~t leakage held the balloon at 16.800 zt 700 ft 
for 7 hours. The duration of the flight was 9$ hours. 
When the original 27OCgram ballast was expended, 
the balloon descended rapidly. Even had the auto- 
matic ballast valve been functioning, the constancy of 
altitude would have been the same. This seems to indi- 
cate that only a minimum of automatic control is 
needed, provided that diffusion losses are slightly 
overcompensated by a constant ballast leak. 

Other flights also indicate the importance of a check 
valve in the balloon appendix to prevent dilution of 
the lifting gas with air. If this is not done, the altitude 
reached is far under the theoretical altitude deter- 
mined by the displacement and gross load. 

1. Control systems 

Two systems of control are possible with the equip- 
ment as described. The balloon is controlled between 
an upper level (ceiling), where the full balloon buoy- 
ancy just equals the load, and a lower level (floor), 
below which the automatic ballast valve operates. 
Schematic curves for these two systems of control are 
ahown in fig. 6. 

In the first system of control the rate of static ballast 
leakage is greater than the diffusion loss of lift, and 
the balloon will stay at the ceiling. If it is displaced 
above the ceiling the buoyancy is insufficient to bal- 
ance the load and it will descend again. Provided the 
rate of ballast discharge is greater than the rate of lift 
by Ice of gas this ceiling will slowly rise by valving of 
gas, and as gas is lost by diffusion. The less the amount 
of gas the lower the pressure (higher ceiling) must be 
for the gas to fully distend the envelope. Unnecessary 
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valving is undesirable and may. in part. be minimized 
by use of a restraining safety valve set in the appendix, 
which will allow some slight pressure to be carried in 
the balloon, preventing gas loss at the peaks of minor 
oscillations but still valving gas before the balloon 
ruptures due to too great an internal pressure. 

In this system of control, the automatic valve is not 
sealed off until the balloon starts a descent due to 
cooling or other changes in lift, as when night falls. 
Upon descent the valve is activated and starts drop- 
ping ballast immediately; this continues until the 
balloon is no longer losing lift at a rate greater than 
the diffusion losses. The balloon will then rise above 
its former ceiling to a height determined by the weight 
of ballast dropped. and remain there as long as there 
is ballast to compensate for lift losses. Flight 17, repro- 
duced in fig. 7, used a low-leakage balloon and is an 
actual case of ceiling control. It may be compared with 
the idealized time-altitude curves in fig. 6. 

In the second system of control the static rate of 
leakage is less than the diffusion loss of lift. In this 
case the balloon will descend to the floor, where the 
automatic control operates and the balloon floats at 
an equilibrium altitude where the rate of ballast re- 
lease exactly balances the rate of loss of lift. Floor 
control conserves ballast, since only that needed for 
altitude control is released. However, the altitude of 
the floor varies diurnally as the temperature of the 
entrapped air in the automatic ballast valve is affected 
by solar radiation. Two methods are being investigated 
to circumvent this undesirable feature. One is to 



by these stations. Over El Paso, the wind direction 
at 16,000 It (the approximate average altitude of the 
I,:dloon during the greater part of the flight) was 
::pproximatel!. S\\- at 03 h, ESE at OYh, and ESE at 
15”. Over Koswell, the apparent average wind direction 
at 16,000 ft wasSduring this period. Over :\lbuquerque, 
which ~v;ts considwably farther from the path of the 
balloon than the other t\vo stations. the wind direction 
at 16,000 It ~vnsvnriable between \VSW andSSEduring 
the interval from 03” to 15”. In contrast with these 
observations is the fact that the constant-level balloon 
Hosted in an essentially steady \VSW current between 
06h and 09h. 

The most striking feature of the constant-level bal- 
In fig. 8 the wind observations at 16,000 It have been 

loon llight (Flight 11, fig. 9) originating at .\lamogordo plotted for El Paso, Koswell, and Albuquerque for 03”, 

A-m)- -\ir Uase nt Oj”O8’” RlST” on 7 July 1947 is the 09h, and lSh. The wind directions at 14,OOG ft, 16,000 

dis:lgrcement between the actual trajectory nod the 
ft. and 18,000 ft (only the intermediate level is shown 

trajectory that might have been estimated from routine in the figure) are all contained in the 150.degree sector 

upper~wind reports. In thisconnection the observations 
between directions 90” and 240”; yet the mean motion 

from the\Veather Bureau stations at El Paso, I<oswelt. 
of the balloon (approximately 265”) between 0~5~48’” 

and -\lbuquerquc have been examine& since the path 
and 13”ll’” falls entirely outside this sector. 

of the balloon was contained within the triangle formed .%I indication that this local WSW current was of 
small depth is given by a special upper-wind observa- 

’ ‘The authors are indebted LO Pd. G. Emmona roar contributing tion made at White Sands at about 13h. The observa- 
the major part of this section. 

8 Mountain Srmdard ‘lime-l”Sth meridian civil the. A,, tion in question recorded a wind direction of 250’ at 
further time rekrcnces will be tacitly MST. 16,ooO ft, which is in excellent agreement with the first 



part of the trajectory of the constant-level balloon. 
The interesting fact about the \\‘hite Sands obscrva- 
tion is that al all but me of the oiler reporled altitudes 
between the ground and 20,000 it, the wind directions 
were from either the SE or SE quadrants. 

The trajectory of the balloon curved slightly anti- 
cyclonically over the eastern slopes of the Sacran~ento 
Mountains. This characteristic is silxgestive of the 
well-known deforming effect of a mountain range on 
an air current directed toward the axis of the rant. 
In this case, however, the validity of invoking the 
aforementioned effect to explain the anticyclonic cur- 

wature, when the wind at levels below the m~untam 
summits appears to have been blowing approximately 
parallel to the range, depends on assuming that the air 
currents parallel to the range themselves constitute a 
barrier deforming a higher current blowing in a differ- 
ent direction across the mountains. The sharp cyclonic 
bend that occurred after the balloon had con~e over 
relatively flat country occurred at the time that the 
balloon began its final descent and is due to the fact 
that the course of the balloon turned toward the north 
as a result of descent to levels where the wind had 
maintained a southerly direction throughout the da>-. 

It isof interest to compare this flight with Flight 17 
(fig. 10). It may be observed on fig. 10 that no deform- 

ing effect of the mountain barrier is apparent. This, 
however, is to be expected, as the altitude of the bal- 
loon above the mountain top is three times that of 
Flight 11, where this antic)-clonic deformation of the 
trajectory was observed. ‘rhe balloon was ultimately 
recovered from Croft, Kansas, a distance of 530 miles 
from the release point: on the basis of the observed 
wind speeds a 12-hour flight duration is estimated. 

9. Conclusion 

\Vithin the coming year it is hoped that a number 
of meteorological investigations may be attempted, 
utilizing constant-level balloons. Release of three or 
more from a single point to float at the same level, 
release at :I number of points to obtain a synoptic 
presentation of the trajectories in a chosen level, and 
the dropping of radiosondes from balloons are some of 
the operations to be attempted. Efforts will be made 
to simplify the arrnngrment so that a constant-level 
Aisht may be m:xle in a routine fashion and at no 
greater cost than the ordinary radiosonde flight. 
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Pmc%ssa REPOR? =% 

cowring Pbriod fma nay 1, 1947 to 
na7 31, l9fb7 

Rwoamh Division, Pmjact Ho. 93 

hrpmd i.8 Awadulw rlttl ProribiOn8 of Contrwt 
v2&099 w-2u, betvwn 

Vatwn ktwmtorioo, Fiod &nlr, !kr Jersv 
6d 

VW York univbnit~ 



I. nm following mvmenworc employed ontho BalloonProjeot 
d-+wwl 

B!&a Grullf~ 

J. Biti 8mltb N&3oro10glirt Fqrnor Ve8ther Bureau 
(full t-1 ml Amy fomcadm. 

Taught wo8ttmr equip- 
merit 8t Eev York utli- 
versity, M.8. in F%y#- 
lccllo~omlogg, IIXU. 

villiu 0. hti8 mlloonPerfonmncm 
&lay& (p8l-t tlma) 

B.A. Plrynicm, #w York 
Univemity. Yoonwr AAl 
pilot. Gmdurt4 rtuidrnt 
in Phydor. 

tNdBUkO~bOhbVd ) c$li*na$mhuot10n Urdorgmdu8t.c AeronrrG 
icalXngixnaring8M- 
d. 

A bid uaa obtulnod from Sklnmr, Cook, & Babcock, Coatmotors, 
at 60 II. &Zd Stzmt, Ikr lark City, for thm ore&ion of a prefrbricatad 
bildim for the hlloon Pro~~ot. rim qwtut10n of k.ooo vu fomrd- 
a to vituta L8bomtorl.or. - 

CorrompoBwloodurin# ttlir pm+Jdru *a followa 

010 of footw bldd GWtOd. 
reqwh8d for balloon 
hunohingon6~~. 

B8d mthor portpomd 
flight until 9Nay. 

Rqmt for quolol*tloa 
on dkphram aoal-off 
for dribbler ami for 
iBore8nd qumtity of 
mdificd dribblers. 

now wodd. 

turni-. 
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s/7/57 un.B 
m-d 
Bightrtmn, B.J. 

5lU47 GoB8rrlNQla 
lunwpolfa, nlnn. 
AM8 Nr. 0. c. WM.88 

5/u/47 D-w&W Ch-. Co. 
cubridgo, Ns88. 
Atta Nr. 18oa 

5/l4/b7 k. a.?. Cl- 
4s Y. Sunnyrldo Ave. 
cbw?o, 3% Ill. 

5/l5/47 Off100 of the 9sordu7 
rort uorth Suh-comitto. 
om A.lr spa00 
cid, Aorolmutlor Auth- 
oritr, (4th %gion) 
?ort Iforth, fona 

5/27/47 OIonl Yilla 
NiBBqoll8, Nina. 
AM8 Nr. O.C. UlMoa 

-2. 

smp1.r of parachuta Furnirhed. 
rhroldlfmr reqwst4d. 

Request for quofiatlon Awaitiq 
on 8alaplo balloona show-n Ifmy cleurnc.. 
to C.B. kol-8 on ri8ite. 

lbqwrt delivary data GiT8B. 
on loo0 gm bllO0~. 

&pO8t for iI3fOnUtiOB hrIIi8hOd. 
at83 chalogut4 on rot 
u-y 8vitcho8. 

Delaying action in 
Goodye8r' 8 quotation 
for tdloon8. 

Rq888t olaaranco for GirrB. 
flight of SallOOM 
fro8 uawgoldo. 

R8pnt roquo8t for Awaiti= 
quotAtlon on plaeti0 navy oleuulw. 
hl.lOOM. 



n* - 
tb SW 0Bforeasoe vwwhelddurirytJnmn#ofM~~r 

mR&Bikmea - 

bmml nllls uamlfacture of tmlloons 
nimmepolls, UIIUL kq oemral ullls for this 

projeot. 

Bethlehm flight for 
Mar 9. 

Sabmider, C.B. thora 

I s/w47 hm " 
I 

Sam New flights at Alamo- 
gordo, N.W., vhsrs lover 
vinds can be found. 

5/l3/47 Pmil coudy of Kollsman Instrument Div. New dribbler design. 
KollenMnInatrrunt Squam D Co. 
CA Moore Klmhurst, L.I.,N.T. 

5/l4/47 E.presentatlve 
of Vulcan Proofing 
Co. C.S. Sohmider, 
C.B. uoon 

VlilcanProofing Co. Testing of btllloon 
Brooklyn, N.X. fabrics and filna. 

g/22/47 Dr. Peopler, Masers: 
A.H.Uears, John 
Alden, Charles 

Vatson Laboratories, Final arrangements for 
Bed Bank, M.J. Alarmgordo trip. 

Obbln Navy cleuana 
Gsnsml ulllr tml- 
loons look good for 
our work. 

Piml deWa. 

Set up trip to Alamo- 
gordo for Hay 29. 

Vulcan proofing would 
make tests. 

Ireland, C.S.Sohrmidor, 
C.B. MocM 



III 0 1. grparl York Acooaulish4 

A 00BferbBobnr heldonn¶~lat xinmapollr VithMr. 
0. 0. Vlnsen of General Mills cowerning the mamfacttua of 
balloonr by Clamal bUlla for thir project. At the present tkm 
this corparp cnnwt supply u# with ballOOM until Ilav-y cleamnco 
18 obtained, kmat it la hoped that arrangements can to completed 
in thb Mar ruturb. Thb typb of balloons llumu.faotumd ty oneml 
I4ills s.01~ to bo well suited to the needs of this project. 

On Xay 8 a trip was asdo to Lehigh Unireraitr, Bethlehem, 
Pa., to fly l cluster of aeteorological balloon carrying Watson 
Labmterlo~ bquipmt . Yinis developad during launching axxi the 
hlloona wcqod wiun the restraining liner snapped tier tbo 
rtl%iB, e&a-i+- ba.llooM aloft without payload. 

AS a rwmlt of this incident, two COBhlJiOM wer. 
dmat first, U&,.zwlaunohlngtschnique MI needed) maoad, 
thnt anothbr laudking 6it4 must te saleotbd offering consirkntly 
aal~wiadsdurI~1mnobl~. It HI decided to nmko the mxt 
flights at Alamgordo, Rev 14uic0, early in Juno. 

OB&rl&n oonf0rmc@~lbh9ld at~VUkaPPx%mfily 
Co., in Brooklyn, 8.X. to disouss the possibility of t&la c-w 
testing nrious types of fabrio axxi film used in the umUactw 
of bmllooM. Itwaragrwdthatthe coqa~vould mke t&o deaimd 
kstr rhrn ordbmd by M. 

Thb hi.@ pint of thb xmth*r l ctivltlbs nm tin doprturw 
hr u@?dO OB w 31, aad thb ~MO Of th. WBth -8 SF-t 
infbr yrbpsmtionof bqu.i~Bt fortho night* to b Mdo there. 
Dqwtwbrb rdr fmmOlmatud?lold,Xlddletown, P&in8017 
fnrnimbd by tab Vataon L4bentorl.r. 

In-ml, probleu ramintba - aa thaaa dlrcuamd in 
t&o prwlono report, nrlya 'taho dotermiration of the relatlvm lvrltr 
ofnriow ballooafllm rd hbria w4.labla) the mnlyais oftha 
altltldb eontroldniM8 to k umd; almithe flighttostfBgof tha 
qniplrntk bb MbdinprbllnLBarywxk. Allof th.8. problu mw 
rrit h-r fii@tO ad del.irwj of bql&QCJBt OrdWbd kfom 
m&tln WB b l ttaptd. 

TM grwtert hiniorlBg feotor iB the progrbrr of wo* is tA0 
la& bf SvailAblo spoo. The pmfdriutod buildizq to ta fmnic.had 
tfbr gwwaD8tlmderthtexno of tha contract. is mm?. W-B* 



moded tbanbefoxv,duo tetbo birlng ofmrm personnel. The 
joint lAboratory a& offico which tJli8 projeot sbAmr with 
umther ir highly inadquata for rti mm of theirs and el*ma 
of ourm - a total of 17 men in. spa00 l pproxlma~ly 15xl5 f-t. 

6. nethodr of Attack 

Until plmitio tallooru can be obtained, M will contimm 
to fly cluater8 ofmekorologicnl balloons. 

Thb only rubatantiil cbangm inqui~ntdurlng the 
priad aorerd ~thl6 report, othbr than genam.l stmngthaaing 
Of nJil&g limm, ir thb .dditiOB of l - asain 8ard tdhst dropping 
dovlab tb thb qui~nttrrinof the fllghtr to k nmdo l tAlmogord0. 

?lm dovloo oomlata of a noat of right plartio tubom each 
fFU~vithd~~srPda~onth4bottorrith~rt~~~r 
mmbxwm. At tin bottomof eachtubb, re8tingagainattha me&mm, 
I# a rrlldmtonting quib of mUflcient form to mptum the papor 
ad pblmit ttlb rmd to f&u. hoh qulb ia conneot+d to a different 
load ontlm kro-switch of a radio-aoxlo tiulator, na that l 
predoterailmd~Lghtof MA !aa,be rel*ased ateigbtprodwt.emUmd 
altituloa. A am3.l wlrr 'shelf' ia placed over the commutator of tlw 
mdulator in mah a way that t& pin aa ia lifted clear of the oon- 
twtsdxuingmmt~ld permitted to drop~1nt.e plea atanLLt.itOdo 
dove that of the higho~t firing oontaat. This ir derlgwd to prmrrnt 
W firing of qulk ti comoqmnt dropping of ballast during assent. 

It la felt that the me o? fro.- extmmiblo rkorologlcal 
Uoom ir unutl~faotory for any final solution of our problr 
bmaauao of their inhormnt inshbillty and the rapid datorlomtion 
of III)oprwm rubbbr urdor tha rrn of the sun. It la felt that olrmtor 
flightr OftliMb hllooM l rba purely atop-gapPuthod of nMtingV~tM)n 
kbbrataribm quip& until plutia mn-axtanaihle lml.loolu aan b 
bbtbimd Id krtbd. 

Zb Wa for grutbr work mpmb ir tbooning inorearingly 
ugbntu mprwnm1aro ddd totho projeotald the extontof 
thb mrk pm. 



It 14 believed tint with pm44nt 8quipment th4 Uappgordo, 
lb Xexlco, arem is the most suitable available for launching 
purporer, sin120 calm vlodr am consistently present at dawn, ad 
them am l ai- of cloud4 to impnir grad Ob48rnhiOZI 0r th4 
blloon4 in flight. 

xt i6 bopd tht in the bdhk lutut, 44ti4rwOl7 
t44bdq~44 forth8 lunching ad floating 0r clwter flight4 m4y b4 
dovoloped dor optima collditiona, ant tMt4 mad4 on am3.l plastio 
wOOEM t0 b8 hUBi#hhd bJ HaA. Smith, cOding4, InO., Or I(aummCk, 
lh fork. 

Armngem8ntr haTo taen coapl*t4d tithth.VulaanProori~ 
CO. 0r b00kly11, lI.T. to teat nrlow balloon f4bricr and filn4 
l B.llAblo. t-h084 t86t4 u-in pmbablyka cdwt4dinth4 n44rrutum. 

A4 44011 l 4 4mng4m4nt.4 44ll k cOmpl8tOd to Obt4iB hvy 
almnaoovo plan to obtainmwxtansible balloonr fm8~~lwralMillr 
in WfflobBt qwtity b ti night b4t4 8d c-me Work OB th8 
UltiutO objective 0r tblr plujeot. 
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Research Division, Project No. 93 

Preoared in Accordance with Provisions of Contract 
LT.&099 ac-XL, between 

Uatson Labor&tories, Red E!mk, New Jersey 
aEd 

New York University 

Prepared by: 

Assistant Project Director 

hproved by: 
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Acting Director of Research 

P.esearch Division 
College of Engineerirg 
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A preliminary survey has mde of the problea. Specl- 

fications were drawo up for the equipment needed and rmu- 

facturers wre contacted to constmct experimental balloons 

and altitude controls. 

A balloon crew was assembled. 

Chile awaiting delivery on the NFJ designed equi;rant, 

clusters of meteorological balloons have been flown for experl- 

ence and as a stop-gap method of caving a payload go altitude. 

In addition, tvo salvaged, racing-type, mn-carving balloons 

of j5,OCC cubic foot size have been procured and are being pre- 

pared for flight. Two 19,OW cubic foot Ja-mese halloons have 

keen made available bythe Navy. 

Preliminary calculations have been made on balloon 

buoyancies and families of curves plotting altitude vs. lift 

for various hslloon sizes have hen prepared for planning and 

flight purposes. 

Civil Aeronautics Authority has giveu clearance for 

flight of large balloons form Lakehurst, Hew Jersey, and Bethlehem, 

Pennsylvania, with certain restrictions. 



I. The personnel wrklnc on this project conzists of tbe follopsir.g 

full-tine employees: 

Eame Duties 

Charles S. Schneider Asst. Proj. Director 

Charles B. Moore J-. Research Engineer 

Richard Bassard 

krry Baclavrn 

Chief of Flight Detail 

In cbrge of the 
Electronic Feather 
Equipment. 

malifications 

Former matter equiplaent 
officer, Army Air Forces 
doing similar hark during 
the war. Elec. En@.neerbg, 
Brooklyn Polytechzic & NYU 

Former watber equipment 
officer, Army Air Forces 
doing similar work during 
the kar. Graduate of 
Georgia School of Technology 
in Chemical E&%neering. 

Former Signal Corpos Officer, 
Elec. Ehgineering at YYU. 

Former weather ecui-nt 
Technician, Degree in 
Mathematics and Statistics 
City College of New York. 

In addition to the above full-time employees, the following 

part-time peveonnel are nm working on the project: 

&?&llg Duties 

Hemylbmwmzind Computations & Equip- 
ment Construction 

Ralph Xorrell JQuipamt Construction 

JamesSmith Weathr Otserrer am3 
Draftsman 

William Kneer l4nchinist 

Cualifications 

Undergraduate Elec. 
Engineering Student. 

Undergraduate Admin. 
bgineering Student. 

Foramr Ueather Obsemer 
InAmyandUmlergraduate 
lbgineerlng Student. 

mdergraduate Eagineering 
student. 



The follo\i;lne personnel v~re hired but later resigned: 

m 

Rotert 'iisnieff 

Duties Cualificatians 

%.uiwv.?nt Construction Undergraduate Physicist 
Student. 

Robert Ferris &pipment Construction Undergraduate Physics 
student. 

Fred Barker &auipment Construction Undergraduate Aeronautics 
mgineering Student. 

II. The following admiuistrative action has been taken in connection 

with this contract: 

Personnel 

1. The assignment of Charles S. Schneider to act as Assis-ant 

Project Director. 

2. The amployment of Charles 8. Moore Jr. of Georgia Tech. as 

a Research Assistant with duties as Engineer. 

3. Muny &achmn was engaged to *take charge of the Electronic 

weather equlpnt due to his past experience as a weather equipment 

techulcian and as au instructor of the AAF classes in the maintenauce of 

radiosonde receptor AN/m-l and radio directional finder SCR-658 at 

Chanute Field, Illiaois. 

4. Richard Ha&ward, a former Signal Corps Officer was hired 

because of his general ImcwJedge of electrical and radio circuits tc 

handle the coustruction of special flight equipnt. 

Eouiumnt 

5. As New PO* Unlversltq did not possess all tlm necessary 

equipDsnta list of squipmntwas Irepared and suhnitted tctb 

Gcoaxmmntwith the request that this q.dpaent tee loaned or furulshed 
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6. The list of e$uisment that h-&s submitted to the ~overnneht 

consisted sf the mjor it235 thrt b-em necessary. however, kc: .;se 

many mall bc;ri. tools krd radio Frts cm3 other erLui:;aent were heeded 

periodically a -xtty cesh fllnci of LlOO L--S set up $0 fccilittte 

?u-chcse 0: ~1~211 itea. A further request ;has been subfitted to the 

Chancellor of the University requesting ihat this petty CL& be 

increasei; to $GOCl ati that a travel fui-xi of ;lCO be establisher; . 

Eousin;: 

7. I‘he existi-* infiation zheltor at t;?e school f3r t‘ce 

i4eteorologicef seoertment's use was not adequate to handle the large 

dimeter ?lastlc balloons that we elan to use. Therefore a reqest 

wae submitted crd a??rored by the Contracting Officer icr the coh- 

struction of a 27 ft. cube inflation shelter on the cs.npus of :iew 

York University. Due to restrictions placed on us by the Air S?F.CF! 

Sub-Comittee of the Civil Aeronautics Authority, New York !lffice, 

it has since been decided not to erect this inflation shelter in the 

New York erta, but tier to use existing facilities at Lakehurst, 

New Jersey or Olmtead Field, !&iddletown, New Jersey. 

Sub-Contracts 

8. Permission was secured from the Contracting Officer of the 

katson Laboratories to place two sub-contracts. One was for the fabri- 

cation of elastic balloons ati was placed with Harold A. S;lith Inc., 

of kkuaaronaek, New York.. This sub-contract amount& to $7,565. The 

second sub-contract was glaced with Bollsman Inst-nt Civision of 

--- 



U/7/46 Visking Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Mr. Cahn 

12/4/46 Viskiug Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
E. B. Ca&n 

Square D Incorpomted at ELmhurst, Long Island, New York. This 

sub-contract xas for the construction of model alti~tude controls 

ani amounted to $7,446. 

Correspondence written during this period is as follows: 

Date of 
Corres- 
pondence Address 

11/7/46 Plax Corp 
Bartford, Corm. 
Att: &ii. Griffith 

Abstract Answer 

Forwarding P.O.#5983 Rot furnished. 
& Requesting price 
quotation and delivery 
schedule for 4 diff. 
thicknesses of 36" wide 
polyethylene sheet 
(.Wl" .OOi25" .004" 
wxl .008". 

Request to know what 
IULXU~~ width Poly- 
ethylene could be 
supplied in, aad 
what the cost an3 
delivery date would 
be. 

Advising interest in 72" circunf'erence 
securine 300 ft. of 72" Polpthylene tube 
circumf&&e poly- 
ethylene tubing re- 
quest information on 
thickness and price. 

could be furnished. 
Request to know 
quantity and thick- 
ness .002 mil thick 
$l.LO/lb. estimate 
and would need 19 
lbs. 

S/10/46 Dewey dr A@? Chem. Co. Acknowledging receipt 
Cambridge, Mass. of material used by 
Att: Mr. Langley W. Isom Mr. Isom in his con- 

stant level balloon 
work. Also advising 
that order for single 
sod double neck 1000 
gram balloons had been 
placed. 

None required. 
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X2/16/46 Celanese Celluloid Corp. Advising this coqany Advising they do 
1% Xsdison i:veme of our desire to fEbri- mot believe ethyl 
New York, 2. 1. czte e balloon from @as- cellulose would 

tic Wnm snd our inter- work secondly that 

U/17/46 Nixon Nitrogen Works 
Nixon, New Jersey 

12/17/~6 i=lm Corp. 
Hartford, corm. 
irtt: '.!r. Griffith 

L&7/46 Dow Chem. Co. 
Miclsnd, Mich. 

est in ethyl cellulose 
as a possible $astic 
fiti to be used ?or 
this construction. Xc- 
quest thst ;iteraVure 
be supplied showing 
low temperature char- 
acteristics, tensile 
strength, etc. 

Same request made of 
this company 8~s with 
Celanese Celluloid 
Corp. 

Advisirq that E. L. 
Cournard Co., re- 
commended by Plax, 
had declined the 
contrat for fabri- 
cation of balloons. 
That tinexcelled Chem. 
Corp. of New Bruns- 
wick hed agreed to 
this fabrication ard 
supplied the necessary 
shipping Eddress for 
the polyethylene. 

12/17/1+6 Dewey & Almy Chem. Co. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Att: .Hr. Isom 

Acknowledging receipt 
of single and double 
neck balloons. Double 
neck balloons were 
received with a single 
neck ~~1~s a nub on the 
top of the balloon. 
Request to know 
whether shipment xes 
in error and if so 
whet Aisposition to 
be mzde. 

Same requ.zst made of 
this compeny 8s that 
made vith Celanese 
Celluloid Corp. 

they do not x&e 
film only 3?olding 
coder - co liter+ 
tare waileble. 

Advising they otiy 
make molding 
powder. 

None required. 

Advising that nub 
must be cut with 
scissors in order 
to get double neck. 

Not received. 
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l/3/47 Harol?~ A. Smith 

l/3/47 Visking Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Att: J. L. Lane 

12/;4/46 Unexcelled Chem. Corp. 
iiarold A. Smith 

Advising 5e ?lax Car3. Advising th&t .OOi 
had been app led Gth mil thickness too 
his -nlP mg tcart-~s a "-P'Ir . thin. suggested 
snd tlso re+uest.ing emieavorinq to 
his technical advice obtain 7;" width 
on the fessability of in .006 ail. 
usinc: 2 72” wide strig 
of solyethylene, 2 mil. 
thickness that Visking 
Corp. of Chicago could 
supply. 

Acknowledge receipt of New quotation 
letter of Cecenber 26th furnished. 
containing estimated 
cost of fsbrication of 
balloon. Advising that 
the bid could not be 
accepted on a cost plus 
bssis. &questing thEt 
their quote ti resub- 
mitted. 

Advising that fabri- Advising that 
cation of balloons at they only have 
a % mil. thickness .0@4 ad .006 
polyethylene film would 15 12" flat k-idth. 
be extremely difficult The 36" width 
to hetile. ~?qlest request could be 
made that information made but &ce 
be supplied on a 72" would be ~rohi- 
circumference film 4-6 bitive. 
mils in thickness. 

i/a/47 Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 
Mr. A. H. Mears 

l/8/47 Watson Laboretories 
Red Sank, N. J. 
Mr. A. il. Mezrs 

Advising need of radio- Advising part ship- 
sorde receptor SCR658 merit would be made 
by NYU plus power units Feb. 13th. 
ard technical publi- 
cations. 

Returning list of Advising government 
equi?ment to the records chaged ad 
govermwnt loaned or that catalogues 
government furnished will be sent under 
with request that separete cover. 
certain corrections, 
additions znd deletions 
be ma&. 
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l/l4/47 Bland Chernas Inc. 
Yonkers, x. Y. 

l/21/47 

l/21/47 

l/21/47 

l/21/47 

$hellmar.Projects Corp. 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

Milprint Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Mr. Paul B. Hultkrans 

Rowe Packaging Co. Ltd. 
Toronto, Canada 

Western Products Inc. 
Newark, Ohio 

l/23/47 Kennedy Car Liner & 
Bag co., Inc. 

Shelbyville, Inl. 

l/23/47 Unexcelled Che@. Corp. 
Harold A. Smith 

l/23/47 Watson Laboratories 
Bed Bank, N. J. 
Mr, A. H. Mears 

Requesting to know 
whether t'nis company 
would consider fabri- 
cation of 15 ft. dia- 
meter ;lnstic balloon. 

F:equest that tney quote 
on delivery and cost of 
fabrication of 10 ea.15 
ft. balloons. Five to 
be fabricated from Saran 
(Type M-00225" thick anl 
5 from polyethylene made 
from PM-1.004" thick. 

Advising that they 
could not assist 
us in fabrication. 

Advising plant 
could not cope with 
problem at this 
time. 

Same request as letter 
to Shellmar l/21/47. 

Same request as letter 
to Shellmar l/21/47. 

Same request as letter 
to Shellmar l/21/47. 

Same request as letter 
to Shellmar l/21/47. 

Request for quote on ---- _ _. _ 

Verbally informed. 
Not interested. 

Wish to make znodel 
ad submit same be- 
fore quoting. Neve: 
heard anything. 

Acknowledged re- 
ceipt of letter 
and advising quot- 
ation would follow. 
Did not arrive. 

Verbally informed. 
Not interested. 

New quotation 
15-15 ft. diameter ml- furnished. 
loons and 6-3 ft. dia- 
meter balloons to be 
fabricated from various 
thicknesses of Saran 
and Polyethylene. 

Advising that tool None required. 
equipment TE-50A was 
short a 6" ruler a pr. 
of tweezers, and a 
socket wrench. No 
request for replacement 
for these items nade. 
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l/X/47 Kollsman xnstment co. 
Elmhurst, i. I. 
‘ktt: TEul Gsudg 

2/3/47 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, Rex Jersey 

2/7/47 Watson Laboratories 
Red Rank, New Jersey 
!.tt: Mr. D. Rigney 

i/13/47 Contrzcti~ Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, New Jersey 

S/11/47 Patterson Rros. 
New York City 
Att: Mr. 8. Carey 

2/18/47 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 

Z/&/&7 General Xills 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Mr. 0. C. Winzen 

Recnest for Tuotation Guotation supplied. 
of 3 ea. of the follov- 
ing altit,Jde control 
equipment: 

1. Motor switched 
modulators. 

2. Sec. controlled 
dribblers. 

3. Aech. controlled 
dribblers. 

Forwarding quote from Not approved. 
Unexcelled & requesting 
approval. 

Requesting permission Permission granted. 
to build a 27 cubic foot 
inflation shelter. 

Forwarding ;uotation Permission granted 
received from Kollsman to place subcontrac- 
Instrument Co. for the 
necessary control de- 
vices for the constant 
level balloon. 

Advising that one Ungsr Replacement made. 
electric soldering pencil 
is being returned under 
separste cover as it ws 
received in unusable con- 
dition. Request for re- 
placement made. Quotation 
enclosed. 

Rec,uesting permission toPermission withheld. 
plats subcontract vith 
Unexcelled Chem. Corp. 
for the fabrication of 
balloons. 

Request t1v:t ::uotstion Declining to quote 
be supplied for the until after confer- 
fabrication of 15-15 ft. ence with XYU 
diameter &lloons and representatives. 
6-3 ft. diameter &lloons 
made of various thick- 
nesses of @yrthylene 
and Srren. 
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T/24/47 Bland Ch~rr!zs Co. Inc. 
New York City 

X/24/47 Leomrii >4. &rb 
Gooaye~r Tire & Fmbber 
Akron, Ohio 

3/6/47 Watson Lz'borhtcries 
Red Bank, ii. J. 
Mr. drophy 

3/7/47 Contrxtillg Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Eank, K. J. 

3/?/47 Gocdyesr Tire & Rubber 
Akron, Ohio 
Mr. L. X. H&rb 

3/7/47 Seyfang Laboratories 
1300 Mediterranean Ave. 
Atlantic City, ii. J. 

3/7/47 Unexcellad Chcm. Car". 
New Brunszrick, i!. J. 

3/7/47 i3z.x Corg. 
Hartford, Corm. 
Mr. Ft. Z. Ames 

Sine rec.uest 2s letter ii0 reply received. 
to General ;!ills k/24,/47. 

Sane request 2 12tter ,uotation su?$ied 
to General ;!ills 
z/24/47. 

lj hpil 1947. 

I;0 2.nswer received. 
Fomsrdixq copy of 
letter of reLeuest that 
-had been sent to Xr. 
H. A. Smith for the 
fabrication of balloons. 

Advising that UnexcelledPermission granted. 
Chem. Corp. did not wish 
to proceed with the con- 
tract and that instead 
H. A. Smith of Xamaro- 
neck, N. Y. -was williiy; 
to undertake the fabri- 
cation. Suotation from 
Mr. nuesnC~te~o;;~;~i ,p- 

r 1 
.&anted. -- 

Request a quote on the ::uotation supplied 
fabricetion of 5 ea. 15 April 1947. 
~lloons~nade from 
Nylon covered with 
suitable neoprene and 
5 ea. balloons made 
from fort&an covered 
in a similar fashion. 
Advising that any 
recommendations con- 
cerning balloon fabrics 
xould be appreci&ted. 

Same request ts letter hdvised interest. 
to General riills L/24. Ask for conference. 

Requesting that >oly- No action taken. 
ethylene filx +,hnt hx! 
been shippeti to them 
from Plx Car?. be 
rei;urned to 'SfU I . 
Request that shipping xi- :io answer required 
dress for polyethylene 
film be changed from 
Unexcelled Chem. Cm?., 
New Brunswick, X.3. to 
H. A. Smith, 490 B&ecker 
Ave., ~4amaroneck, ?v.Y. 
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j/19/&7 Unexcrlled Chem. Car>. 
New Ekunswick, ;i. J. 
j.tt: :tr. Te.gen 

3/;4/47 General Xi115 
Minneapolis, Xinn. 
Mr. 0. C. Winzen 

3/;4/47 Mr. R. s. Hassard 
5 I~ollywood Ave. 
Tuckahoe, B. Y. 

3/25/L? Mr. George E. Weidner 
Engineer Board 
Barrage Balloon Branch 
Ft. delvoir, Va. 

3/27/47 H. A. Smith 
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

3/29/47 H, A. Smith 
~amaroneck, 1:. Y. 

3/29/47 Seyfange Laboratories 
1300 i%editerr&aean Ave. 
:jtlantic City, I*. J. 

Carnfirming telephone Film shi;ioed. 
conversation in which ,:.uotation su+ieo. 
cuthoric.ation ws given 
to shis polyettiylere 
filp to XLI ano advis- 
ing once iigain of cor- 
rect s:li?;2i:q a.idrs;s. 

Be:~uestilL: .:uote and cuotation su??lied. 
delixry uate on fibre 
screws lp long, filli- 
ster head xxi B-32 
thread. 

Acknowledge letter of Asked for con- 
3/11 and advising that ference in April. 
our representatives 
would be oleased to 
discuss construction 
details of the balloons. 

Advising him of lossibi- Bassard employed.. 
lity of full-time posi- 
tion in Research Div. 
of i*YU. Requesting 
that he make eppointrment 
for interview. 

Requesting germission Invited to visit 
for XU representetives ?*lr. Weidner. 
to visit with him to 
discuss constant level 
balloons and safety 
valves and control 
devices. 

RequestinS ;uote on Sugplied 
valves. 

Request for suote on Not received. 
balloons fabricated 
from nylon and forti- 
sari film coated with 
butyl rubber. 

Fwiuesting quote on Heceived. 
3 sets 0:‘ stabaiizer . 
fins. 
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3/31/47 

3/31/L7 

J. R. Garvin Reoucsting -;uote for the Acknowledged. 
Douglas Leigh Sky 40,000 cu. ft. hilloons Asked for definite 

Advertisirq Co. that this company re- express ion of 
Lakehurst, X. 5. ceiveci from surplus. interest. 

seyfang Laboratories 
1300 ?iediterranean ;ve. 
.Ltlmtic City, X. J. 

Requesting cuote on one Furnished. 
to five each 15 ft. 
diameter balloons made 
of 3 oz. silk cloth 
coated with neoprene 
and 2 each 3 ft. oia- 
meter balloons &de 
from the same material. 

4/l/47 Mr. 3. aoyle 
Air Cruisers Inc. 
Clifton, N. J. 

4/l/47 

4,/a/47 

4/a/47 

4/a/47 

Molded Latex Products 
Inc. 

Paterson, N. J. 

WIRE 
H. J. Brailsford & 

co. Inc. 
Rye, N. Y. 

Capt. Albert C. Trakowskl 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Sank, N. J. 

General ;(ills 
Xinneapolis, Kinn. 
Xr. 0. C. 'winzen 

4/10/47 hTiiF. 
H. G. Brsilsford 
Rye, X. Y. 

4/lC/47 XPJX 
Lehigh Dni-rersity 
Bethlehem, ?a. 
Prof. Frank Xyers 

Requesting quote on Quote furnished on 
25-15 ft. diameter nylon fabric coated 
balloons and 10-3 ft. with butyl rubber. 
diameter balloons made Interested but want 
from polyethylene .OC4" cost plus basis. 
polyethylene .COS" 
Saran .0X25" ax? a 
fortisan fabric coated 
with butyl rubber and 
from nylon film. 

Identical letter as Furnished. 
above request to Air 
Cruisers Inc. 

Requesting price and 
delivery date of 3 
volt price type relays. 

Forwarding minutes of None required. 
Air Space Sub-Committee 
Meeting. 

Acknowledging receipt April date set. 
of March 31st letter 
and notifying this 
company that our re- 
oresentatives would 
be &eased to come at 
their convenience. 

Requesti% to know 
how relays ordered 
were shipped. 

Answered. 

Requesting permission Given. 
to make balloon re- 
lease from Lehigh Uni- 
versity on 15 April. 
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4/10/47 WIRE 
Seyfang Laboratories 
1300 &sditerranean 1-ve. 
Atlantic City, ;i. J. 

4/u/47 WIKE 
Dewey&Almg 
Cambridge, Hass. 
-Mr. 7. L. D.s.7be.m 

M.4147 WIRE 
Frank Seyfang 
Seyfang Laboratories 
Atlantic City, N. J. 

4/15/47 WIRE 
Xx-. Barney Frank 
27 Rochdele Ave. 
Roosevelt City, N. J. 

4/17/47 WIRE 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

4/17/47 N. Y. Sub-Committee on 
Air Space 

385 Xadison Ave., XYC 
Att: C. J. stock 

L/21/47 WIRE 
General Nills 
Hinneb~lis, Xinn. 
Hr. 0. C. Tinzen 

Requesting to know Gate Given. 
whether April 17th 
or 13th woulti be 
satisfsctory fo Xr. 
Frank C. Seyfsng to 
meet NYU represente- 
tives to inspect 
,30,000 CU. ft. and 
z-35,030 CU. ft. in 
iieightstown, Ii. 3. 

Advising that single Homa needed. 
neck NlOOO gram balloons 
should be furnished on 
our order 14%4S. 

Advising NYU repressn- Furnished. 
tative could not keep 
engagement for April 
17th to inspect balloons 
and requesting that 
next best suitable 
date bi furnished. 

Advising NYU still Satisfactory 
interested in ?ur- 
chase of balloons. 
Requesting that in- 
spection iate be 
changed from 17 Apr. 
to 23 &lx-. 

Mvising ti3le of None needed. 
arrival at Lehigh to 
release balloons. 

Advising that dis- Request refused. 
crepancies observed in 
minutes of CAA meeting 
and requesting that 
conditions for nor8 
suitable flights be 
granted. 

Advising that XYU 
representatives would 
xake definite date 
for arrival later in 
week. 
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,&l/47 YItE 
Llarney Frank 
27 Rochdale Ave. 
Rxsevelt City, 1;. .J. 

L/~1/47 Seyfeng Lsborktories 
Lthntic city, ii. J. 

$/;3/47 t(ollsmEn Instrument 
Division 

80-08 45th heme 
Elmhurst, L. I. 

4/25/L7 XBE 
Seyfang Laboratories 
Atlantic City, S. J. 

4/28/47 Barney'Frank 
27 Rochdule Ave. 
Roosevelt City, K. J. 

Confirming dsts of 
i,pl-. 23 for Gte 
ins+ction of bal- 
loons. 

Confirming ~2EtP of r3 
km-. Cm date in- 
;tction of b*lloons. 

Advising thnt 2 - 
35,330 CU. ft. bel- 
loons were purchased 
from Barney Frank 
md that these bal- 
loons were being 
shi?G to hi_-, for 
renoir. 

Aavising that Univer- 
sity muld buy 2 - 
35,000 CU. ft. balloons 
and that these balloons 
should be shipped to 
Seyfeng Laboratories. 

None needed. 

?ione zee&d. 

2zknowledged. 

Acknowledged. 



IV. COnfe~W2e$ 

Preliminsry conferences verl; ' held with plastic ,>eckz:gin(: companies. liowl:vcr, u:; ‘r:.;i*,:‘P .1t!r.:3:11121 

uare not always available et the time of these confarcnccs with th 2 vtlrious com.anius it vu.5 uwcs.5ary to 

write !'ollowup letters. heference to these letter:; ct;n be founi unler coxuunic;.tion.i cl' this I-V: wrt. 

In addition to these preliminary conferences re@rciinp; ,rlasticr, the folloi:iry con!'ur:~r~cc:; wrt 

also held: 

2/U/47 

I 
,:: 2/21/47 
I 

Peoule Present 

Dr. J. Peoples, C. 
Iral03, D. Ri~ney, 
Capt. arakowski, 
Hcclrman, Noore, 
Schneider 

Where Held 

Watson Laboratories 
bed Sunk, N. J. 

H. Brophy, Dr. J. Watson Laboratories 
Peopler, Capt. Ned Bank, N. J. 
Trckwskl, D. Rieney, 
Schneider, Moore 

Lt. Comdr. Harrioon. Lakehurst Naval Air 
Dr. Pco,)les, Schneider, Station 
Moore, Hackman Lakehurst, II. J. 

J. Sturtetiant, L. &rb, Goodyear Tire & ltubber 
Schneider, Moore co. 

Akron, Ohio 

Dr. Peoples, D. icigney, Uatson Laboratories 
Hoore, Schneider ited &I&, N. J. 

Ar. Hagen, Dr. Prx~~lior- Molded L[.tex 
gr. st, Moore Paterson, ii. J. 

Discuose~ 

Government t'urnished 
e~~ul:wnt. 

Placcmfnt of sub- 
contr~.ct~ for bLlloons 
with ii. A. Smith. Inc. 

Jep OLlloons. 

Fobricotiun of 
Iurge biilloon~ 



3/a/47 

3/26/47 

Lt. Gunther, Con&. Lakehurst Air Navel 
Harrison, C. Ireltind, station 
Moore Lakehurst, N. J. 

F. Seylkng, Mrs. F. 
Seyfang, Moore, 
Schneider 

Atlcntic City, N. J. 
Seyfnng Lcborutories 

Dr. Peoples, D. HiKney, 
Moore, .Schneider 

Watson laboratories 
Fted &I$ N. J. 

R. Brophy, Mr. Combridge New Pork University 
H. Contini, M. Gitinnini 
Schneider, bore 

P. Goudy, Moore Kollsloan Instrument Co. 
5.&uhurst, L. I. 

Uee of Ltikchumt rfic 
a lounchim site. 

Fhbrictition of large 
bblloonri. 

Contract Adminlxtrztion 

&lltist valve construc- 
tion. 

lhjring the period covered ty this report, Messrs. ELoore and Schnei;ler ined. rrpLt~:J trip;; to 

Kollwan Inetrment Co. and discussed the fabrication of the modulators and ottrcr equi,xnent that fiollsmtln 

was dttrikning for our use. These meetings owe not been considered conferences but I’or the bencl’it or this 

report the samn individuals were always present, Messrs. Schneider and Moore of New York University and 

Paul Gaudy, Engineer ro r Kollewn Instrument Co. The material discussed ,:a~ methods of lm>rovin~ the con- 

struction of the modulatora end other o~&xmtnt. 



III C 1. Cieneral 'iork .Cccomxlishe<. 

The period was spent in ?repcrttory vzrk riich cocsis?e< oC 

the fol1w-i~ shcses: 

Ph&se 1. The desigriq of E bslloon .ati of altitude conwolr 50 be 

used. 3s tentj.tive solutions to the m4.n problem. 

L. The contrcting of plastic fiti fcbricstors to obtkir, jsvzrt-i 

sources of supply for large non-extensible balloons. To dew, one sub- 

contrcct hss beer let for 1: ft. clisiwter kl;oocs. 

3. Tie cortxtirg of zn ins',fument, consany whici. wo>fid cor.struct 

the sltit-de control devices. 4 subcontract has ii120 Leer. let for 

altittie controls. 

L. The designing of a 2.rgc balloon inPlation shelter as 2. Y. G. 

MaferiEls have been procured for it. Cue to chznge in ;l;x t:-.t. zheli.~r 

xi11 not be built at X. Y. U. therefore tZe materizls iire being held for 

the government until termimtion ,of contract. 

5. The repairi% and testing of the radfosoke receptor in De?:rt- 

merit of Xeteorology for preliminary flights ?erdiPg tni rrrivcl of 

Goverment-los~ned ec&tiFnt. 

6. The prelinirar; flights with ciusters ;f :~eteorolo~icel ballsox2s 

as sto?-gag methods to attempt constant level balloon flights while 

await& the deliver/ of ii. Y. C. desiged ecui?ment. 

7. The Acing of ?relim.irxxy calculations ati rektirements on 

constant level balloon erformance. 

;. hecific Problems. 

Yet to be deterzined is +Ae relative merits of vario~ tdioon 

films &xxi fcbrics available. This is to be hatiled by test xrk IOLE by 
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the Genir~; ?-ille ent! ;er_1~5j by tht curei;u 3: ;t::nc~rls in :~as:~in~zcn. 

The tltitme coctrcl Cevicts neef? to be snalyzec :cr ?;G;-r- 

rir~tior of ogtizxa settiqj fx initial ;ctioo ~.x: rLL.5 3f relz:i 

of the bt11zst. This srotlen is +juziiixg come fiichtz before a ftii 

sc2ic, mihemtical etuoy is mfertaien. 

Tine main ?roblam is thr f&nt testis; cf xe eM~ui:x;en'. $nrn< 

as a tentative xlutior. to the de;ir,d flizh: sath. This ai;eitr. mcei;? 

of scme large lightweight balloon envelo:xs DO mre af K.SS el5itwe 

cor.tro1c. 

SFtitiitior~. 3. 

Xore work wouli: hzve >been acconolished had tht a~,ti~menz to 

be furnished by the Govsrnint arrived. The +-cfabricnted tuilliug 

that is to be su?qlied by the Governmht accorCinS to +Che contrxt is 

urgently needed, as there is ho housing sveikble for the .xoject at 

N. Y. ll. The project mrscunel has been ;IsiT work benches occupied 

by other projects. Tine project ix5 tern using zhi office sAxcE 3C 

c.aot.ter research gou?. T;:is has not been sat&facto=- aa six of their 

men ani four of ours attemt to work in 6 joint labmator; and office 

15 x 15. 

Fkstriction on the qojsc t is t;ne Civil Aeronzufics -ikbority 

recgirenent that balloon flii;hts be atie only- on U.qs thaz are cloucless 

up to 20,000 feet. This is difficult to met in the eastern Whited 

States but a?.xars leas Zifficuit in the New Xexlco area. 

The pertinent abstrxt from rrinuteo of tna meeting xSth the kir 

Space Suk-Oamittee of CLk on 17 Zarch 19L7 are included in the ~s?etiix. 
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1. Xethods of Attack 

(1) After a survey of ;~vaileble iiterature in aerostatics s.cd 

after conferences s-ith vh~rims bzlloor, r~enufccturers r.115 cluthoritits it 

is believed thtt t& bcic ;r3blec 2: .T;intz inin: the 1: 2.k. ,cf +~:;lo:~~d 

at constant altitude can be-t be soled by using e. non-exiehsible bailoon 

axI a device operated 'by pressure which drops ballast whenever the 

balloon descends below a Jreset altitude. 

The specifications for the equignent are is foilows: 

The balloon should be of large known volume, light in weight, 

non-extensible, either transparent or highly reflective to 

solar radiation. Fiiggirg should be used to distribute the 

load evenly about the ballooc. 

A safety valve should be used to holi the inflation .a?pendix 

of the b4loon normally closed (as any hydrogen lost decreses 

the time Gosaible at nominal constar~t altitude). The valve 

uoulC: act as a safety vent if the balloon should rise appreciably 

above the altitude where it is fully inflated, as there is danger 

of rupturing the ewelo~e ;Lnless the excess pressure is relieved. 

The safety valve should be set to release pressure before the 

liskt of the working stress of %he balloon fabric is reached. 

If the erect volume of the balloon is known and t.ie air density 

VS. altitude relationship is 5etemined on t:he Cay of flight, 

it is possible to compute the total lift of tne gas in the 

belloon at 2-q' altitude. 3y adjusti~ the goss load to be 

supported by the gas to equal the total lift at the Desired 

altitude of flight, the balloon will level off at the de&red 
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sltitude as it has no further buoyancy. This altitutie stebility 

exists otiy r_s long as the balloon is in the fully infkted or 

"taut" state. Once t:-,e bslioon stirtz descending (due to loss 

of iydroren by oiff-sion or by otixr loss) ii 'wcon~es flebby and 

is no longer stable. It vi11 continue Cesceixiing until correcttve 

action is taken or until it reaches the earth. 

The altitude control is to be used is the tallest valve. When 

correctly set it will tetetine the lower limit of.the bzlioon's oscillation 

zs it would releese a free flowing liquid ballast from s reservoir whenever 

the balloon descetis e short Cstznce below i preset sltitude. 

To test this tentative solution to the basic problem, inter- 

mediate sizes of balloon ,-de of suitable ftibric or films ire fieeded in 

eddition to the eltitude controls. 

Eelloons 

Eklloon manuf&cturers and fabric&tors of @.stic films were 

contEcteci to locate a suitable balloon material. The following materizls 

were suggested: 

Materiel Advantages 

Plastic Film 

Polyethylene Good low temperature 
prqerties (GenAills 
desir,s to fabricate 
Pictrd's kalloons 
from this). 

Shran Transparent, low 
?ermeebility, high 
tensile strength. 

Disadvantsnes Disuosition 

Low tensile strength, 
Milky-trenslucent, 
Medium permeability. 

Tears e&sily, fair 
low temperEtlire sro- 
perties (?), weak at 
seams if heat sealed. 

10 ea. 15 ft. 
balloons being 
fabricated from 
it. 

5 large klloons 
being fsbriceted. 
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Nylon Good low teloperatwe 
properties, easily 
fabricated, strong. 

viny1ite Easily fsbricsted. 
ailost traispsrent. 

Teflon 

Ethocel 

Strong 

Easily fabricated. 
Good low temperature 
characteristics. 

Fliofilm Easily fabricated. 

Coated Fabrics 

Nylon coated 
with 
neoprene 
butyl rubber 
polyethylene 
s*ran 

Strop<, easily 
fabricated. 

Fortesin (regener- 
ated celulose 
rayon) 'coated 
=itla 
neoprene 
butyl rub&r 
polyethylene 
SWC%.n 

Silk coated 
with 
neoprene 
butyl rubber 

Xot swilcble, low L.veiting sample. 
tear resiztiince (?) 

very poor low 
tempernture 2*0- 
gerties. 

Discarded. 

Can not be fbbriczted. Discarded. 

Very high 
permeability. 

Discerded. 

Toor ultra violet Discarded. 
properties, ?OOl- low 
temperature properties. 

Heavy, expensive Awaiti- 
opaque, nylon Investigation. 
cloth has relative 
high elong&tion. 

Awaiting 
Investigation. 

Awaiting 
Investigetion. 

As a result of this preliminary study R sub-contrzct was 

given to Ii. A. Smith, Coatings Inc. of Namroneck, Xew York, to fabricate 

balloons with the following specifications for test purposes: 
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3 foot c&meter balloons, no etta2iments excecting en inflation 
tube or sopendix mde of ~the balloon film &bout 10 inches long 
t7.d 1.4" i%.m?ter. 

2 each made froti lolyothylene PM-1 film .OOL+" thick 
. esci bide from Polyethylene FM-1 film .308" thick 
c each made from Saran type M film .50;25" thick 

15 foot eizmeter balioons with inflation tube L" in diameter and 
12" long, ~JL‘o means for ettscnind rigging lines supporting a 
L5-pound load to bottom of balloon and means for attaching aux- 
iliary lifting balloons to top of balloon. If possible, balloon 
should be capable of withstatiing internal pressure equivalent 
to 2" water. 

5 each msde from Polyethylene PX-1 film .30&l' thick 
5 each ma& from ?olyethylene PM-1 film .CO8" thick 
5 each made from Saran Type i+l fi&m .00225" thick 

(1) The balloon film should be treated before or after manufacture 

in such a way as to seal all @holes. 

(2) A patchiw kit should be furnished for use of the balloon 

flight personnel. 

(3) It is desired that either the volume of the 15 foot balloons 

be known to within 10 to 20 cubic feet k-hen fully inflated or that the volume, 

though unknown, be nearly the same for each of the balloons of this size 

(differences in volume should not extieed +I$ of the total volume of a mean 

balloon). 

Delivery was made 20 April 1947 on the first 3 foot balloons, twu 

15 foot balloons are expected by the end of i4ay. 

In an attempt to interest another manufa,cturer in the problem, 

the following companies were contscted. 

Com3anp Type of Comoanv Interested? Disposition 

Dobeckman Co. 
500 Fifth Avenue, bXC Plestics & Packaging No None 

Kennedy Car Liner & Bag 
COL, Shelmille, Ird. Plastics & Packaging NO None 
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Plextron Inc. 
55 Tremont Ave., BP. 57 

CuPage Plzcics Co. 
;+?5 Fifth Ave., XYC 

Shellnar Zro~uct5 Ix. 
Eqire State Eidg., XYC 

Millpint Inc. 
YWwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Celanese Plastics Corp. 
180 Madison Ave., NYC 

E. L. Courmnd Co. 
2835 9th Ave., 5% 

Blend Charnas Co. 
24 Ashburton hve,Yonkers 

Western Products Inc. 
Newark, Ohio 

Rowe Packaging Co. 
26 Queens St. E. 
Toronto 1, Ontario 
Canada 

Goodyear Tire &Rubber 
co., Akron 16, Ohio 

Molded Latex Products 
Inc., 27 Kentuclq Ave. 
Paterson 3, N. J. 

Air Cruisers Inc. 
Clifton, N. 3. 

General Fills inc. 
1837 Pierce St. N.E. 
Minneapolis 13, Finn. 

Seyfang Laboratories 
1300 Fiediterranean Ave. 
i.tlantic City, N. J. 

Dewey & Almy Company 
Casbridge 40, >iass. 

Beach Balls 

Beach Balls 

Plastics & Packaging 

Plastics & Packaging 

Plastics 9r Packaging 

Toys, Beach Balls 

Plastics & Packaging 

Plastics & Packaging 

Blimps & Ealloons 

No 

NO 

IJO 

NO 

NO 

No 

No 

No 

Balloons (Meteorological) Not 
very. 

Balloons (Meteorological) Yes 

Balloons (Picard's) Yes 

Barrage Captive & 
Other Balloons 

Meteorological &+lloons Xo 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Awaiting final 
decision. 

None 

Awaiting final 
decision. 

Awaiting visit. 

Awaiting final 
decision. 

None 



On completicn of the survey of balloon mterials other orders 

will be !+xd for eqerimenta.1 intcrnediute balloons. 

ks soon ts h series of successful flights are obtiined, it is 

-Jlenned to procure balloons of -bout 8 tims the dis$acement of tile inter- 

uediste size for tests as the model to solve the problem. These larger 

balloons would be about 30 feet in diameter. 

Altitude Control 

Mr. Goudy of the Kollsman Instrument Division of Square D Corpora- 

tion was contactedto determine the feasibility of: 

(1) An eccarzte pressure-actuated 1i.c;zi.d ballast dro?piq device. 

(2) A motor-switched modulctor for the standard Army radiosonde 

AN/SMT-1. The stmdard pressure-switched modulator would be of little 

value indeterminin& the height of the constent level balloon &fter it 

leveled off on a constant pressure surfnce. 

On a subcontrcct Kollsman urdertook to build a pressure actuated 

"dribbler" or ballast dropping device as follows: 

Mechanically Controlled Dribbler 

To consist of a diaphragm opereted needle valve which will allow 

no flow for a 2 mb. increase in pressure on the diaphregn over pressure 

of which diaphregm is sealed but will allow a flow of LO grzms/minute 

under 1 foot of lead for a 5 mb. increase in pressure. Petroleum ball&St 

with a density of ebout .775 Em/cc is to be used. 

Diaphra,gm to be open to the atmosphere until it i's seeled off 

by the radiosonrie pressure switch at a preset sltitude. 
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;~n electrically opexted rwedle -+alve was inclxied in the order, 

hcwever it is to be cs~rcelleti as tfie nechsnicrl vslve appears mre feasible 

to the manufzcturer. 

As the aotor switched moklstor 1x5 blrtady ir sx;erimental 

stzte of xanufe&me for the Signal Corps ad Evhns sign21 LLborztorics 

an o&e* yes placed for 3 of them with these characteristics: 

To have a motor-driven commutator to contain 4 contscts alternately 

switching two ciifferent temperatures, pressure and a refertrxe. Rate of 

switching will complete one cycle per minute. To report ,sressure accurately 

between 150 ati 530 mb. with a pressure resistor to be of such a valve that 

with a iarEe rxiiosonde frec:uency variation for a mall change in pressure. 

To *have an atijustable contact variable bet-xecn 250 mb and 400 mb 

with a factory adjustment of 300 mb. k?len the pressure arm reached this 

contact, a squib will cut a thread that holds the belles; Siaphregm open. 

The first mechanical ciribblsr arias received on 20 Q-i1 19L7 anti is 

undergoing modification and tests before being flown on Cluster Flight #2. 

If it is successful, an order for improved models will be slated. 

Another method maintaining a balloon at constant cltitude 

is by replenishing the hydrogen in the non-extensible envelope as it is 

valved or es it diffuses. This might be accomplished by cse of liquid 

hydrogen but not by use of chemicals due to their great weight relative 

to the small volume of hydrogen generated. The liquid hydrogen method 

is being investigated with a long range view. It does not seem too 

feasible, however, due to the difficulties of keeping the rzte of tvs- 

Jorztion of the liquid hydrogen lox at the high altitudes, without ex- 

tensive and. heavy guard @asks of liquid air. 
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A third method of holding the equipment at a nominal constant 

altitude is to fly a cluster of standard meteorological balloons equipped 

with ballast dropping devices arxi a device for releasing lifting balloons 

should the cluster depart from the eltitude limits desired. This method 

is inherently unstable, as there are no proportioral restoring forces which 

will act on the flabby, freely extensible meteorological balloons. The 

success of this procedure depends on very careful balancing of the load 

against the variable lift of the balloons. 

This cluster method is of use aid interest only as a stop-gap 

method of lifting the krmy equipment to altitude now, arri has been the 

method used while awaiting delivery of the non-extensible plastic balloons. 

III d) e. A flight was made on 3 April 1917 using this method. A 

cluster of 12 balloons meteorolo&al carrying a radiosonde, a 15 lb. 

dm load and a series of ballast dropping devices was released from 

the foo$ball field at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. The train was 

to be towed to 30,000 ft. by 2 lifting balloons which would then be 

cut loose. The weight of the eo&uipment was adjusted to equal the lift 

of the balloons and presumably the train should have floated after the 

towing bslloons were cut off. Actually, due to lack of experience in 

the difficulty of handling long balloon trains, auxiliary rigging lines 

were needed to take up launching stresses. These lines fouled the main 

flying line and the ballast which was to be dropped on parachutes. As a 

result, the balloon train went to 50,000 ft. where the tow balloons worked 

themselves free. The remaining train thereupon descended as fast as it 

had climbed (1,000 ft. per minute), landing in the ocean near Sandy hook, 
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N. J. The flight was of value intreinirg persornel, establishing a 

net for reception of the 74 megacyle radiosonde data, and in obtaining 

familiarity with the type of operation peculiar to a11 large balloon flights. 

The actual layout of the train used is sketcned in the ap;rencix. 

Using the lessons learned on the dummy flight, improved equipment 

was built for a flight with a payload. Release was attempted on 18 April. 

Due to the high wind at 0830 EST, the time of release, and due to mal- 

functioning of the Army receiver in the plane that was to follow the balloons, 

release was not made. The already-inflated balloons were cut free and the 

equipment was brought back to New Pork University. It is expected that this 

equipment will be flown about S Xay. A description of the final flight 

equipment will be given in the report for May. A sketch of the layout 

of equipment built for the second cluster flight is given in the appendix. 

As this is a stop-gap method using modified standard components, no 

detailed report is being prepared on the equipment. Preliminary altitude 

controls used in both flights consist of standard radiosonde modulators 

ML-310 which have had leads taken off of the desired contacts of the 

commutator. The modulator thus acts as a pressure actuated control that 

releases ballast or balloons. In the first flight small radiosorde relays 

were used to close circuits to burn off cans filled with ballast. In the 

improved, second flight, a nest of plastic tubes were filled with dried 

sand. The bottom of the tube was covered with paper and a DuPont type S64 

Squib was placed on the paper u&w the sand. On firing the squib, a hole 

is torn in the paper, permitting the sand to trickle out. This m&hod 

permits dropping of more ballast and yst; in smaller increments. In the 
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second cluster flight, provision was also made to release balloons if the 

train rose above /+O,OOO ft. The flying line in the second train -gas 

approximately 500 ft. long. 

This cluster flight is tedious to prepare and difficult to 

launch, and is a greater hazard to aircraft than the plastic balloons 

will be because of the great length of the cluster train. 

III e) Apparatus and Fo.ui?meut. 

A detailed explanation is not given on the equipment of the 

Cluster Flight. However, a layout sketch is enclosed in the appendix. 

An important piece of hew apparatus for this project is the ballast 

valve or dribbler, a photograph and drawings of which appears in the 

appendix. It consists of a special diaphragm which osrates a needle 

valve. Normally the valve is closed a s the diaphragm is open to the air 

before the balloon reaches the desired altitude. This ailows the 

pressure inside the diaphragm to be the same as the outside pressure. 

The diaphraprn is sealed electrically by the baroswitch of the flight 

radiosonle when the balloon train pas-e- 0 D a predeternined altitude. 

Vhenever t:le balloon train tescends below this preset altitude, the 

increase of pressure on the sealed diaphragm ca~uaes the needle valve to 

be opened. The greater the excess in pressure on the diapbrsgin the more 

ballast there is released through the valve. Thus ii proyxtional restoring 

force is ag@ied to the train. The ballast t&t is to be used is a 

petroleum cut boili- from 300" to 400~ 9 wit? a density of n,bout -78 and 

a minimum change of viscosity with temperature. Two different type 

fluids that may tiet this sgecification are the Amy tne conpass fluid 



ani a Sinclair naint solvent. The ballast valve or dribbler essentially 

perform the sme fwotion as the Japanese altitude control on the balloon 

bombs yet, it is sim@r ad permits il~e of a lir:uid ballast for better control. 

Another +ce af ;qti;ment that is under construction by Kollsman 

Instrument Company is a motor-switched rsdiosonde modulator. It presents 

pressure data to the radiosonde transmitter as a variable resistance. The 

meteorological data is programmed by a se&l Brailsford Electric motor. This 

modulator will provide the contact that seals off the diaphragm in the 

ballast valve. A completsdiscussion of this equipment will be furnished 

upon its delivery. 

Sketches of balloon and rigging of the balloon to be used on to 

the main problem are given in the appendi;c and are self-explanatory. 

Comoutations 

A chart showing the relation between altitude, gross lift, and 

balloon size has been founi mscessary. 

Data for it was computed nsirg mean serological sourdings as 

reported in the Monthly Weather review for 1943. 

A chemical term, molar voluum (in cubic feet) has used as a tens 

relating the sounding data with buoyancies of the balloons at various 

alti'ildes Y . 

Using the simple gas laws, the molar volume of dry air was 

computed thus: 

I. (1) Xolar volume of any gas at standard conditions is 359 ft.3 

(2) From Monthly Seather heview Jan. 1943, the mean sounding 

data at 15 km for Lakehurst, N. 3. is: Temperature -59.5"C 

Pressure 120 mb. 
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359 x ;73.:,.,.5 x1013.3 l 2370 ft.3 (the mean 301ir volume 
120 

at 15 km for Jan.1943 over Lakehurst&J.) 

This volume data was computed i'or all levels given. Data was 

"borrowed" from otxr stations in t.ie same lstitucie to piece out the 20 

km soundings as needed. 

II. Lifts were computed for various molar volumes for balloons 

between 7.5 ard 75 feet diameter in the following manner: 

Given 

purity of Hydrogen 
impurity 2s oxygen '2~ . 
computed molecular wt. 2.11 #l !nol 
Noleculu weight of dry air 9s computed from date renorted at 

10 km. in Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 
28.764 #l mol 

To find the lift of a 20 ID balloon at an altitude where the 
molar volume is 1000 ft.3: 

volume io ft.D Balloon = 4l90 ft.3 

Lift~BalloonEalloon Volume X(Difference in !nolecular w&s.of air#h@ 
Molar Volume at a given altitude 

OX- 

Total Lift of gas in #//Balloon = ft' 3/Bal1oon x ( #/molZ 
ft.?/mol 

for the 20 foot diameter balloon: 

Lift = 4190 (28.76 - L.11) _ 
1~000 

- 111.7# lift from a 20 foot diameter 
sphere of hydrogen at an altitude 
where the molar volume is 1000 ft.3. 

The lifts were ?lotted against molar volume for each size 

balloon. The altitudes corresponding to various molar volumes for 

Lakehurst ;jnd Albuquerque in January and in August 1943 as computed 

above were plotted on tjw left pargin of the chart. 

The family of curves was rJlotted on log ?aper end is incP&ed 

in the appendkc with.the basic sounding data. 



III g) Conclusions End Recom?nenda~. 

It is believed that a balloon can be kept at nominal constant 

altitude between 10 and 20 km. for six hours using a non-extensible 

envelope r;ith the addition of a ballast valve to kee, the,b.alloon near 

its ,re.ssure altitude. The flying of 2 balloon thus eoui??ed is our 

msin objective. The work to date has been primarily preparatory but it 

is believed that plastic balloons can be flown in the early summer with a 

payload. 

Additional work space is urgently needed at New Pork University 

if significant work is to come from tnis group. 

It is believed that the ideal launching area for bslloons of 

this type is Lehigh University, Bethlehem, ?a. as long as this is feasible, 

For large balloons it is believed that the Xavy neo?le at Lakehurst can 

best facilitate the launching. Calm winds are essential for actual launching. 

Future Work 

General Mills is making large balloons from lightweight films 

that would meet our specifications with the exception that they cannot 

take any internal pressure. It is believed that their balloons should be 

investigated as General Xills appear to be the best source of supply for 

large balloons. An order will 3e placed with them as soon as they furnish 

2 quotation. 

As a stop-gap device before these might arrive it is planned to 

fly two 35,030 cu.ft. recing type as well as the 2 Japanese balloons from 

Dakehurst, H. J. carrying oeyloeds vith heavy duty oower suo?lies for the 

radio transmitters. 

In the meantime, improved clusters of meteorological tdloons 

will be flown until larger balloons are available. 
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COPY 

Abstrtrct from 

AIR COOPDINaTING COKXTTEE 
N&i YOM SUBX~~:XTTZE CK AIRSPACE 

RlriLES OF 'TA% AIR ;im AIR TRJYFIC C3NTROL 
365 M&dison 1venue 
New York, 17, 2. Z. 

X.Y. itieeting 60. 12 

roam: 

20 Aarch 1947 

1. The Secretary of th.e Subcommittee presented a request from the 
War Department member in behalf of New York University for approval to 
release free Salloons from Allentown, ?a. ami Lt-ketixst, N. J. 

DISCUSSION 

2. The subject project is broken down into two ?bases as described 
below: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The type 'ziloon to be used in this phase of the 
project will be 6 ft. in diameter, hydrogen filled, 
encompmsed by & nylow shroud with blzck erd white 
,-n&s 24" wide. Radio instruments weighing approxi- 
mately 3 lbs. will be aspended ep~roirinatsly 50 ft. 
below the balloon and equipped with parecmte device 
so th.zt upon separation from the balloon, tie attached 
equipment will float down towards the earth rather 
than become a freely falli% body. 

It is anticipated that two flights will be required in 
this phase of operation, the release to be made during 
weather conditions in which the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at ieast three miles at all altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet., within 8 four how cruising radius 
from Allentown, Pa. 

The balloon, during these flights, shall be convoyed 
by suitable bircrsft io mintain air-r:rour2 commmi.ca- 
tions on the balloon traje&xy ad e;.ti?aed to effect 
destruction of the balloon at the termirazion of four 
hours flight or at sue.". time th2.t the balloon ro;y 
become hazrrdous either to &ircraft flight o?erstions 
or the r~ersons DT nroperty of others on Kne surface. 

Xew York Universit;r will file i sotice to -irzcen at 
least twelve (12) hOUE in ziV;.rze 2f bellX!l release 
2x2 a second notice will be filed zt tne tiae 3f release 
with t& Kllentown, Pa. kirvays Cornmmications Station. 



B. '+.ihyE 11. 

(1) The type balloon to be used in this phase of the project 
will be a 15 to $0 ft. diameter ;>l~.sxic bzllocn, hydro.~en 
fillEd. ?tidio er:Ttisnent weighi~ asxoximztely 25 lbs., 
vi.11 be suspended approximately 130 ft. 'below the 
balloon. The balloon xi11 be towed to high altitude 
levels (ibca 2, 3GO feet) by tchree auxillix~ry lifting 
balloons faster& together with c 1, lb. weight. All 
equipment sttacbed to the b&llocn b-ill be eq.tip?ed with 
parachute device so that u?on separation fr-a the balloon, 
the attached equipment will float down towatis the earth 
rather than become a freely falling body. U?on attaining 
the desired altitude, the auxilliary lifting balloons 
wife be released 9rom the main balloon. 

(2) It is anticipated that a maximum of ten flights will be 
required in this phase of operation, 2 to 5 releases to 
be made from Allentown, Pa. and 2 to 5 releases to be 
made from Lakehurst, N. J. Release will be zde during 
weather conditions in which the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at least thee miles at a11 altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet. 

(3) The range of flight during this phase of operation will 
bebetween 30,000 and 60,000 feet. A period of six hours 
will be the maximum duration of flight. 

(4) New York University will provide an operator for tracking 
of the balloon during Teriod of flight and will furnished 
informtion on its position to the 11. Y. Air Traffic 
Control Center during period of flight. 

(5) New York University till file a Notice to Airmen at least 
twelve (12) hours in advance of balloon release and a 
second notice will be filed at time of release with 
either the Allentown, Pa. or Lakehurst, N. 3. Communica- 
tions Stations. 

(6) Destruction of the balloon will be gredet:r;iined to be 
effected over water where hazards are not present. Aerial 
convoy rnll not be effected during tni; ?&se of operation 
inasmuch as balloon flights will be conducteti in excess 
of 20,000 feet. 

3. The Var Department member requests that balloon operations along 
the lines of Phase II be presented to the Washington Subcommittee for 
clearance with all other Regional Airspace Subcozxtittees, In consideration 
of ICar Depzrtnent &ans to continue the Phase II type of operation from 
KJi+,e Sands, ;:ew ikXic0, .u?on completion of the 1; Troposed releases 
described herein. The t,yrJe of balloon releases proposed out of k'hite 
satis, N. Mex., will involve flight through other regions. 

I 

I 
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4. That the release of free b.alloons by New York 3niversity as 
described above in ?arigra-z>h 2-A (Phase I), Subparagrzuhs (1) - (4) incllu- 
sive, be axroved. 

5. Tkmt tte reles.se nf free balloons by Hew York University as 
described above in ParEgra+ Z-E (Phase II), Zubpare,rz?hs (1) - (6) 
inclzsive, be a3rroved. 

6. That the Washington Airspace Subcommittee present the Phase 
II operation to other Regional Airspace Subcommittees for clearance, in 
view of War Department plans to continue the Phase II type of operation 
from White Sands, Xew i~exico. 
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2 ea. ,000gnA Lw/oonns on 
5iny/e 3O'Nyhn L/n=. 
~0009ms. rift each. 

Parachute *I 

/O epuoNy spaced bo//oons 
in break. 

Des cent Cutoff * / 
Acts at 472mbs. 

Dummy Pay Joa d 
/S/h 

Radiosonde 
with antenna 

Descent Cutoff ‘2 
Arts at 370mbs. 

Parachute *6 

Ba//~tt Can ‘+I 

!&scent Cutoff -3 
Acts at 338 mbs. 

Parachute c7 

Bdhst Can 92 

A// i/ldiv/du./ ba//oons on 
siny/e /5’ffy/on //nes and 
tied onto Main Line at 
2 0' /‘ntervo/s. 

F/y/n9 /ine from Cutoff * I to 
PP~PCXU~C “2 ia braided for 

added strength. 

There is a distance of S’betlueen 
each piece of eguipment, except 
the ZO’betuesn ba//bons on the 
Main F/yin9 Line. 

The I2 ba//oons on the braided 
/ins are each 35Oym. bc//aans 
with Q //ft of /55Ofmr. .=ch. 

BALLOON TRAIN FOR 
CLUSTER FLIGHT No.1 
BETHLEHCM, PENNA. 

3 APRIL 47. 
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Fiscrl kenort As of Xoril ?Dth. 19L7 

Total amount expended 220,067.% 

Aveilcble Valence 97,6;2.04 

Total ~117,700.00 



Journal Transcriptions 
Albert P. Crary 
April 2, 1946-May 8, 1946, and 
December 2, 1946-August 16, 1947 





t946 1 
4pril 2 Y.EL~-D L I left caracas Fan .Am bus 9 pm. .Arrixd I:Iami 10 pm on Pa" .Am. 
thowh cuEtans and cawht 1 m !.atio"a.l Airlines olane for P'e:iark 
1 ri 1 7 p _ ::ed Arri~:ed ::ewark 730 am and took airline ?us to !:?C. 3 left for ?rovide"ce 
? am. :alled up '?wine but he iras in Chicago - due back tomorrow. Left on 1040 sleeper 
for "a.&" tonight. 
.April 5 7at -2t home. C.ier to Cgdensburg to tee Ste-e this pm 
l"ril : Sur. Left lanton on "05 sleeoer. ^a:! :ob ?oster '31, also on .x.y to !XC 
April r! !'on. Arrived NYC 730 am. 1:~ to Columbia Uriwrsity to SBP !+rinx 130 pm. .:yckoff 
md lo-~? or :ay to Los Anpeles my +an.e thic rm. !ka~e ar.d !:orrison i" also from I,latson 
Labs. ?ent back to Red Za"k vith them in AYE car to Cfficer'r Club "ear :latso" Lab. 
L-me, : orricon and I !iert ~3 toni,:ht to ;ee ?ei""egle at office. I'et Cifford iiho has 
"0' sea rescue boat this project is pIaiming to use. stayed at Cfficer's Xub tonight 
,:uril ? -ies. ;it -'atson l.3.k all day. ':ent through all processes necessary for employ- 
ment urder Xvi1 Ser.:ice. ?!arrant Cfficer Cifford transferred to IiI.ZXL-'I today. E:cCurdy 
alreadji in and started xor:. 'balked with ~,ReIn"a&e and Cal10 re Colwbia contract. 
Cifford left pm for Washington, I,:ajor Crane for Camp 31x and E'orrison for NYC. Reinnagle 
and I irent d0~71 to CO this pm to meet group from Cornell extension at Euffalo - Aeronaut- 
ical research wantirg to ret contracts. 7tajed at I'olly Pitcher yotel in Red "a"k tonight 
.4"ril 10 .,'ed 7hecked out of :'olly Fitcher !!otel and caught 730 am train out of Red Bank to 
IiYC. Checked in at Hotel “ebster and the" up to Ewings at Columbia University. Elr Gal10 
of L:atso" Labs in at 10 am and we went over contract questions regarding Matson Lab contract 
with "olumbia until 1 PF. Went over all parts of work with Dot from 2 to 530 pm. John 
?wIng in from Kissouri. 
Auril 11 Thurs. Vorked on rowh outline of Zglir. ?ield and SOFA8 project Arr.. Up to see 
?winp at Columbia Pi!. 3oc and I went oi:er contract with 'l&son Lab 6 Columbia tonight. 
:au<ht 1205 sleeper to hston. 
April 12 .?ri. Arrived Woods Hole about 11. Joe Yorzel went over all sound transmission 
work at 'fiO1 this pin. 
April l? Sat. Talked with Columbus Iselin this Am regarding 'latson Lab work and r.eeds. 
Crane and GIfford up prr, and Joe and I went up to lab with them. 
April 14 Tun. Down to lab this am with Joe looking for G9A files. Jim Peoples over about 
noon for awhile. Joe and I went golfing pm. Took 600 pm train to Boston and 1230 sleeper 
to xc. Up to Boston with Lt Frank Ryder with Navy and !<'HOI 
April 15 ITon. Contacted Dot E.wing in !?IC and rode down to Red Bank with him. Talked over 
instrumentation of upper atmosphere Investigations. Gut to Oakhurst this pm. Conference 
with Cal. Cole and Cal. Grough re Froject 188-j and regardtng microseisms. Dot and I went 
back to Folly Pitcher Hotel in Red Bank tonight. 
April 16 Tues. Rode out to Watson Labs with Ewing. Went over to Evans La& with Harry Davis 
'latson Lab navigation ma", and saw newly developed ranging apparatus and talked to Lt 
Rydetor? re Spherics, location of lightning and thunderstorm data collected during past 
few years. Sax 701. Dxffy of !?eteorolopical Division AAF and back to ?!atson Labs. Dot vent 
on through to IIYC. ‘?ent over program with Dove and Crane this pm. Back to lab tonight with 
Crane and Cifford, discussing Project 185-7-l. Back to t!yrtle Hotel at 1045 pm. 
Auril 17 Ved. Rode out to ?atson Labs with !%Curdy. :iorked with Kajar Crane on report 
regarding underwater ,work, Zglin Field and deep water. Took this in to ?olonal Cole this 
nin. .4cceptance probable. Got room in pri,ate house in Red Ba"k. ;oved out of ::olly Fitcher 
Hotel. 
April l'! Thuus?. caryht bus out to Watson Lab. co1 Cole up this am and advised w?Iti"g new 
"ost Expenditure for and revising the R. & H. i!ajor Crane left about "00" for trip 
phila and -::oods Hole. r&e afiangements to meet him in NYC l:o"day. ??Xte Out new R & R 
and 3ost Zxpenditure ready to take to CO1 C'ole. 
April 17, Fri. walked o..rer work with Dove and we wrote up 2nd EO covering all ocean work. 
Talked to Ewing on phone this am. Dove and I went down to see CO1 Cole and the" wrote UP 
rew SC for deep water ,rork. Saw Hincke? re@rdIng this EC and A for ? processed this P" 
and ready to po out to '~'right Field. 
~~,..l 20 "at. caught 710 train to NYC, cashed check at Chase Nat1 Zank, talked to T:wi"g 0" 
phone. 9x.4 to Red Bank about 4 pm. 
A ril 22 :"on. At :.:&so" Labs this am. Got final physical exams. Dow" to SupPlY to see yajor 
?;orris siith p.ei""agle re getting equipment out that ~ZIW from vRCI without PaPer co"era@;e. 
Cot travel order back and authority to use it. Caught 92 pm out of Red Sank and arrived 
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in ::evark about 430. Tleseriations to "Jagton on Spirit of Ct. Louis bad been cancelled. 
'Zalled ',latso" Labs. Coti rooxztte on Soirit about 5?0. Called I'rs Ewinrr in NYC. Left 

?ksil Z? 'Tues. An-i;-ed 3ayton, Ohio about 930 am. Tried to get return ticket for tonight 
Fut coach car only open. nook bus out to ‘iright ?ield, 31% 28. Saw Er Drexler and turned 
OWT 2 of the A for P to hir. %lonel E"aier on leave. Vent down to Colonel Winter's office 
am? fourd :,'ajor "rane there. .!e talked to lolorel :!inters regarding the need for planes 
and about riew !X on extended long ranges of the 189-7-l program which he approved tid 
-ar!.:ed '23 to 1-T ?a sent or for hipher z.~pro:ral. :v'e"t over with Crare c‘: saw Colonel Lind 
:-ad in the plane assipnment divisior and talked about planes. Had lunch with him and then 
:iert cac.k to talk to ~0lor.el ?at.on regardicg planer. to 169-9-l. :!ent over to look at C-97, 
con~nzrted "-29 for tra"sport. "ack to 31dg 28 & talked with General Rives. Request for 
planes arrred upon ar.d 1-2" vi11 be a>vailable "ear the 1st of June. 1?9-7-1 required by 
7ies. A for Fs ir. 3rexler's office not yet signed. - will be sent on to !iatson Labs later. 
Crane had reservations for ile on the Spirit of St Louis and we left Dayton at 8 pm. 
Anril 211 :ied. Discussed with Crane possibilities of getting sound through the ground part 
of the ocean sound channel and about the possibilities of a balloon such as Plccards. 
Arrived in IrjC about 1030. "alled Vatson Labs and then we took a taxi up to Ewing's office 
at ?ol-nbia. After Zuing l-2 class ile discussed plans for 188-5 and 189-7-1, both Eglin 
Field and long range channel program. Left %ings office about 6. Crane registered at Hotel 
Lexington and I caught 740 out of Penn Station and arrived at Red Bank at 845 pm 
April 25 Thurs. Up to Vatson Labs. Worked over notes of conference with Ewing yesterday. 
<:rote up both traveE blanks and sent them down to Travel Crder Section. Talked wlth.Palmer 
about !IQ travel forlxs. '!rote up letter to Wright Field requesting use of second crash boat. 
Yrotc YE? for l:ark 2 hydroghone. Talked to Lt. Hungerford regarding request of this. 
Stepanoff, new physicist for VLERL in this pm. Crane left for !*Iright Field tonight. 
April 26 ?ri. up to :!atson gabs. .!e"t over purchases already applied for with Reinnagle. 
Vyckoff in this am. !?cCurdy in pm for radio parts. Went back to Oakhurst with McCurdy 
this PI,: 
.April 27 Sat. Left Red %nk about 7p At! with !!cCurdy in his car. Drove through NJ at 
TRenton & down to Philadelphia. Tat left me off at Glney at subway station. Contacted 
llarion at Bankers Security and went by train with her to N&ton, Pa at 100 PM . Stayed 
iiitb ?lqgs. 
Apr 25 Sun. Xayne & I<arion drove me over to Trenton, NJ & I caught 1030 am train into NYC. 
xent up to =win~s about 1215. Joe~Worzel there & Hilly Barbour. They left for Woods Hole 
about 2 FX. I caught 550 train out of Penn Station to Red Bank, NJ 
April 29 Non. Up to Watson Labs. Checked over at library to have some periodicals obtained. 
Vent over water work with rcCurdy regarding what is needed in way of purchas&.'Went over 
to Oahhurst with Rake, new engineer, former Lt. Commander in Navy. Talked to Charlie 
Ireland regarding E&in Field work. 
April 30, Tues. Up to Oakhurst. Went over equipment that would be left there and what we 
night do when rest of people gone to Whitesands with Wyckoff. 'rlyckoff and I took car to 
Xatsom Labs to conference uith <Co1 Duffy of !+eather Eureau, Capt Kellogg and Co1 Gault. 
Discussed weather problems - on eqpt? and ~658s & aerography neede in coming work. Discussed 
equipment with I"cCurdy pn and tried to find where demolition cable could be located. 
!:a.~ 1 .!ed. L!p to ;Jat.son Labs. Talked with Stepanoff and Siyckoff regarding work to be done 
while crew was recording 'ihite Sands in New flexbco. Commander Navy arrived about 1130 am 
and we held a conference - Salt, Compton?, Dove *ax, 'lyckoff, Hungerfield, ?aux and 
Tyself regarding Navy participation irlth us in Crossroads. Captain Kellogg of Weather 
Ser.iice over pm and talked with Crane and I regarding 6ss, airgraphs, etc. Got travel 
orders etc to Columbia tororrow. 
pla"e tombrrou morning. '1 

Vyckoff and about 11 others leaving for Nhite Sands by 
Lp to lab tonight with Crane. 

Yay 2 Thursday. Left Red Bank on 8 am train, off at Elizabeth and took ferry to NYC. 
Up to GCI and then up to Dots. Too late for talk with Kellogg but in time for conference 
with 3*ii"g, Lane of Columbia, Gallo, Bradford, Dove and Crane of !:atson Labs. Conference 
went over contracts with Columbia and a. Crane and I talked to Dove for short time after 
dinner. Caught 113Q sleeper to Boston tonight. 
!'ay 1 ?ri. Arrived Voods Role 1045 am . :ient over to Falmouth with Dorothy. Up to lab: pm 
with Joe :;. Talked to Jirr ?eoples re his amplifier and le.;el recorder. Dump and Kit over 
$x&b&Saw Columbus F'I!. 
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Kay 4 Sat. Up at 'XX01 this am. Out with John Axing taking bottom shots in water. ilorked 

ith Joe on his boat this pm. Cwr to Jin and Rowes tonight and to Euzzards 3ay bowling. 
'*a~ 5 Sun. L'p to XCI about 11. ?ett over deep .ater equipment vith Joe :,lorzel and Jim 
PeODleS* Jim and I caught 600 orn train to Pozton tonight. got 1170 DIP Owl to i'YC 
I'ay-6 I'on. Caught 625 train out-of Penr! Station to Red-S&k: Arrived-Red Bank 730 and caught 
bus out to Vatson Labs. Checked at library for caps?nilitar@fo. Called tzp ::orris of Supply 
and 'wrote supply request. Stepanoff in fm Oakhurst. llrote xp weekl:i report to :&tson Labs 
for 189-7-l. Arranged truck to take fathoneter to :!yack, I..Y. for 104' boat and bring back 
microbaregraph from Ooluntia. Vent out to Cakhurst and saw iiooke xho is xorking on.~flux- 
aeter, and got fathometer ?:!%l ready to send to !!yack. :Jent over list of parts needed 
189-7-l vith Peoples. Feoples sigwd in at Vatson Labs today. Capt Kellogg in from Evans 
Iabs re how they can help- rough &aft of letter of request to be written by Co1 Graul. 
Cot travel orders to NYC tomorrow and to Nyack. 
?ay 7 Tues. Jim Peoples and I caught 608 train out of Red Bank ar,d ani-ied !?wing's office 
about 850 am. Conference at Ewing's office Gallo, Bradley, Crane, Peoples and I from Watson 
Labs, Lane and Ewing of Columbia and Iselin and t:cCrory? of 'AH01 regarding 189-7-l contract 
of 'VHOI with Columbia. Conference later Iselin. Crane, Ewing, Peoples and myself regarding 
techr!ical procedure and plan for Atlantis, Anton Dohrn and two boats of Tdatson Lab ;for 
summer and next winter. Crane. Peoples and I left about 240 pm for Nyack, NY In Army car. 
Arrived in Nyack at Peterson's Shipbuilding Co, new 104' boat P778 docked about the same 
time. !Jeent over all changes and additions to the boat with Gifford and made plans for con- 
version to our needs. Left Nyack about 6. Jim Peoples and I caught 740 train out of Penn 
Station and arrived in Red Bank 9 pm. 
l'ay 8 Wed. Jim Peoples and I went up to iiatson Labs this am 
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Y‘ec 2 1’0”. Cakhuret. "old XYB hit about midnight - tenperature down to 15’ - strong 
:ii"d. Started preparations for Alanogordo trip; getting 2ubicon drums and palvanometers 
ready. 
3ac 7 'ues. Cakhurst. Qlorked or ?ubicor. drums 
Stewnoff on Awust 9 data - 

and Fal.w"or.eters for Alaxogordo trip - 

?A3 for .&.mopordo. Got 
‘:i,rian working up nruise tabulations. Clix. setting up new 

2-c 4 !ed. Cakhurst. 
oscillograph 0peratir.g with 3 T-21 microphones. 

to safety xeeti"& ?L. 
Set up 20 set &-a ard werated for several bows. I" with P:cCurdy 

"hantz set tip Hubicon in dark box and took several records with 
1 set galv. I:ade up list for Alawgordo. 
3ec 5 Thws Cakhwst. 'iorked on relays for setup at Alamogordo. VcCurdy ,'. his group on 
r-21 operations. :loodruff and Chantz petting motors,etc ready for trip. :!e"t ouer 
:iori: at Cakhurst ;iith ~'i-,ia". 
3ec 6 ?ri. Oakhurst. ‘iorked 0" .?qi:ipnent for Alarw~ordo. Left at roar, caught 135 to 
!:ew York Citv " . Contacted Carl Gerdes and Zd Schempf at United Geophysical office. Curtin 
also in IU office. Vent out to eat with Carl and Ed and discussed future work. They have 
job ope" for me in Alaska and also later possibilities in Turkey. Zd caught plane out 
about 745. Left on 1215 tonight for Asbury Park. 
Dee 7 sat. !le"t to oakhurst 10 - 3. '"oody ard Fhil there getting ready for Alamogordo. 
Peoples up for awhile pm. 
Dee 8 Sun. yorked about 7 - R hours at Oakhurst. Chantz and Feoples thPre - getting realys, 
etc ready for Alamogordo. !ie”t over all theoretical work on flights, etc with Peoples. 
Dee 9 Xon. Oakhurst. Finished getting all equipment ready for Alamogordo. Chante, Woody and I 
went to Watson Labs. Got checks and travel orders. All equipment loaded o".~trucks and take" 
to vatson late pm. Talked to Colonel Duffy a while about future plans. 
3eclO Tues. Voody, Chantz and I left Cakhurst in staff car about 9 am. .Arrived at p!ewark 
airport 10. C-9 in from riddletown about 11, bringing Ball and Cakes from {{right Field. 
Loaded up all equipmert on C-54 and left liewark about 145 pm. Lewis, pilot; Clowry, co- 
pilot. Arrived Oklahoma City about 945 pm EST. Cot rooms at Air Base Hotel. Went into Okla- 
homa City for dinner tonight. 
Dee 11 Ved. Oklahoma City. Waited for weather to lift. Unable to leave in time to reach 
Alamogordo before dark. At Air Base hotel tonight. Nuipment from Johns Eopklns Unlcerslty 
transferred to MCCLJL plane, including warhead of 'T-2. 4 scientists & crew, including Del- 
gano? . Called Jimmie at Fairview, Okla. 
Dee 12 Thurs. Left Oklahoma City in C-54 at 0800 CST. Arrived at Alamogordo about 11 RRT. 
pet Major Pritchard at air base. C-9 unloaded warhead material first the" all MYXL eqpt 
which went to North Hanger. ilent over to Prlchard's office, met Major Ilaguire? and talked 
over prospects of sercps. Woody and Phil worked on equipment pm. Went up in L-3 with Sgt 
rack looking over country of proposed sites. YAC corporal launched at 4 pm. Worked on 
equipment tonight. Staying at BCQ. 
Dee 13 ?ri.:Joody and I left Alamogordo Air Base in weapon carrier and scouted out area south 
of White Sands and Turoro Lake. Got lost on ordnance map we had. Located Tower and K station 
;!ent to Proving Ground. Saw Karsh and Fiajor Grant and got good locations and one of good 
maps. Left Proving Grounds about 2 and went up west side of sand area to site A3. 
Arrived there at 4 but over very rough roads. Back to Alamcgordo Air Base at 620. Ctantz In 
Alarcogordo working on T-Zls, BST and Brush equipment. 
3ec 14 Sat. ?!ent out Hwy 70 this am toward Froving Grounds. Turned off at Vhite Sands Nat'1 
llonunent and drove to end of 9 nile road in park, about half in white sand area. Found loc- 
ation for #2 site which is about 30 miles north and a little east of launching site. Back to 
Air Ease at noon. iient out north looking for Site 3. Tried to get through Ordnance Gate but 
needed key. :ient back and around by Alamogordo and Tularosa but couldn't get in there. Back 
to base, got key from Provost 1<arshal and went out to Ordnance Gate. Found it did not lead 
in right Came back to !:orth :-ianger and took road out from there, finally landing at 
bombing area about 35 mi from base. Left all Xubico" equipmwt there. Pack at Base 645 
Dee 15 Sun. Got all GR3 recording units and went up to site 3, Set up both Rubicon in tent 
and CR3 in sr?all building. Cot recordings on both. Pack through Tularosa and Alamogordo. 
Zec 16 ICon. Signal Corps people, Zv Kane and Dr Crenshaw in this am. "hey are planning to 
measure tine interval between bursts of meteorites at 60, 70, A0 seconds after launching. 
:"ent over our plan4 with them. Packed eqpt for Site #2 in Vhlte Sands. "hantz and I stayed 
setting up apparatus and':.:oody went back for equipment for Site Xl. Left Site 2 about 3 pm 
and writ to site 1. Set up equipmect there. Finished about 7. To Alamogordo for dinner. 
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3ec 17 Tuee. Cot Cha"tz 3 Jeer to use on Station 3. :!ent out to i3 rade final checks - 
7hantz staved there. "oodruff uld I !+ert to Station 1 and r;.ade final checks there. ~:oodruff 
+c~-e me to ;tation 7 jrd the" j;e"t. 'tack to 1. ~'-2 rocket :<ent 'x.:3 at about 1015?%ot 3rus'" 
recording - 1 trace ;i ?ubicox at 2. .;ocdruff -ot 5% t Uubicor ?t 1 -though had interfer- /> J 
ence with other group. lhantz got CR 3 & Rubicon record at ?3. Eack to ?OQ about 12. Rub- 
iCOP 2 ?S? T32Oldi"FS not ::et de.eloped. 

r 1R ',!ed.Cha"tz and I went out to Sta 3 and got all equipment together a."d back to camp 
about 1 - went in borrowed weapon carrier. ::oody and Jeff Towler too!.: other xapor. carrier 
3rd collected all equipnert from ;ites 1 and 2. Facked all equipnent at ?orth hanger and 
loaded it ipto truck, :ghich iias ther >,ut on plane. Got data fro9 T-2 firings from Fritchard': 
office. Left Uamogordo about 770 pm in C-24 and ent to !?l Faso ?iggs ?ield. 

. :%nt down to 71 I-aso tnis mornirE and then across to Juarez. Zark to ?iggs 
7iAi about 230 pm. 2-p left 31 1:aso 400 prr , landed in Fatterson ?ield, 3ayto", Chlo 110~ 
Dee 20 "ri. Left Dayton about ? an 6 arrived ir Clinsted Field near !iarrisburg, Pa about 
noon. Lt Carroll and Clowry drove us down to Pa RR station. Got 150 out of Harrisburg and 
arri?zd in Wewark 6 pm. laught train to Asbury Park. 
Dee 21 Sat. Chantz went doHn to Oakhurst~ and developed 3 Rubicon recordings frolr, jihite Sands 
a"d ?S'T recording at liite i 1. lit? ;(l recordirg poor, possibly ?:G. Looked over recordings 
obtained at Oakhurst on bombing run of 19 Dec. 
Dee 22 Sun. Cut to Feoples this evening in Yarlsboro. 
3ec 23 PO". Oakhurst. :!orked on Alamogordo and Flight 13. Had flight # 14 this pm. - 24 
bombs starting at 2 pm. Ran GR-3, Brush and Rublcon at lab. !ioodruff went out to Farmingdal~ 
with van and Rubicon but results NG. lie shots apparent on recordir.gs. 
Oec 24 Tues. Oakhurst . Closed down about 113. Worked on Fllght# 14 and work from NYU. 
Started Stepanoff on extension of 4% F! flight. Into KYC PY and caught 1045 sleeper to KY 
3ec 28 Sat. Cold ITE winds and storxs all day. Unable to get roads cleared out. Cancelled 
reservations for this evening to NYC. 
Dee 29 Sun. Caught f305 sleeper to NYC this evening. 
3ec 30 !?on.Arrived IUC about 915 an - caught 1040 out of Penn Sta, arrived Asbury Park 
about 1 pm. Yorked on Alanogordo results. Went over work with YcCurdy who proposed new 
type instrument and wants authority to go ahead with it. 
%c 31 Tues. Oakhurst. ?light 'i 15 this morning at 1040 - 1105. 'ioody went out to Farmingdal 
and recorded on Rubicon drum. Recorded also on Rublcon drum T-9- 3rush and GR3-T-8. Set up 
sonobuoy 1000 ft l west of T-8-0. Times Square tonight. 
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Jan 1 ;jed Asbury Park. Snowstorm pm 
Jan 2 Thurs. Oakhurst. Yorked with V on flights 12,.13 a"d,part of 14. Got Alanogordo 
results together. Conference this pm with Colonel Duffy and showed him my results with 

S~hp~~r~~dO~~h,~~~~~~~'uith I' on Flights 14 and 15 and started NYU data of Sept 12. 
Stepanoff on extension of August 9 results. Conference pm: Dr. Ewing, Spilhaus, DY- Ference 
of Evans, Duffy. Discussed "Jvans prog&m and'alr'flight and Alaomgordo results. Made -- 
aneements for coowratlon with Evans In cornin&? tests. 
J& 4 Sat. At Oak&t about 3 hours. FlnisheYd getting velocities for Sept 17 flight and 
started work on data of Ott 4 cruise. 
Jar 6 l'on. Cakhurst . "irished ,:elocity data for Ott 4 and Cct 16 from hYjyu meteorological 
studies. Stevanoff fin&ted Auir 9 data and started on C: 1 of Sept 12. Eoved into new build- 
ing next to T-8-0 today. - 
Jan 7 Tues. Oakhurst. "ivia." worked up ray paths, time and distance for Vel #2 of Sept 12. 
Started on iug 8 daha to get Stepanoff's figures together for study above 15 km. :lent 
scouting for location of sono buoy west of Oakhurst Arm about 3000 ft. Chant2 and Woodruff 
on calitration of Alamogordo inztrunents and fixing up of equipment for field uses. 
Jan 8 iied. Cakhurst. Yorked on Aug 8 cruise, making final calculations for sky wave. " on 
'Tel $3, se?Jt 12 cruise. 'qoodg and I went over to hiah ride 2900 ft west of Cakhurst with 
ionob&y &I& worked into CRj. 
Jan 9 Thurs. Cakhurst. Yorked on sky wa-e data. "ivlan and Stepanoff on Sept 12 ray paths. 
?light # 16 at 1200 to 1220 "m. Xo noticeable results. L!sed sonobuov at 160' hill back of 
labs. 
Jan 10 Fri. Oakhurst.Izto :latson Labs at 9 to take supervisor's test. Trakowskl, Peoples ax 
I went to ::amp Evans and discussed results of "2 rocket recordlrgs infernally. Cllght fl? 
this TF" 1600 to 1620. "orked on sky 'wave&a 



J3.r i?. 3-r. Cdiirhurrt. “orkod or ::ky :‘avP* .:ug ct.h ar.d 9th. Cot oxt letter to Gutenberg 
xln~r~ to those txo day-. 

,:&? 1: !.:on. Cakhurst. 'ilorki% on sky xave curies. Fade plan for aUa..o~ordo this Thursday 
rir 14 ?'uez. Cakhurst. 'Zalitrated ifistravents A-21 to take to Ala-,ogorso. Raining 
1x1. 15 :ied. Cakhursr.. ;tarteti ,witep of "-2 rocket :rork. 3r C'Cay in fror, iiatson and :;e 
nert oif?r '-2 rocket prqrm with him. -inished calibration of T-215 or. CR P. "i,,ian fin- 
izbed sky UaYe cuz“,es. :Jorked on Ccc 31 ::oods t;ole recordings. 
,;& 16 Thurs. Cakhurst. All equipnert for ilanogordo packed and loaded on truck pm. Yorked 
;iih -iiian on sky vaies of .Z'q 9th ard 9th. 
.'i 17 3i. caki;urst . lonf~rence wit!- %pts Le;:is, :lo~ny xfid Xff of Clmstead ?ield and ..r<l,._ .; ,~_ at 1230 regarding born&. futwe fliphts, etc. ?!athenatecian froc !:ewnan's group 
??ari.ed k-orir this noon - for tiio veek:s. - uor!:inp with "i,iiar.. Yoodruff and Chantz went 
'zp to Newer!: with equipment and loaded on P-47. :ient up at 2 pm by staff car. P-47 left 
:.nxar? 133 pm, landed at Patterson for fuel, landed at Tinker Field, Ckla City 120 am. 
Stayed there overnight. Officers Manjak and Layden. 
Zar 19 Zat. Left Cklahoma City about roan and went as far as Amarillo. Stayed 'at Amarillo - 
It llinton Hotel 
,'a.? 19 Sun Left Amarillo about 1130 :Z? - arri--ed Alano&ordo 1230 pm RET. Unloaded equlp- 
Rent off plane and put In north hanger. Unpacked GR-8~, T-21 @lvanometers. 3 T-21s and 2 
~alianometers broken. Repairing tonight 

~;an 20 !'on Alamogordo. Teated out T-21s at north hanger tith CR-&. Loaded up all equipment 
'or C'?-3 and Rubicon drum and went out to Ai tower. Set up house along road about 314 ml 
:-outbeast of the tower. Ran out 3 1000' lines for the at 120° radii. Set up dark room 
tent and 2 gal.< L&N broken suspensions. 'Worked on timing circuits, T-i% and galv at 
.::arr.owrdo .Air Base. 
Jan 21 rues Alamogordo. Tried out more T-21s with GR-8. All OK but one. Set out Site 2 near 
:':wy 70, !XGS marker 'Dona'. Laid out 1000'cables. set up Rublcon. Went out to end of Doppler 
line to station G but could not find C&X marker 'Town'. Went back along line toward block- 
house & set up site X, cables and Rubicon drum at intersection of G line and 0 line. 
Sites now set up 6, 13, 19 mi from blockhouse, all about 2 mi east of N line from boundary? 
site 
Jan 22 :;ed Alamogordo. Made rounds of all 3 sites. Set up L!& at Site $3, & surveyed to 
tower. Took T-21s and GR-8s to Sites 1 and 2 and set then up ready to operate. Took 
Zubicon recordings at Site 1 and 3 to check galvanometers. 
Jan 23 Thurs. Alamogordo. Left air base about 900.+;~Bombing postponed from 11 am to 3 pm. 
-.!ebt out to Site 3, surveyed to tower. Got GR-3 recordings. Left Chantz at Site 3 and went 
to Site 2. 'doody left Site 2 and went to site 1. Bombing delayed by 15-30 minute intervals 
from 3 pm to 519 pm. Got good recordings at Site 2 . Both other stations lost to triang- 
ulation acc't radio communication though Woody had 1.x-8 operating but without directional 
icstrwnets. 
Jan 24 Fri. Alamogordo. Checked with rajor Pritchard at base. Left about 530 and picked up 
all equipment froc 3 sites. Surveyed Site $2 and made rough survey of Site #l 
Jan 2: sat. Alamogordo. Sorted out all equlpnent at north hanger. Left GR3, Rublcons and 
Sprecgrethers. Packed up Cii8's and other equip?ert and loaded in C-47. %rroll and Short 
in Z-47 from I5ddletowr. ready to 1ea:e tomorrow. 'Worked on Site 2 recordings pm. got 
azimuths and angles of ascent for 2 main explosions. Have high angle of ascent. 
.Jan 26 Sun. Left Alamogordo about t?30 an in C-47, Lt Sherry of Alawgordo pilot. Landed 

Scott Field at , St Louis for g-as E: eats, and thefi to Tatter~on Field, Zayton, Chlo where 
:ie stayed o-iernight acct bad weather east of Pittsburg. 
Jar. 27 ::on. Left Patterson i'leld about 930 am, arrived in Eewark near noon. Chantz and 
Zoodruff left by train. I went to Cakhwst with truck and equipment.Arrived about 330 pm. 
Feoples going tox!r'azhington tomorrow to V-2 panel meeting with Trakowski. 
Jar Z? Tues. Oakhurst. Worked up diagrams for aeinuth and offset distances, also angle of 
&scent from Site 2, Alamogordo. Went over recording, got about 20 recordings on first 
QCd but only 2 on down part. 
Jar. 29 :jed, Oakhurst. Worked on latter part of V-2 recording of Alamogordo. Got 2 recordlrg: 
besides 2 large ones, but very poor. Yorked up possible trajectory of i-2 rocket. Yorked 
"p future program for Alamogordo - Chantz & Cliva leaving about 10 February for semi- 
j;fyi?~;.? $Q-Q-.there. Ye are passing up ?eb 6 rocket but starting on definite program 
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Jan 30 Thurr.. Flatted up angle of azimuth against angle of descent for ~'-2 recordings. 
Set aside this work for bombina runs. Yorked on Flieht 18 with "ivian. Started Eileen 
on calculations with Aug ? and-9 data, reworkirg calculations doe before. Checked picks 
on Plight 19 - they appear to be sky xaves though angle of descent is not regular. 
Jan 31 Fri Oakhurst. Yorked with Eileen on Aug 8 calculations. Finished up for both direct 
and reflected possibilities. Tent over Flight 19 records. ?ou"d that all of these are sky 
,ia.-ec . 
&eb 1 Sat. Left A.F. for Philly on 940 bus, arri-ied at !:arions apt about 1. Yayne back fron: 
work about 5. After dinner we went out to Newtow and stayed overnight. 
Feb 2 Sun. Drove up to Sparta :!J ,with I:ario" and Yayne. Saw Dorothy, Joe and family. Nelson 
Steenland & family living there i;lth then. Saw :lorzels pm. Zd Douglas In tonight for few 
ir.i"utes. Joe took ne o-ier to Dower Cr caught 0% train, then 1120 out of ;enn Station, 
Yewark. Arrived AP about 1270 
?eb 3 Eon Oakhurst. Peoples in Washington regarding balloon ascention in June. fiade plans 
for flight 20 which was made this pm 1300 to 1320 in conjunction with instruments in blimp. 
Route just south of east, no results. Yorked on sky waves from Flights 18-19. 
Feb 4-5-6, Tues, Wed, Thurs. Oakhurst. Checked over all sky wave picks on Flights 19 - 19. 
Went over Loran data and plotted up to get accurate plane speed. Plotted T - X curve using 
these figures. Yorked up Oakhurst cornetions for elevations and replotted all values for 
velocity - Flights 18 - 19. Received Gutenberg letter in which he had worked out Aug 8,9 
data. Went over this method and worked over thae data again. Unique solution not obtainable. 
Went over possible experiments in 'Helios' balloon June with Peoples. 
Feb 7 Fri Oakhurst. .Yorked on 23, 24 Jan T-x curves. v files 23,24 Jan forms, started on 
NYC data. Eileen worked on least squares--:a , then on Gutenberg's method applied to Aug 9 
data. 
Feb 8 Sat Oakhurst. 'h'orked on '?-2 rocket information 23 Jan. Used meteorological informatior 
for 2 explosions. Tried to get 7 at height of &plosions but seems too low. 
Feb 9 Sun Asbury Park - worked on calculations of flights, setup? and calculations for 
rockets. 
Feb 10 Yo" Oakhurst. "larked over Alamogordo Radar Aueco stations for 23 Jan 1947 records 
and made plot of V-2 rocket D - H usin& all radar data. !ient over all equipment to go to 
Alamogordo. Yade plans for departure Thurs. Set up 8 set galv 1" T-9. Vlvla" checked 
velocity from caps with temperatures and continued on Cct 22-23, Flights 12-13, Cruises, 
NYU data. Eileen in pm - worked on formulas of-seismib refraction using straight line for 
line - Aug 8 - 9. Finished this and went back to least square solutiors of Jan 23 -24 data. 
Feb 11 Tues Cakhurst. Flight 21 scheduled for 8 tonight postponed until tomorrow. Worked on 
Ott 22 data with sky waves to Highland Lights. Went over all records. Have 2? consecutive 
shots to H.L. Oliva left by train tonight for Alamogordo. '.. ;: 
Feb 12 Wed Oakhurst. Yivla" & Eileen worked on temperatures and winds Ott 22 & 23 and worked 
up ray paths f_or sky waves to Highland Lights. All equipment for Alamogordo assembled and 
loaded on trucks for Watson Labs this pm. Flight 21 at midnight tonight. PcCurdy, Chantz, 
Woodruff, Ball, Horn?, Rlgny present. Dropped 20 bombs 1200 to 1237. No signals received, 
either sky or direct wa"es. 
Feb 1-3 Thurs. Got special instruments for 1 cycle from McCurdy this AY. Drove up to Newark 
I" staff car- &antz & myself. Loaded B-25 this pm but could not get all equipsent o"~-left 
5 reels and box of equipment ? . Left Newark about 330, stopped in Elddletown, Pa - 
Clmsted Field for 1 l/2 hrs to eat and gas plane, then left and landed at Godma" ?leld out- : 
side Fort Knox, Louisville, Ky. Stayed at Officers Club tonight. 
%b 14 ?ri Left Louisvilleabout 930 am. Stopped at Tinker “ield, Ok City for eats and refuel 
the" to Alamogordo. Arrived Alamogordo 430 pm - contacted Watson Lab and got truck. Unloaded 
all equiprrent from E-25 & took ?art of It to I!orth hanger. 1-25 cres::It :.osher, Lt Alberts, 
set ? Oliva arrived .4lamo. bv train this am 
Fib 15 Sat. P:oved eqpt from "orth"ha"ger across'runway to stowage building. Checked T-21s on 
CR 5, Checked galvanometers, etc 
?eb 16 Sun Alamogordo.Out to Tower and Dona sites & surveyed in instrument locations - 5 to 
be station In shape. Ran out field wire at Dona station. 
Feb 17 Yo"'Al&gordo. Sie;t out to Tower site and set up Springnether and CR3 equipment. 
Rnblco" 500 ft from GR3. Took trial recordings on both equipments 
Feb 18 Tues Alamogordo. Went out to Dona Site this morning. Set up GRR the" Phil took truck 

!%?io?g:A F6ok2 %s? &3Yat3%c,W%, r&r saw m&t 
car oral shot o f ab~~~t~~5a~~,,",t~~:~t~p~1i~hs~~~ 
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not come so got rideinto Army base. ?hil in later. .'e:ry windy for recording. 
Feb 19 "F: d. Alamorgord~o. Got radios from .Jatrus of Sig"al %rps vld got trip tickets for 
tomorrow. Tlar~ test rrcordz or: Fubicor at toth cites and checked e.~,erythirg read. for 
tomorrou. 
7eb 20 Thurs. Alamopordo. Cut early to station at Tower. Left Fhil off there and went over 
to 3ona Site. xiocket delayed from 10 to 1119. Path stations got good recordings except 
1 V-18 on 'coth K. ::orked on CR8 records toniGht. 
?eb 21 ?ri. Alamog:ordo. 'ient to %ite Sands Froving Crowds with Fritchard, E'agnir?, Sol 
8 Phil this "ornine for ?-2 critiques, 0930 to 1100. nanister from rocket unpacked? about 
40 miles up Jnd firally found this pm ietxeen 71 Faso and Alaxoaordo. ::o transportation 
t-ack to NJ yet. "orked or CR-3 record: today 
:eb 72 Sa$., Alamopordo. .,:or!zed 01: data all day today, lorrelated b&weep the Tower a"d Dona 
si?cc for se~ral SOWC~S. %rked total travel times for asceptz both 1)ora and Tower and 
got average .?elocities up to about 65 kms, .:elocity increases from about 40 kms up to 
60. Average velocity at 65 hs 1s about 320 meters per sec. 
Feb 23 Sun. !Jorked on detailing record from GR3. Added more and made T-D move up to 
75 kms, giving velocity of about 420 m/set at top.Phil and Sal went out and picked up equip- 
ment - T-791s and CR8 and checked all pickups. 
?eb 24 Yon. Alamogordo. 'faited for air transportation today but none available and may not 
be any until Thurs at latest. Worked 0" ‘1-Z recordings, frequency and characteristic anal- 
ysis - T-3. Sal and Phil out to Site at Dona and recorded WAC Corporal at 1400. Got some 
waves~.ip,about 7,nl"utes after it had left growd..~, .~. i 
Feb 25 Tues, Alamogordo. !qent out to Tower Site, surveyed in #6, took dowr. ':helter. To Dona 
Site, set up GR3 In shelter, surveyed In #6, went to launching site, about 2 -3 miles NW 
launching area. Phil went In to ‘,!SF? and got oermlssion. Sal ar?d I sur!eved 1 site for xse 
with VAC Corporal. 
Feb 26 :?ed. Alamogordo. Yorked on CR&? records of 20 Feb 'i-2 rocket. Thic a, Phil and Sal set 
up Spunding? site for tomorrow's W.A.C. I left ,7 pm - C-47 Hoffman,Kisslnger: Pilot, co- 
pilot. arrived in Newark 9am. 
Feb 27 Thurs. Arrived:Newark 9 am. Lewis, Duff,Kosher a request? in from Uddletown - on 
way to in to conference and I rode in with them. Zonference re future missions. Conference 
PM Trakowskl, Peoples, Rying & myself regarding future operations 
Feb 28 Fri. Oakhurst . Ewing in from NYC. 'dent over Alamogordo results with Ewing, Peoples 
and Trakorjki. Out to Peoples tonight 
I"arch 1 Saturday. Asbury Park 
March 2 Sundav Oakhurst. worked on calculations for wind translations. 
Mach 3 Mo"day.Oakhurst. Postponed AlamogcrdP.,trip,wTtil?tomorrow.. gef&i~g,$og@,&r equlp- 
merit for Alamogordo. Thompson going also to get Information on bombing runs? there, Worked 
on calc~latio"~.from y-2 ,I, : 
f%rch 4 Tuesday. Thompson and I left staff car adbut $30, arrived at Ne&& 1040. Loaded up 
B-25 with equipment and left ,about 1230.~S;topped at Kiddletow" z&picked, up ,r.+o. Stopped 
at Scott Field & Tinker Field for gas. Arrived at Alarr.onordo 2 am. Crew Z-25:Hoffman. 
DeTurk, Hancock 

f 
ITarch 6 .Thursdav. Alamogordo. Snowing - rocket flight called off until tomorrow. Chmtz 
out to Tower Site and brought I" batteries. Sal and I checked low frequency eauiDment and 
vent out to Tularosa site with It this pm. Peady to use on 1 set galv-on R;biSon-drun 

1 :'arch !Jednes ay, Alamogordo. "hantz, Thompson ard myself out to Tulerosa site and surv- 

Y 

eyed out X setup and ran out wires. Sack about 2. Ollva working on check of T21s. ilorked 
on radio and T21s until tonight 
I,:arch 7 ?'riday. Alamogordo. At 8 am Fritchazd got word rocket rould go off between 103 
ar.d 1200. Phil and Sti went out to %na and Launching Sites with weapon carrier. Hoffman, 
DeTurk and Thompson out with them in staff car. I took Jeep and went out to Tularosa site. 
Rocket off at.1123. Got recording on GRR but not time for Rubicon record. Fhil and Sal got 
OK Pecords from their sites. Thompson reported on bombing sites for runs and met and talked 
with Ordnance Officer. Left Alamogordo $5 pm , B-25 with Hoffman, DeTurck. K&or trouble 
on way and reached? Tinker Field 1200 with cylinder broken. 
"larch 8 Sat. Hoffman wired Alamogordo and caught b!a"jak 6 Schneider (F4)? before leaving 
for Florida. They changed their route and landed at Tinker Field, 0.C. 535. Trouble with 
their oil gauge and the trouble not repaired until 10 am. Left Tinker rield 10 and landed 
at Patterson. Off from patterso" to Clnsted, Clmsted at 9pn. I stayed there overnight. 
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:‘Z?JCh ? ?l:r. Left Olmsted 0934 am - C47, Mmjak snd Schneider s,nd landed st Newark 1150 
Thompson and I took train to Asbury Park from Pa station. I" Asbury park 3 pm 
March 10 MO" Oakhurst. Vlvls" and I worked on Flight 25, Parts 1 end 2. Started Eileen 
on V-2 rocket recordings. 
March 11 Toes Oakhurst. Vivian and I worked on Flights 25, 24. Flight 26 off today, Part 
1 at 9, part 2 at 2 pm. Good results! Eileen on V2 rocket March 7, Dona Site. 
March 12 Wed Oakhurst. Vivian and I worked on records - "light 26, and started Flight 23. 
Eileen worked on Dona site , V-2. Thompson and I went over Alsmogordo plans. 
March 13~?hurs Oakhurst. Worked with Vivian some on Flight 23 and 22. Worked on Tulsrosa 
site of V2 - 7 March. Eileen worked on Launching Site, V-2. Flight 27 today - at 12 noon 
and at 4 pm. Probably last of flights. 
March 14 Frl Oakhurst. Vivian worked on identification of returns, lasL4,5 cruises. gave 
good sky waves. Trakowskl, Peoples and myselfwrote up report for General Reves on overall 
progrsm to be hand carried by Thompson to Washington. Eileen worked on V-2 records, #21 
March 15 Sat Oakhurst. Worked up survey of Launching tiea and Tuleroso sites & plotted all 
sites on air map. Worked on V2 rocket Msrch 7 records. 
March 16 Sun Oakhurst. Work& on formuls for atid correction until 2 pm - went over to 
McCurdys tonight. 
March 17 MO" Oakhurst.Vlvian plotted up all last sky wa"es. Worked on eqpt list for Alamo- 
gordo. Worked on formulas for vind correction. 
&arch 18 -Oakhurst. Worked with V. Checked through all March 13 records.,,Yorked on 
Woods Hole recordings pm. Ellee" working on V-2 rockets. 
March 19 Wed Oakhurst. Reviewed Flight 24~ trying to get some azimuths from Oskhurst but 
records very poor. Reviewed records of,Jan 23rd and started on stratosphere calculations. 
Eileen working on corrections Jan 20 V2 rocket from meteorological data. Bate"? in from 
Florida Field Station, ready to go to Alsmogordo next Tuesday. 
March20 Thursdax, Oakhurst. Went over final calculations for stratosphere data using 
sailuic methods, of Jan 23 data with Vivian. Got V=325 at 3 kms. Studied azimuths on that 
data and got w = 10 m/see coming from south on June 22d. Worked with Eileen on rocket 
Jsn 20thcorrectlng for met data and plotting final H against X in kms from surface for 
up data. 
March 21 Friday Oakhurst. Worked on Alsmogordo plans - Lewis & Clovry over this pm and ue 
went over all future plans includ% bombing for Alamogordo. Worked on rocket data with 
Eileen and on flight &a with Y, Steps"Off~o" ray paths of Dee 13 
Baroh 22 Saturday Oakhurst. Went over all V2 rocket data. Studled azimuth - elevation 
graphs k studied WAC Corporal of 3 March. Caught 534 train from Asbury Park - 1045 
sleeper out Of NYC 
Barth 23 Sunday. At home. Arrived Canto" ab.x&9. LefQn sleepqtonight about 8 pm 
March 24 Mondar. Arrived RYC about 7. At 0970 went up-to Hath Dewtment at NYU - Wsshlngto" 
Squxre. Met Mr Bennett of VL. Found that Dr. Courant would not be in until late and decided 
not to valt but caught 1040 train to Asbury Park. Went over shipment ready for Alamogordo 
and over work for Vivian and Eileen. Packing tonight. 
March 25 Triesday Truck at Oakhurst at 9 with scales - all equipment weighed - about 3500# 
total including TORRID. Edmonton, Reynolds, Thompson, Porter, Godble? and I left about 10 
and went through to Mitchell Field in staff car. B-17, Csrroll, pilot -- co-pilot. Left 
Nitchel Field about 3 pm. High level winds - went southern route - stayed at Maxwell Field 
Alabama tonight. Thompson stayed behind waiting for B-45 
March 26 Wednesday. Left Maxwell Field, Al&about 9 and landed In Alemorgoro 3 pm 
March 27 Thursday Alamogordo. Phil, ReynUds and I went out to Tower site, took I" all wires, 
Pulled down tent and Rubicon equipment and took it over to new site west of Lake Lucero. 
Strung out wire. surveyed In site & set up Rubicon tent. Sal, Edmonson, Godble?, Porter 
weighing In equipment In Alamogordo air base. 
FQrch 28 Friday. Alsmogordo. Went out with Godlers, Porter to White Sands west of air base. 
Located site and surveyed it, put up shelter and set up GR3. Phil and Reynolds went up tp 
Tularosa site, Sal and Edmondson worked on GR8 and low frequency equipment. Thompson in 
with B-45 from Newark. 
March 29 Sat Alamogordo 
March 30 Sun Alsmogordo. Phil and I went out to Dona site and picked up some equipment and 
the" out to Lucero site. Set up Rublco" and took a record. Tried to get through to Tularosa 
site west of White Sands but couldnt find road. 
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Enarch 31 Yonday. Alamogordo. Chantz, Bill Godbee and Ace went out to E. 'White Sands and 
Tularosa sites to make final setups. Sal, Xlmondson, Peoples and I went out to Dona site 
this pm and moved tent and Rubicon to $3 position and set up low frequency apparatus 
April 1 Tues .I2 Rocket #22 went off at 1310 this pm. Chantz and Don at Tularosa, Godbee 
and Peoples at East 'White Sands, Sal and Edmondson at Done, Porter and I at Lucero. All 
4 stations got good recordings though low frequency Instrument at Dona did not work out. 
April 2 Wed. Peoples, Major f!agnur?, Thompson and myself went over to Lt Col~NcKenson's 
office this am regarding bombing cunsj There are many difficulties with the bombing here, 
mostly that so many new groups have moved in and are setting up on the northern? range. 
Thompson and I went overto see Major Mitchell this pm regarding same matter. Wrote memo 
regarding proposed work to take to CO tomorrow. Peoples left on B-17 today. Don and Bill G 
went to Dona and Launching Area sites am and got all loose wires. Don and Bill E went to 
East IWhIte Sands and Tularosa pm and got inventory and brou@;ht back Rubicon and tent from 
Tularosa. !Jorked on East White Sands record. 'i;! made 85 peaks - down course. Porter worked 
on calculations pm. Sal and Edmondson took complete inventory and this pm worked on low 
frequency equipment. 
April 3 Thurs. Oliva and Edmo"d$o" on low frequency equipment. All T-21s changed over to 
Stds. Edmonton and Bill G went out to Lucero and Dona. got Inventory and brought back 
tent from Lucero. 
Qpril 4 Fri.. Reynolds and I went out to Osurso? Range and located PBl bombing range. Set 
up wires and did surveying. Chantz and Porter on computations April 1 
Aqril 5 Sat Alamogordo. 
April 6 Sun. Checked clocks. Cleaned out hanger and emptied trash out at East White Sands 
Qril 7 Man Talked to Pritchard re 3rd car for tomorrow. Gave him memo of progress report 
for MCGUL project to date, talked to Lt Dyer of Signal Corps regarding for tomorrow 
firing. Chant.2 and Bill went out. to Tularosa and got that site ready. All equipment checked 
for tomorrow. Edmondston and Reynolds ran drum recording of XcCurdy low frequency equip- 
ment at base. Porter and I worked on amplitudes and frequencys of all recordings April 1 
firing and started calculations. Olive worked on calibration of GR8 recorder attenuation. 
Got 3rd vehicle and all trip tickets for tomorrow. 
April A Tues. Ace and I went out 7 am to Osarco site. Arrived 9 and set up radio and T-21s. 
Rocket due at 11, delayed until 1710. Very windy the", all settings at 8. Ran 3 rolls but 
nothing came in. Chantz at Tulerosa alone - Godbee and Reynolds at East !Jhite Sands - Oliva 
and Edmonston at Dona - all sites windy but 3 closest ones got some signals. 
April 9 Wed. Worked 0" yesterday's records. Nade picks on Dona, Eat White Sands and Tulwos; 
Found nothing on Oscuro site recordings. Do" and Bill G went out to East White Sands site 
and took recordings vith pistonphone to get CR3 attenuation calibration. Sal Olive left this 
pm for San Diego. Wrote letters to Vivian and Jim p tonight. 
April 10 Thurs. Ace and Phil worked on rocket recordings. - azimuths vs elevation angles. 
Don..and I went out to Tulaarosa Range and checked bombing sites - bombing range just north 
of Range Camp and another site between that and our Tularosa site. Triangulated in with 
Tularoas Peak, etc. Thompson left in 45 for East. Godbee and Edmondson went with him. 
April 11 Fri. Don and I went out past Tularosa Site looking for bombing sites. Went back 
to Air to Ground Range and to air strip. Chantz and Porter working on calculations V2 23 
and T-21 calibrations. 
A"rI1 12 Sate. Alamogordo Air Base 
April 13 Sun. Yorked on formula for triangulation without using compass - Alamogordo Air Bas 
&il 14 YE;. Porter, Chantz and I worked on GR3 and GR8 calibration curves for frequency 
and attenuation settings. Don worked around equipment - Don, Ace and Bill got apartments 
at air base. Wrote letters to Vivian and Eileen tonight. 
April 15 Tues Alamogordo. B-29 arrived today - Lt Ball, McCurdy, Woodruff and MOGUL pers- 
onnel - 41493: Lewis, Walk, Burnhoff, Adams, Duff . Worked some on instrument calibrations. 
Lewis, Ball and I checked with Major Pritchard. then to Major Mitchell's office regarding 
bombing sites. IUtchell said CO had turned down bombing from air, but we could have surface 
charges along Tularosa road. :Xe"t up In AT-6, light plane with Capt Runcraft and looked over 
area west of Tularosa as far as the mountains, where bombing sites are to be located. 
April 16 Wed. Alamogordo. Chantz and Reynolds out to East White Sands and Tularosa sites 
to check GR3 equipment for tomorrow. Porter and McCurdy working on low frequency equipment 
for "2 tomorrow. Hoodruff, Ball, Work and I went out to Dona site then to Launching Area 
site. Strung out wires and left equipment for tomorrow's firing. NcCurdy working tonight 
on low freq. Oliva in from San Diego this pm 
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April 17 Thurs. ‘~'2 firing -124 scheduled for 11 am. Chantz - Porter at Tulerosa Range; 
i?ey"olds - Xoodruff at Zast White Sands, IWoodruff with low frequency equipment for 1 
trace GR7:Oli.?a - Kabassa?. radio oDerator on P-29 at 3o"a Site, 3111 Zdmonston arrived 
by car from Florida about 11 and irent out to Do",-- Captain Lewis and myself at Lawching 
Area site. ?-2 postponed from 11 to 1610. 9 explssives supposed to go off. SCE%, only 1 
worked. Tularasa site - had bad instruwnts - had 3 workin&! but in line: East 'u'hite Sands 
- one short roll, then paper jammed: 3ona Site OK: Launching Area site - OK for first 2 
rolls, paper jammed on third roll. P'cCurdy set up low frequency in hanger, north side, and 
on Rubicon drum but recordine;s questionable - as SCEL radio transmitter interfered. 
April 18 Fri. B-29 took off for Middletown and Newark about 730 from Alamogordo with all 
perso"ne1 that came down vith it. rlrote Peoples a letter regarding split-up of equipment 
so that bombing runs could be continued on X:ast Toast. Plans are to have Edmonston. Rey- 
nolds here with 2 sets and take Cliva, Chente w 2 sites for the East. Set up equipments - 
Sprenpnether & UN palva"ometers for Helgoland experiment & run equipment 1030 to 3 Pm. 
Checked over all recordings. Oliva and Reynolds out to Dona and brought in all equipment 
except wire, 
April 19 Sat. Into El Paso with Bill E this am. Got reservations to Houston next weekend. 
Auril 20 Sun. Worked on plans for bombing runs and V2 monitoring. 
April 21 Flo". Alamogordo Air Base. Rill Edmonston and I went out to Tularosa Range and 
checked 2 bombing targets, and located third bombing site 7-A miles west of Al, "ea alkali 
flats, Chantz and Porter worked on calculations 'i2 424. Sal worked on equipment. Do" 
off today. 
April 22 Tues. Alamogordo. Reynolds - Oliva out to East 'White Sands. Brought GR3 there in 
for overhaul. Worked up calibration of GR 8. Got curves for settings of 8 and for changes 
in attenuation. Talked to St. James. ordnance Supply, re 500# bombs. 'Wire from Deoples - 
Codbee ready to come back - plane ready to come down this week. Sent return wire to hold 
plane Off until after 1 ray. 
April 23 Wed. Alamogordo. Bill E. and I left Air Base at 0930 and drove to Roswell. Scouted 
out area between Roswell and Donali? but all irrigated farm lands. Finally back with find- 
ing suitable site, 129 miles from Air Ease to Roswell. Chant.2 went Tularosa range GR3 back, 
Oliva and Reynolds checking GRj in base. Datn?on calculations April 1 rocket 
April 24 Thurs. Phil and Ace working on V-2 recordings April 1 and 8 getting and 
amplitudes. Sal and Don on GR3, Bill E. on clock checks. Saw Pritchard about Roswell trips, 
bombing. Saw Post Engineers and Major Mitchell. 
April 25 Fri. Sal and I went to E:otor Pool and got our driving licenses. jiorked up sunshots 
for Toner and Dona sites, OK within 10 minutes. Bill E and Phil got timbers from scrap pile 
and went out on Tularosa Bombing Range to build shelters. Sal and Don working on GR3. Left 
Air Base 13 and left Alamogordo 3 pm. Got room in El Paso at Hotel McCoy. 
April 26 Sat. Left El Paso on Continental Air Lines about 099. went by way of Hobbs, Mid- 
land, Odessa, San Angelo to San Antonio. gaited there about 2 hrs and caught Eastern Air 
Lines out to Houston. Got in about 0630. taok bus to Houston and taxi to see Donnie. 
AprilHouston with Donnie and family 
April 29 Mon. Down to Sohio Geophysical office with Donnie and Roy Bennett. Went up to 
Abbott and Stansell about a car. Caught bus Out to airfield 1020 and caught Eastern Air 
Lines to San Antonio, and Continental Air Lines to El Paso. Arrived El Paso 730 and caught 
train to Alamogordo, then bus to Air Base. Chante, Oliva and Bill E. checked cwer L&Ns, 
got driving licenses end worked on calibrztion curyes. 
April 29 Tues. Alamogordo Air Base. Delayed trip to Silver City to talk over Signal Corps 
Communication with Peoples, Ball this PM. Went out with Don to East White Sands to set up 
CR) zad get it working. Lt Thompson I" pm. Lt Stevens in on vacation trip. Sal and Bill E 
got low frequency equipment together and ran test with it at hanger. Possibility rocket 
will not be fired until Monday acct weather 
April 3 Wed. Alamogordo. Phil and Don out to East Uhite Sands and Tularose sites to get 
equipment ready for test tomorrow. Set up Rubicon at Tularosa. Sal and Bill E. went to Dow. 
and Launching Area sites to set up equipment. All mikes got out ready for firing. 
Mav 1 Thurs. Out at 2 am. Put up equipment for low frequency run at the north hanger. Out 
to stations in field - Thompson with Phil at Tularosa - Don and Ace to East White Sands, 
Sal and Bill E. to Dona and I went to Launching Area site. Rocket misfired at OgOOO9 and 
all equipment of Signal Corps 'explosions' lost. Picked up equipment from Dona, Launching 
Area and East '4hite Sands this pm. C-47 in this pm: Dubell, Masher and Duff. Duff brought 
in 2 lOO# bombs with sane TNT charges. Bill Godbee in from R.B. 
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p:av 2 Friday. Alamogordo. Assembled apparatus to go back to Watson Labs. Phil and Bill 
Godbee out to Tularosa and Dicked UD all GR? eauioment. Duff. Masher. Dubell and I vent , _ A 
out to Tularosa Eombing Site i/2 and shot off 2 lOO# bombs, using the TXI' blocks alongside. 
All went off OK. Duff got box caps for use. Will cancel 5OO# bomb order and use just TNT 
blocks if possible. All equipment loaded on plane this pm. 
E!ay 3-b Sat, SmL Left Alamogordo about 9 am, Chantz, Porter and myself, 2 Signal Corps 
me" alone. Stopped at 21 Paso and went over to Juarez for pm. Left El Paso about 8 pm. 
Landed in Scott Field about 4 and found weather bad In East. Stayed at BOQ until 10. Left 
about 11 and arrived in !!iddletown. Olmsted Field, about 6. Weather bad in Newark. Stayed 
in Olmsted Field B@Q 
:,:a y 5 E?on. Left Clwted Field at 7 am. I" l!ewark about 8. Trucks in about 11. Loaded equip- 
ment and sent to Oakhurst. Arrived Oakhurst about 230. Chantz left for tienchtoun fm Newark 
?:ay 6 Tues. Oakhurst. 'iorked with Vivian and fileen on their calculations. Eileen working 
on several? Feb 20 rocket and :ivian on last flights from Oakhurst. 
Yay 7 'aed Oakhurst. Conference am - Dr Delassos? and Leonard from UCLA. Uent over T-21 
calibration they had - also the results from Alamogordo. Conference pm with Kr--- from 
AMC Wright Field. Flight scheduled for tomorrow, balloons with Instruments goilrg up at 
Bethlehem - B-17 following balloons with recording equipment and B-29 dropping bombs east- 
ward from Atlantic City. 
YW 8 Thurs. Oakhurst. Scheduled balloon flight this morning at 79. I-!ears and men from 
NYU at Bethlehem with balloons. Trouble with winds and Instruments did not go up. Peoples, 
Moulton over to Middletown with recording equipment on B-17 following balloons. Had no 
trouble following them. B-29 started dropping bombs near Atlantic City about 8. Trouble 
with oil leak In a motor and B-29 had to jettison the bombs and return. Recorded at Oak- 
burst with Brush and CR3. ilorking .today with Eileen on Feb 20 rocket - final ave velocity 
data 
E:~Y 9 Fri Oakhurst. Xorked on calculations - bombing ru"s and ‘V2 tests Feb 20. Took sleeper 
out of NYC for Canton tonight. 
Kay 10 Sat. Canto". Steve and Esther up from Syracuse for weekend. 
May 11 Sun. At home. Took sleeper out of Canton for NYC 
&y 12 ,%n. Arrived NYC and caught 0940 out to Asbury Fark - then to Oakhust. Saw Mr Emmons 
of NYU this pm regarding future flights both here and in Alamogordo. 
May 13 Tues. Chantz and I went don" to Cape b!ay today with staff car and driver. Located 
suitable site for bomb recordings on road between Cape E?ay Court House and Goshen. Surveyed 

,out 5 pickup locations and took solar observations. Back in AP about 0800 pm 
pay 14 Wed - Finished checking up with Chantz and Oliva in regard to bombing runs on east 
coast. Run scheduled for 9 and 12 on Friday. Packed up all equipment from computing office 
to go to Alamogordo. Checked transit and rod to go to Alamogordo. Jappett?, new computer, 
in today. Started him out on work Stepanoff was doing. 
Nay 15 Thus Oakes, Stevens?, Oliva and myself to Fort. Dix this am early. Loaded up C-9 
when it arrived, with 229 boxes of TNT, about 12,000#. Carroll - pilot and Hoffman- copilot. 
rcears, "ivlan and Eileen arrived laterand we took off Fort Dlx about 1130, EZDST. Arrived In 
Fort Worth about 9 EXIST. Off again to Big Springs, Texas, where forced to stop account of 
weather conditions. Stayed overnight at Hotel Supples. 
May 16 Pri C-54 arrived at Alamogordo from Big Spring about 930 EIST. All TNT unloaded and 
put in dump. Vivian and Eileen got rooms at girls don, Xears and I at Bog 25. Went over 
future program with Edrnondson, Reynolds and Godbee. 'Vivian and Eileen F"~,office this pm. 
Have office in Watson Lab Bldg. Checked out ready to go to Silver City Monday. Got car ready 
and gas for car. Checked transit and made from field tire chain for 125 meters. Mars and 
Thompson down to critique at White Sands and to see Capt Smith of Weather Service. 
i&y 17 Sta. Alamogordo. '.'ivian. Silee" and I worked on l?ay 15 rocket data. Plotted up aim- 
uth angle against elevation angle for Dona and White Sands stations. Plotted azimuth against 
time for Dona site. 
l%.y 18 Sun. Alaomgordo. Worked on Dona record, May 15 rocket. Checked through picks - plotte 
elevation angle against time, calculated elevation and distance from bombing site using 
straight line plane between launching site and point of impac$. 
May 19 MO" Reynolds and I left about 0745 in weapon carrier for Silver City. Arrived at 
Glles National Forest Station about 1230. Got permission for site there and uent along 
valley 16 miles, the" back 5 and located site. Surveyed location, dug holes and strung wire. 
Back to ranger station and located ourselves on range map. Left Bayard aSout 630 pm. Back 
at Alamogordo about 1045 pin. Edmondso" and Godbee out to record WAC Corporal at Dona site 
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but it xas postponed until Thursday. 
Kay 20 Tues. Edmondson and I left about 0845 in weapon carrier for Rosuell. Arrived at 
:bgerman about 12. 'dent ~cro.ss Pecos R and found site. Surveyed in locations, dw holes 
and strung wires. Vent over to Roswell Army Air Field, filled up with gas. Checked for room 
for Bill for Wed and Thurs. Back to Alamogordo about 730 pm. Godbee and Reynolds loaded up 
one weapon carrier. ready to leave tomotrow. '.'lvian working on weather data to send back 
to Watson. Eileen working on March 7 azimuth - elevation plots and checking picks. 
I: m. Reynolds and Godbee left about 800 in~loaded weapon carrier. Stopped at gate 
by SC Lt and had to unload on m~tcr pool weapon carrier acc't bad tires and heavy load on 
other one. Left about "00" for Silver City. Bill Edmondson picked up GR8 and left for Ros- 
jrell in weapon carrier SC about noon. Got all equipment together for shooting tomorrow. 
Yorked with 'J and E this pm. Eileen finished checking original date. 7 Narch and started 
checking April 1 azimuths and elevation angles. :I finished azimuths direct "a"es and started 
extension of weather data to 288, 18 kms fm sky wave data. 
Kay 22 Thurs. Thompson and I out at 0730 to Ordnance dump. Sgt Rand met us there and let us 
in area. Picked up 17 boxes of TNT. Shot 1000 at Site 1, 1100 at Site 3, 1200 at Site 3 and 
1300 at Site 1 again. Thompson left for El Paso to meet his family, In from Corpus Christl. 
Yorked a little in office PM. Called up Silver City and Roswell tonight, changed schedule 
of tomorrow from 1100 last one to 1115. Checked AAF clocks over telephone. 
b!ay 23 Fri. Went out at 0530 and got sgt Rand. We went out to ammunition dump, picked up 
16 boxes of TNT. Sgt Rand to field with me. Shot 0800 Site 1. 0900 Site 2, 1000 Site 3 
and 1115 Site 1. Worked on theoretical calculations pm. Bill E in from Rosvell about 5 and 
and Reynolds & Godbee in about 800 
&y 24 Sat. Went over with Godbee and unloaded his truck, hung his recordings to dry. Went 
over CR8 records too but didn't see any signals there. GR3 from Silver City has some good 
sky waves. 
?ay 25 Sun. Tried to get into El Paso to catch train to Houston but Alamogordo train too 
late to make connections. Back to Alamogordo Air Base. 
Pay 26 Mon. Worked O" Tests 1 and 2 records today. No signals from Roslrell - some thunder 
on 2 shots. 5 sky uavee from Silver City. Vivian worked on_records, Eileen on thunder 
recordings. Godbee worked an, Bill and Do" off today. 
i?ay 27 Tues. Worked with V on tests 1 and 2. E back on rocket of April 1. Bill Godbee and 
Don out to Dona and set up CR3 for Thursday firing. 
E'ay 28 Wed. B-17 1" from Watson with Mears, Hackman. NYU and Alden. They plan to fly test 
balloon tomorrow. Other gang with recording equipment, due to leave Watson Sat. Got every- 
thing ready for HERMES rocket tnmorcow, Dona & White Sands. Finished theoretical calcul- 
ations of T-X solution of sky waves. 
Nay 29 Thurs. Mears and Ha&man got balloon ascension off about 1 PM today with B-17 plane 
to follow it. Don and Godbee Out to Dona. Bill and I to East White Sands to record HERMES. 
S&for llOO~,am. postponed repeatedly, finally fired at 0730 PM. Rocket off course, landed 
near Juarez, Mexico. 
El_ay 30 Fri. Memorial Day. Got 370 bus out of Alamogordo, 1030 train out of El Paso to Housto 
Kay 31 Sat. Arrived Houston 715, went up to bank 900, then to Abbott - Stansell and picked 
up car - '42 Chrysler. Went up to Sohio and talked to Donnie and Roy Bennett for a" hour. 
Left Houston about 1145, stayed overnight past Post. Texas. 
June 1 Sun. Left O&00, arrived in Alamogordo about 0930 - 800 miles to base from Houston. 
C-47 with Moore, Schneider and others from NYU. Also Ireland, Mlnton, Olsen. NYU me" 
worked on balloons today 1" north hanger. 
June 2 Non. Changed shooting plans to coordinate with balloon flights. Balloon all reedy 
to go. Receiver in plane and receiver on ground. Edmondson with GR8 to Roswell pm, Codbee 
and Reynolds with GR3 to Silver City. 'Vivian working on amplitudes of flights - Eileen on 
April 7 rocket. 
Jun 3 Tues. Up at 0230 am ready to fly balloon but abandoned due to cloudy skies. I went 
out to Tularosa Range and fired charges from 6 on to 12. missed 530 shot - trouble getting 
ordnance ma". 
Jan 4 Wed. Out to Tularosa Range and fired charges between 00 and 06 this am. No balloon 
flights again on account of clouds. Flew regular SO"O buoy up in cluster of balloons and 
had good luck on receiver on ground but poor on plane. Out tith Thompson pm. Shot charges 
from 1800 to 2400. 
June 5 Thurs. Up at 4 to shoot 2 charges for balloon flight. Whole assembly of constant- 
altitude balloons set up at 0500. Fired charges at 0537 and 0552, the" ~00" buzzed by plane 
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to return. Receiver at plane did not work at all. Ground receiver worked for a short 
time but did not receive explosions. B-17 and most of personnel out to Roswell - recovered 
equipment some 25 mi east of Roswell. Out at 10 this morning, sot TKI and went out to 
range. "ired shots 12 to lfl every hour. Last of bombing tests this week. 
June 6 Fri. NYU personnel getting ready for flight tomorrow. Conference about noon, Ha&man 
with radiosonde, Clse" and Codbee with receiver to Foswell - also Smith on theodolite. 
Regular equipment in plane.Sdmundso" and Reynolds to operate equipment at labs - receiver 
with GR8. iiorked on adopting CR8 this pm and this evening. Fired some shots 
but no transmitter for sonobuoy. 

pm at site & 
This pm put YcCurdy low frequency amplifier in circuit 

before CR8 and have plenty of signal. 
June 7 Sat. Palloon flight off about 510. Dribbler? broken on takeoff. 3alloon wae to 
60,000'*, brake left balloons the" train came down zomewt;ere in mou"ta1r.r. Recordings at 
north hanger, and at Roswell but plane did not receive. Shot at 6, 630, 7, 730, 8 and 830 
at site #+. Plane out to find balloons but no luck. All NYU personnel and John Adden off 
on B-17 - Lewis, Gallagher. Went over to Alanogordo with Ireland, Mlnton, Olsen and Mears 
but no train today - making reservations for tomorrow. 
June 8. Sun. Rancher, Sid West, found balloon train 25 mi south of High Rolls in mountains. 
Contacted him and made arragements to recover equipment Monday. Got all recordings of 
balloon flights. Took Treland, Mears, Yinton, Olsen to Alamogordo to catch train this pm 
June 9 Mon. Bill Godbee and Do" Reynolds went out to Sid West's ranch south of High Rolls 
and broughtback recovered balloons- clock, 2 radlosondes. sonobuoy and microphone and lower 
part of dribbler. Bill Edmondso" cleaning up hanger and sorting out equipment of NYU. Worked 
today on balloon records (GR8) f rom north hanger. No definite signals obtained. Took inv- 
entory ms. 
June 10 Tues. Bill G , Bill E and Don worked on equipment, repairing CX8, T21 mikes, etc. 
Getting ready for rocket Thursday. Worked on GR~ recordings from Hagerman, Tests 3#4.5,6. 
No signals obtained. Worked on balloon tests from Roswell - no signals. 'I on Glla R tests 
3,4,5,6, Eileen on '12 amplitudes. 
June 11 Yed. Bill Godbee and I went out to Tuleresa Range and located Site #5 for bombing, 
24 ml N of Site #3 - roads bad. Laid out wire for shooting, Don and Bill E getting ready 
for rocket. Checked Rublco" records, all 3 sites. 
June 12 Thurs. All rockets postponed until July 3 rocket of S.C.E.L. Bill E, Don. Bill G 
went down to El Paso and the" SE along Rio Grande. Located_listenine site south of Clint, 
Texas and layed out wires and dug holes. Worked on bombing flights from Oakhurst. 
June 13 Fri. Ken off today. :' worked on tests 3,4,5,6 Tularosa bombing. E ow.Y-2 rocket 
amplitudes. I plotted T-X all sky waves and started reviewing March 11 and 17 records. 
,June 14 Sat. Bill E and family, Do" R and family, V, E and I to Carlsbad. 
June 15 Sun. Through Carlsixd Caverns and back to Alamogordo. 
June 16 Mon. Ken off today. Worked on eastern shore cruises , plotting T-X corrected to 68 
kms & worked on apparent velocities and differences in azimuth. 
June 17 Tues. Men left for Silver City and Febrero? "ear El Paso for bombing tests. Worked 
on Cruises. 
June 18 Wed. Test 7 of Tulaross Bombing Program, Shots at 7, 930 and 1230. Men called in 
from field to check clocks. Weather poor - raining at al.1 sites. E on V2 rockets, V Cruises. 
June 19 Thurs. Test 8 of Tularosa bombing program, shots at 1600, 1830. 2100 , 2400. 
Weather poor - rainy at Alamogordo. 
June 20 Fri Finish of Test 8. Shots at 0000 and 0230. Sites 1,3,5. Me" back today. Godbee, 
Reynolds at Silver City got dl shots, Edmondson at El Paso $ot 1 possibly 2. Looked over 
all Fabens records today. E on weather data, rocket flrings,V on Tests 3,4,7 and Flights. 
June 21 Sat Worked on CR8 records from Fabens - calculated azimuth and elevation angles - 
?abens recordings and some of Silver City. 
June 22 Sun. On trip with V & E - San Cruees, Hot Springs, Carizzo 
Week of Jan 23-28 Alamogordo Air Base. Men worked on.equipment for sound ranging Monday 
and made arrangements for off base transportation, had to get some from Base Motor Pool: 
Bill C, Don R left am for Gila ‘ialley and Bill E went to Fabens. Tests 9. 10 Wednesday 25 
and Thurs, Fri 26-27. Test 9: 7-10-13-16-18 Sites l-3-5-3-1. We?@ out with Sgt Rand. 
Contacted by telephone Wed night and Thursday. Shot 10 Thurs, FYI at 18-21-00-03-05. Out 
with Sgt Rand again. Men in FYI pm. Good results from west, but poor or nothing from Fabers. 
Looked over some of F&ens records Sat. V worked on Tests 7-8 getting all data, including 
amplitudes, then worked on Flights l-27. Got met data for all flights up to 18 kms except 
Oct. ones. Found one whole minute error in timing on 24A flight which now checks with others 



In Karch. 3 on new weather calculations 20 Feb. Found adding wind directly to velocity 
from temp ri-:es accurate enough results. Changed 20 Feb rocket and plotted up altitudes 
wainst signal Strength - shows nothinp sisnificant 61 started on 1 April rocket. Have all 
4 station azimuths about finished. Phil Chantz and Wiggett in by train Friday night. They 
brought in records of Fliphts 28, 29 and 30 on east coast - 1 of f?ay and 2 in June. Went 
over records Saturday and identified signals of 28 -29. Balloon expedition personnel arr- 
lved Saturday evening - Peoples, Trakowski, Kears. Ireland, Olsen, Youlton, Alden from AKj 
and poore, Schneider, Hackma, Smith, Hazzard, 2 others and a Lt Smith from Navy NYU. 
29 June (Sun) NYU personnel and some of Watson Lab me" working today with equipment in 
north hanger. Went to Ruidoso with Mears, Trakowski, Godbee, V & E 
Week of 30 June - 5 Julv '47 Alamogordo. ?ivian worked on Tests 9 and 10, finishing all 
upward data on CR3 recordings. Eileen worked on 1 April rocket, getting signal strengths 
vs altitude (corrected for weather data) and started on 
signal for correlation purposes. Appears likely that t 

ihe calculations to get time of 
s rength of signal is dependent on 

station factors rather than anything about rocket. 
Balloon tests? 7, 8, 9, and 10 off this week. Test 7, slated for 1 July postponed until 

2 July as equipment was not ready. 100 tanks Helium obtained from Amarillo Monday evening. 
Also radiosonde receivers set up by NYU personnel Konday but were not operable. Test 7 
at daim on July 2 with pibal 1 hr first following with thodlite. Winds were very light 
and balloons up between A air base and mountains most of time. Included cluster of met 
balloons. Follorred by C-5&? for several hours k finally lande 

f 
n mountains "ear road to 

Cloudcroft. Before gear could be recovered, most of it had be +tolen. Stations operating 
at north hanger, Cloudcroft and R&well. Shots made unfortunately at Site #4 end picked up 
good from north hanger and from Cloudcroft for awhile. Nothing from Roswell. On Thursday 
morning 3 July, a cluster of GM plastic balloons sent up for V2 recording but '12 was not 
fired. No shots fired. Balloons up for some time. No recordings from Roswell as pibal showed 
no W winds. Balloons picked up by radar WL and hunted by Kemjak C-45. Located on Tularosa 
flange by air. Out pm with several NW by weapon carrier but we "ever located it. Rocket 
postponed until 770 Thursday night but at last minute before balloon went up,<V2 was called 

r off on account of accident at White Sands.Sent up cluster balloons with dummy load. Balloon 
flight #lO at dawn on July 5th. Had gone out in C-45 again with Moser and Dubell to hunt 
for balloon from Flight 8 but not since? we found them. C-9 went to El Paso tid picked up 
single Smith plastic balloon and GM cluster plastic balloons. Flight 10 with single 
plastic followed from Alamogordo and Cloudcroft. Shot 8 shots from Site 4. Picked up most 
and lost signal at 845. BallOo"s ? more than 6 hrs although time clock had been put in 
to bring them down after 5 hrs. ? "ere picked up by ? C-45 as first flight out was 
delayed. Had special balloon at 7 with explosice charge which went off at 35,000 ft and at 
745 but by that time the receiver had lost the signal. Followed by radiosonde series until 
after 1300. Cloudcroft off at 8 and doubtful about signals received. 

Peoples and Trakouski up 4 July with Dr. O'Day of CFS to Alamo Tower ---- ? Solar Obser- 
vatory the SCEL station. Schneider up with O'Day to check "se as NYU station. 

Alamoggrdo crew helped-get helium, and did ground shooting of 2 July. Out July 3 at Dona 
and Launching sites at 2 pm and later at night. 

Finished identification on Flights 28, 29 and 30 on east coast and made plans for Bermuda 
flights. 

Unable to leave for hone on 3 July as was planned and wired Don&e first part of week 
if he could change his schedule and go home folloeing week. Got wire back that he had 
decided not to make the trip. 
July 6(su,$, Worked at office on flights and rocket data. Started on plans for speech 17 July 
meeting NYU - Getting ready for Flight 11. Plans are to put up Smith balloon with GM ? 
plastics + simple met balloon sonobuoy + balloon bomb. 
July 7 (MO") Alamogordo. Balloon Flight 11 A off at 0503. Big plastic with small auxiliary 
plastics. WL pear - radiosonde and dribbler. Followed with theodolite and receiver until 
about 11. Picked up a" radiosonde receiver at Roswell and followed then.Fi"ally came down 
(at 10,000 ' cap should have punctured plastic) near Hwy 70 between Roswell and Tul,a.rosa. 
Second balloon - met balloons with radio sonde up about 630. Third balloon with 2 r,f2 # 
stick TNTand caps set by pressure element to fire at 35,000' up at 0630. Surface bombing 
at Site 4 from 545 to 845 at 15 min intervals. Ireland followed main receiveq6"ly about 
314 hr but followed radio sonde about 3 hrs. 35,000' explosion off about 655. 

Vivian got all instructions for completing work on Flights 1-X and picked all records 
and filed. Sent off TWX re Bermuda Flight end wrote up memo on it. Worked with Eileen on 
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April 1 rocket plotting H-SS, H-T, SS-T. 
July R(Tues) Alamogordo. C-54 off about 1030 with 23 people - all NYU, VL Including .', E, 
Codtee. Lt Thompson, Edmondson, Reynolds and myself left. vote up report on East Coast 
"lights for Peoples. 
July 9(Wed) Alamogordo. Worked today on balloon flights. Studied UL records of them briefly 
and .wrote a memorandum to Peoples about results. Left in car this PV late. Flat tire between 
Roswell and Tularosa and stayed there. 
July 10 Thurs. Changed tire and went into Roswell. Bought new tire. On to El Rena, Okla 
today. Stopped in cafe In Hereford, Texas and met Dannle Hams from UGC. Went up to office 
and saw Bob Cowder?, PC and Gene Conant, supervisor. 
July 11 Fri. ?rom El Rosa to Cherokee. Got note at Cherokee that Jimmie was at Tonkawa and 
went over there. Stayed~.tonight with J & family. 
July 12 sat. Jim, Pat , :'anessa along with me on may home. Got to Doollttle, Ark tonight. 
July 13 Sun. to cabins in Ohio just out of Springfield. 
July 14 Non. To cabins "ear Geneva, N.Y. 
Jul 15 Tues. Stopped at Syracuse. Got home about 230. Mario" & her baby there. 
J&x7- 17, 18 At home. Drew in 4 or 5 loads of hay but land very wet and rains lnter- 
mlttently. 
Julv 19 Sat. t%zrion and I left In Chrysler for Woods Hole to see Dorothy & family. Through 
Albany, Springfield. Providence. 463 miles 12 hours. Dot Ewing on Atlantic cruise. Worzel 
working on gravity at sea. Saw Gee Woollard and the Ryders. Woollard after Guggenheim 
fellowship for next year - positions at WHO1 and Princeton are ? very satisfactory. 
July 20 Sun. Saw me" working with Worzel at WHOI, Pollak, went over to "lne's new house, SPY 
Kit and Bump at their house, then out to Ewlngs, saw ??ldge & children, Anne-and Nlkey. 
July 21 E:on. Vent down to '?HO~, riaw;Poll&, Bumpus. Uorthingto". Up 3rd floor and saw Emmons 
of NYU, who is finishing up some research work there under Ray Montgomery. Talked with Col- 
umbus Iselln for short time. Saw Gil Oakley. I,!a.rion & I left about 11 am. Went. through 
Providence, Hartford. Crossed river at Hudson. Met rain last part of trip, not home until 
130. Jim & family spent weekend with Steve and Esther 1" Syracuse. 
July 22.23,24 At home. Drew in a little more hay from lot In front of barn but still rain- 
ing quite often. Jimmie & family took Thursday Pi? train to Syracuse to catch tomorrow's 
plane to Wichita, Kansas. 
July 25, 26,27 At h&e. Steve and Esther came up Sat night. Marion and I went to Watertown 
to pick them up at bus station at midnight. They left again Sun pm on bus from Canton. Chhas 
Crary up from Canto" Sunday PM 
July 28,29,30,31,Aug 1. At home. Chrysle to Canton, change plugs, reline tieels - Rained 
hard first part of week then clear. Got In lots In back of barn, north of road and front of 
house. 
Aw 2 Sat. b.rion - Bunny and I left 1230 PM, arrived Marcellus about 5 PM. Ate dinner with 
Steve and Esther, left IQrcellus 730 PM. Through Binghamton, Scranton, Stroudsburg, Easton. 
Arrived In Newtown about 245 am. 
AUK 7 Sun. In Newton with Flaggs for dinner. Left Newtown about 5 PM. Arrived Jersey Coast. 
Got room on Hwy 35 near White Bite Shop, 
AUX 4 NOrI. Up to Oakhurst. Vent over developments to date with Jim peoples. Out to lunch with 
Lt Ball. This PM Chantz and I surveyed to Sonobuoy site. 
Aug 5 Tues. Oakhurst. Siorked on Aberdeen results - 2 failures - 1 direct wave. - Worked on 
Bermuda run # 2 - Oakhurst and started Bermuda #2 C.M.C.H., 
today. 

Peoples on vacation starting 

AUK 6. 7, 8 Weed, Thurs, Fri. Oakhurst. Worked on Cruises 1 -28 with Vivian ad Epstein, 
Checked over all recordings of Eermuda #Z,.Fil&ht 32. Got sonobuoy survey calculated and 
worked up results of Flight 25 B which depended on sonobuoy signal. Started Epstein on wea- 
ther data which 'diggett is working on. Wrote letter to Emmons with remaining work to be 
done there. Conference Wed pm with Cloury, Carroll, Dubell, Bernhoff of Olmsted regarding 
Bermuda and Alamogordo plans. Mr f?ears put up balloons with equipment on here at Oakhurst. 
Reynolds and Edmondson in and working around lab. Worked some with Eileen on rockets. 
Aug 9,lO Asbury Park 
Aug 11, 12,13.14,15,16 Oakhurst. Wrote memo regarding Alaskan work and had copies typed up. 
Worked most of week on rockets. Plotted altitude against time of origin for April 1. 8 
rockets but did not get Identical graphs. Tried to vary distance to obtain slmlliar curves 
but this "as not possible; Made plots of time YS SS and altitude vs SS in effort to corr- 
elate signal6 between stations. Correlated fairly good on 1 April but poor on 8 April. 
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C. 1. GMERAL WRX ACCONPLISHED 

Field teats were conducted at Uemogordo hty Air Base during 
the weak of Jum 1, using clusters of meteorologic&l W.loom. 
The primary object of these testr was to perfect hmllLng aad 
l,nunching techlquer for lug. flights a& to check the operr- 
tion of the ruins altitude contmlling devices developed for 
this project. At the same tire, the test8 &fforded the oppor- 
tunity to carry aloft payloedn of Watson Latontorler equip- 
mmt. In general, wt~lle the flighta wro successful in the 
wnnn of carrying Watson Laborntory geu &loft for en erterded 
period of time, difficultlee ani mteriel failures encountered 
@erred to empbasire the unsetiafaotory characterlrtics of 
~teomlogical kalloon clustera. A technical report tier 
preprration will contain dlscusrion of the flighta. 

After the return fmm Ahrpgordo, th re!abider 02 the month 
MI occupied with prepamtlone for a second field trip to 
Almogordo Army Ur Base for tests t.a be ccmtucted in July. 

Twenw-five raven-foot sheeter 1 wil. thick polyethylem 
blloom were receimd fmr Gemrel Mlllr. Orm each fiftean- 
foot dlaretsr 8 B.U. thick polyethylene belloone MI received 
fmmH. A. smith, Im?. 

A aeven-mn h.l.loon crew departed for Alamogordo Amy Air 
hae on Jum 27 to me+ke the reoond rerier of leuachings there. 

Tb plastic bellart reservoir used for tlw first flightr Id 
bw&d00 uol too fnglle to take launohlng etressee. An 
nla.nm rererTolr, aountad on legs cont&zing a built-in 
filter MI derieed ti a -plier was loosted. The capacity 
oftbnevreaervoiri# 5 NOM (3C#)thoPgh itwlllw8fgh 
rnly 2 pouuh 1tir tmllmed that the alullmamreaerroirr 
if recovered my to wed mpoatdly. 

2. &ncifl.o Probla 

The greatert problem enamntered during the field testr at 
Almogordewart~ nnpredictahle ani highlyveriable effect 
ef mperhent on meteorologioal balloons. The unprediotnU* 
increare in lift of tb aluster wxier the xayr of th, 8un wee 
l 8 much u 25 higher thna Uu initial lift. Thla In several 
hetenoee redted iatha inability ofaltlttio oontmltal- 
loOn oa%o.ffr to hop the aScent of tb tmlloon treln at tb 
d*lirnd iltitud0, 

W Utrsl lutapor&umr emountered atblgh eltitude~ 
l ppreatlp bu amriderablo effect on tb operation of eloo- 
tW equlwtumd iaaltitudo oontrol. 



In several case8 rquibe used for altitude control failed to 
fire at. extreaelT high altltuder. It is belimvad that plac- 
lag ti umll load on batterier may help keep cellr warm enough 
to pdnoa the nscers.ry voltage d high altitude on future 
flightr. 

3. Ll.mit~tione 

The greatest factor hinder- tha progress cfwrL is #tlU 
the lack of avail&lo space at &v Tork UnirersitJ. 

d. KETWDS OIATTACK 

Field test8 at Alumgordo indicated that a Glios-type cluster 
irr much aupsrior to a long comic-ray type flylrg line in case 
l f fabrlcatlon, hrdling aal launching ~&en it is necessary to 
use clusterr. Therefore, this type of cluster where the balloons 
are all at tha mm level, till be used on all future multiple 
tdloon night& 

Urge plastic Izallooas have been obtained arr.3 will be flown 
at Almogordo during ttr, terta to be conducted in July. 

e. APPARATUS AND FQJIPKEM 

Therain sand kallaHAropping deticowas improved •~ a result 
d erperiasntr at Alamogordo by constructing the hllsst tuber 
of aluinum nthar than plartic, and by wing stmnger paper 
diqhra~ satin frangible support for the tall&at. 

S. OQ?KXXSIOMS AliD -ATIOILs 

opinion haur bee*. #treagthemd that clustera of meteorological 
Wloom will never bo a rrtisfaotory method of achiering con- 
8bnt altittio for long period 5ight8. Variour facterr whioh 
~Lgh agrinst tta suoceas of such flights area tta inherent 
vertical l.nstabiliep of ertewiblo balloona) the rapid deter- 
iontlon of moprem tier the ~rayr of t.b mm (average 6 hour 
uf9)j the complex set of tmllart ati lifung equipaent re- 
Whdj the variable uxi irdetexminate effecta of superheatj 
ud tha difficulty of launahlngaloong tNin686erbly, even 
tier tbl beat coditiom. 

J8 gomral, oquipmnt mmt b strengthened OS! higher safe* 
~tor~mm~bdurdto ulthrtudthr strains of launchingaad 
ttr .raiuatioBr of the blloontraininflight. 

**?mrr obaervaticn po~tr,dovnvind, ue needed for Uuo- 
ol*- roleaso8j each jwt rbuld ham theodolito ti xmdiomdo 
l b-lwrr ani oquipnt. htt&? a~Rl&CStiOIlS b&MOB, ard 
-ination OS obremtioa poatr lr vital for eatisfactory 



tracking of hl.loons in flight. Aerial observation of the 
klloom &reatly asnlste interpretation of performance data. 
Better mdio trmsmlssion of data is meded from the balloon. 

Plastic balloons have teen obtlinad from both General Hills and 
8. A. Smith, Inc. ard will bs flown on the mxt field trip to 
Alamogordo In July. Arrangerenta have been completed to obtain 
as large a supply as la mcessary of these balloons and test8 
will te conducted frequently to perfect a technique of maintain- 
ilrg a balloon at nmirml constant altitude. 
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Durlog the period e0TTr.d by thla rmport, m* nn cons on 
dnrloplngla PUtruudttor. torta nrand~oa?URdio 
R*arirw E-&&RR-E oocl R8dio Trmmnittor T-lB/CRT-1 to d&amlnr 
their perfozuna* chruuaterlsUcr, mod ampan thw rooulta rith 
the trulnltw apta lxdor demlopaot. 

Brcornry field equlpwnt ns conrtructed and an mtoma no arm&ad 
in pnpuatlon for flild twtlnp of thr oaqilwtd AU tmnnittar. 
Adupllcateudol of the AH trmdttornm ceortmeted andbullt 
into a cootalnor with a battav pack aad 8hiUt.d d~arl olrauit. 

Boll. 

u. CElsSRALUXUf UXDJZTAZ?! iXXIBCTEiIS PmOL 

It mu mllod to our l ttontlon by the Vatron kbontelma, 
Oakhurrtllold6tatioa, thatUmFHm4io tranmittn? l-I&W, 
Thluh io a wit l f 8onobwy quipant AB#olu-1, might bmo 
8ppuuJuoo lo thlr projoot. Tlw of than trMdttor~ - 
pwehsnd iron 0 mrplw radio apply &we. than wlt8 Term 
tart4 for froquamy tibilitymndoroonditlonnrofnrl~tion in 
pink MCI filmatmlhg8~. Bwlelan neuu?a alk nlw 840 
et ronrd nlwa of plate Toltqo. ThoM teea iodi0at.d that 
thi8 frsnaittarmmld probably brunntisf8otoqwlthonta wpta 
of amtematlc fraquaaay oolltrol. Tha reaoinrwsd dth transmitter, 
R-R&U-S, hw an l .f.0. oiroult lncorpontad. A ncrlmr of 
thlr typo n~borrowd fm tha6akhurtfleld watlom. tort8 
TWO conductul to dbtelrinctbo orrrmll fmquoncy drlftwhLcbaollld 
be toloreted in the tmnasittmr bofora rttrrmfnp beema nocosoar). 
It mm obwrnd that aa e*at ~8 l +, O.SS l c alalit could be 
tolcrntbd tit the traonlttar. ?urther tints en ttmtrukmittm 
mhord that the fraqaa-q devlatioovariad dth lnpwtplati 
ml* end that 61 the b&tory dopreaidad, m error nuld b 
introduced in arqr asqAltude nuuraont. for b plate vvlhgm 
chnngo from l!E to 90 volts, . variation ia dotoot. aaqlitudo 
of over BO$ man obmrmd. 



. -  

.I_ 

. ?2, 

hrthor twtn on the PM t.wnrittm boiag darlppd at thin 
l&borrtory ahod that the dwiation urn ll.kowl~c l fn~~ctlon 
of the qp1i.d plate mp:l~ voltaga. thin problr rlll bwa 
to br ~lvod by irprond airouit doal@ boforo a aitablo FM 
tnnnlttnaurb~wo1v.d. 

In addition to tbo AU trsaalttarmdal &lreuly oonrtrnotul, 
a seoad uult na built. fbir duplfwto na inrtalhd la a 
audboud contzinor which alw bouoer VIO rtonp bmttery 
supply and a bloc&lag o8cUlator ta mpply m mdlo-Mwnq 
ticb madulakr the urrfor at 80 0.p.m. Phnr and l -rmgomontc 
80x-e mado for terting this unit on l mptiw balloon. 

d. APPARATUS 

A battory box o~ntainlng a m&oruY olrenit for wmtmt 
ronitotig of Bmnnittor ourrontr mro wnrtmetd ior field 
or blimp tranuirslon tort& 

An mtalM l pprorlutal~ 160 ft. lnlotlgtbnr orwt.8 onpelor 
twn* foot abow tha naof of the noatrier1 h@wrlng Bulldlnp 
for YW la roodrlng algnalr during tmt fligbta. 

III vlor of tbo uc*llont ahuooterirtla~ of the mtomatlc 
froqumey oontroloftbe P&toltowlvwrIcoJAxR-~, an l ttunpt 
dll bo ndo to BOW tha eireuit dlqwm of thir oquiment 
and aploy its use la w !W reooiwr whieb tight bo wad. 

Pw%bor siroult innrrstl@ion will be urriod out to derolop 
ao FM tranaittor tiub ia fm of the undorfnblo l ffoota 
iatroduod by input voltage nrbtioar. 

Piold tat6 will bo can-la out on the Ail tranaMt.tor wing 
a tothud balloon and L bllq, if wailable. It le dorind 
b obtain infomtion about tba oparsttag ran@ end dlfflcultl~r 
mh.ich might develop dtb thir tmammitter. 

2. 
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radar station was not troubled by this phenomenon due to its an- 
tenna directivity and elevation orientation of 60 degrees. It iS 

believed that the intermediate loss of signal by the radar station 
1s normal because of elevation pattern loblng produced by ground- 
reflection Interference which is Initiated by secondary antenna 
lobe transmission. Since this condition exists In the transmit- 
ting pattern, It effects both the radar station and its remote re- 
ceiving station. Current effort is concentrated on Improvement 
of photography and antenna orientation in preparation for addltion- 
al tests. 

b. Trackinn Projectg: 

(1) Radar Tracking Set AR/W%6 - A letter was received from Watson 
Laboratories authorizing changes and modifications of the range 
circuits necessary for conditions as encountered at this location. 
The fore part of July was spent in achieving these betterments, 
and in the Installation and orientation of an M-2 optical tracker 
to be used in conjunction with the KPS-6 and as a tracking aid. 

Experimental tracking of three balloons furnished and flown by the 
Atmospheric Group was performed for the dual purpose of checking 
the signal return of the radar with various reflecting targets, 
and for precise position data of the balloon equipment for use by 
the Atmospher#c Group. On 19 July, a 130 foot balloon carrying no 
radar reflector was tracked. Radar contact was made at a range of 
about 3B yards with signal return being above saturation on the 
scopes of the b!PS-6. Tracking was automatic In Azimuth and Ele- 
vation and aided in range. Signal return remained above satura- 
tion until a range of 7K yards was read, at which point grass ap- 
peared on the scopes and signal to noise gveraged about 4 to 1 
out to a range of 23K yards where too frequent radar losses neces- 
sitated that automatlo tracking be abandoned. This balloon was then 
tracked manually to a maximum range of 27K yards. 

On 20 July 1948, a weather balloon carrying one kite type reflector 
was flown and tracked. Contact was made at a range of 3K yards, 
and signal return was above saturation at all times until a range 
of 1OK was exceeded and grass showed only occasionally out to 
24,360 yards. This balloon was obscured by clouds at a range of 
33K yards, but tracking was continuous in automatic Azimuth and 
Elevation throughout Its f,llght, and the maximum range read was 
34.R yards. 

On 2l July, a 130 foot balloon, identical with the one flown on 
19 July except for three kite reflectors being carried, was flown 
and tracked. Radar contact was made at a range of 1,510 yards, 
Grass first appeared on scopes at a range of 2&5K yards, and sig- 
nal was above saturation to 3OK yards, Tracking was continuous 
and automatic throughout the flight, and B maximum range of 12112 
yards w&s reached. 

2.6 



Permission to use the WS-6 in tracking further V-2 missiles having 
bean received, plans were formulated for operation in conjunction 
with the missile scheduled to be fired Thursday, 22 July and post- 
poned until Monday, 26 July at 1100. Plans contemplated that the 
crew on the M-2 Optical Tracker would track visually at all times 
during the flight with their elevation and azimuth readings repeated 
on the antenna. The MPS-6 antenna was inltlally positioned In azi- 
muth on the calculated bearing to the launcher and raised slightly 
above the horizon in elevation, with the correct range gated on the 
scopes nnd with a velocity of about 300 MPH set in the aided range 
motor and the motor initially stopped. It was further planned that 
when target echo would bloom on the scopes, the echo should be 
trued up in Azimuth, Elevation, and Range; and antenna control would 
be thrown to automatic with range followed manually until speed of 
the missile approximated the 300 MF’H as set on the motors, at which 
time the video motor would be activated and range tracking thrown 
to “Aided.” It was planned to throw antenna control to the M-2 
Tracker only if target failed to show or if extended “loss” subse- 
quently occurred. 

During the half-hour period prior to the take-off, several random 
aircraft were noted in the vicinity of the launcher; and at X-5 
minutes, one low flying aircraft was observed on the scopes at a 
range beyond the launcher directly In line with it and flying in 
towards the launcher. 

Timing signals and the zero signal were received, and at about 
X plus 2 seconds the target “bloomed” on the J Scopes at the cal- 
culated range to the launcher (62,800 yards). This pip went almost 
instantly to far beyond saturation, and all grass disappeared from 
the scopes. The Azimuth and Elevation, and Range controls were ccn- 
tcred on the target, and antenna control was thrown to automatic. 
Range started to slowly Increase as did elevation with azimuth being 
stationary. The echo remained beyond saturation for about two sec- 
onds after automatic control was thrown in, at which time grass ap- 
peared on the scopes and the signal fell rapidly to zero and the an- 
tenna whirled off target at about X plus 6 eeconds. Upon returning 
antenna to position manually, a strong target appeared at a range 
of about 2K yards outside ;the range gate, and believing this to be 
the rocket, this pip was trued up and antenna locked in “Automatic” 
and this target was tracked for a period of about 10 seconds or 
until it was noted that range was decreasing and elevation was sta- 
tionary at the horizon while the M-2 Elevation repeater showed the 
optical tracker to be looking at approximately 50 degrees. Reallz- 
ing that the target being followed was the aircraft noticed before 
take-off, antenna control was transferred to the optical tracker 
and left In its control until the M-2 crew lost the missile. During 
this time, no target was visible at any time and no further radar 
contact was made with the missile. However, slightly before the 
missile impact was heard, a cluster of small echoes were found at a 
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FPOJZCT AWI'XACTS 

Pro+x s:ienlisss: 2r. ;. A. i'eopie:3, ;r., Jr. Xontan 
Heskell 

sm 6z.y cf In-iabsrstsry irQrk: 

When isrge rxpiosions iiavr uxurred, it l~,ae beer, obverved that the sounu was 
heard locally, say up to 25 miles, avl alss at di;tacces Of lot, to 200 mdle.9, but 
that nothiq was I aard at intermediate distances. 
explained by assming that the sound is 

This phenomencocan only ba 
refrad.rd into the atmosphere over the in- 

tervvediete observers and then is bent back down to the .xore distant areas. For this 
to occur tho velocity of propagation must first decrease tiith altitude and than 
increase again tci a value at least aa lar:s as ground velocity. This is due to a 
decrease of temperature up to the tropopause follorsd by an increase in temperature 
above that level. XInds also have an appreciable affect which can be determinad 
from asymmetrical pmpagation. 

Up to about 19&b most data on this phenomenon had been obtained by taking 
polls after accidental explosions had occurred. 
and ?ener,al conclusions then drawn. 

Zones of audibility were mapped out 
Very little systematic Mrk was done in which 

accurate travel ti.es and other factors mere obtaiced. Beginning In 19,6 at. these 
laboratories, a systematic study of these propagation anamalies were started. Sound‘- 
ranging detectors were set up in arrays, so thi t the iirection and tF9 of arrival 
of compressional waves could be determined. Explosions were set off on Or near the g 
:mund at ranges varying fro.., 25 to 200 ties. Data has been taken which ha8 rertited 
in the indirect deter&.natiJn of the tolllparature (sound v&xity) ‘stf@dfe @f the 
atioosphare up to the etratqspheri~~ leW& @.$t-we$t prp&a&i wah Yii;;?t.;&idi$d 
plX.tt,~.pen,~~~gey,c~5~f!..Sh8'q~,t8's~~ 5&&w: tbe$e:ii little,& nz, r&&r- d&pal: ., 
W‘C+i6& :&d, t&t‘ so& &tInutil ?&rfetfori’ in’the tem&a~t5u&e’ st&t;ur& tists’. ‘Hi&l 
level hinds ar 1 shown to be genaraily easterly. Additional tests have been made in 
New Sexico to determine the diurnal znd annual variations of the teqorature structure 
at thz t latitude. Some accurnte observations'of wind velocity am indicated by 

@is 
o Servations taken along \i north-south line as well is an east-west line. iqinter 

,e,rvations tkve been ,t&fJh in the vicinity of Fairbanks, Alaska for infortt on ht 
&,ry?&$i latitudes. Observation9 have been taken near the &naaa C&l Zcne fdr 
addittional infoka~ion in EL< ird+icsr 

The sounds prodWed by rxkc-ts iaunchad at ~laaogol’do have been recorded .rith 
acoustio detector arrays located on the ground neir the rocket trajectory. From data 
gathered in this nwnner, zom innjic:tixle of upper air torq,zr;turr and A:ds I;hva seen 
obta>bned and much :xo:e accurate dtitextin&tions could be ;,mde if ths rocktit trajectories 
i~ere moi-c accurately krmufi. 



Additional details of the erature and wind structure can 
be obtained by plbcing ticrophones near the 
is at a mini;nusl. To cur knowledge, no one 
in crdzr to do this nen equipment &d to be 
noise In any microphone it was obvious t&t 
aircraft, It was further believed that the 
a constant level balloon :rouiti be far beiow _ ^ 

tropopause where the velocity of sounc 
has ever tried sxh an experbent, ;no 
developed, since wind produces srrong 
the detectors could not be used un en 
noise ievei of in instrument piaced un 
tnbt seneraily observed on ,ro.mo 

equlpnent . ilotl: c. SatisfaCtory constant level balloon : nd a li.z:ht nai&t .dcroQlone 
and te:-metering systeu ::is been deveioped in this laboratory. 

Basic acoustic propa:etion ir.forr.:cti.on Ls ncn bein,; accumuiEtec fros 
,equipxents ilunched at , _ Zpi’n Fie-3 Florica. ‘The s0ur.d for these expertisents is 
obt:indd fron high aicltude : X,L;; to :>;L; ;‘eat; Cone o:xsts. ~3zifiiient dat6 
have not :’ t o-:en obtained to ,:zstify cc:!.p&te anal;sls, but it can be state: thht 
observed results generally agree Mitt. predictions >xts+d upon theory. 

Observations of the t?avei ti&e 01 ;raves frail .S explosive soxce has 
yisided a considerable an!our.t. of iats on tne te.n%rcture and wirid struccare of the 
etwsri~ re ui: to altitude or >&J-r. 5: ;a (lrjiJ,a~~< :‘**t;;. The int+rpretaEi;n of the 
data Las so far been oesei on <eo=etrical ‘xac~e theory, and Leads to a ./ariation of 
proraqation velocity ,*it,k aitit.Jde wnich La iz reasonable 6lreenen.t with other 
lines of widence. There are, howecsr, sew%-al observed facts which cannot be ex- 
plained on the basis of th$ ei%zlentary Teczetrical ray theory, end require a more 
com@ie analysis %n ter.3 of .4i.e ti:eory. They are: --(1) tll.3 t’zones of silence”, 
that follow ..ccordin,: to i.eol..atrixl ray theory fro4 tliiz initial dewease of velocity 
with altitude, which, do xt Lav: ~I!arrLy defined boundaries; i 2) the se~e a$p&rent 
angla of a:rival is 3ftac sbserved 3ve.r a considerable range of distance from the 
SOU~CQ, whereas on tn.2 ray tLeo:-y b ?is’en a;is of arrivai was associated with one 
particuL r distance only; (jj at Lrze distances, the tot61 duration of the signals rscsi- 
is very :iiuci; .:rehtar ttrx can be explained by ray theory, am the character of trlz 
signai received is tnet cf a ion- train of waves ~,f varyin; anplitude incl frequency r;thc. 
a United number of weii defined transient julsss. 

Preliminary studies indicate that ~11 of these facts may be explained 
qualetatively by more cotiF%lete ueve theoretical analysis of the diffraction of wave 
ener?Jr into ~the regions thct are zones of silence in thd dlementzry ray tLeory, ;nd l’urtt,. 
work, aimed et quantative treatient is in i~rosress. Until M analysis of ti,is rrind has 
been carried through, one cm not feel too ILUCL confidence in attempts th&t hhve oeen 
made to use 1% distance sonic and microbaremetric wave propagation data to 4ecluuCe 
ataos. eric teqsratures at levels above the second inversion. 

In additidn to the theoretical a[,’ roach to this problem, c.xxidext;Jn is 
bein? eiven to the use of surface waves on sh; lloa weter as a .tiodal of wivd pro- 
paqation in the atmosF,h r=. Tix velocity of sur:‘ace waves whose -n;ve 1en;th is grzhter 
than the depth of’ the water is a function cf the depth, so that the variation 01 velocity 
with zititude in the atmoshere can be sFnulated on a thin sheet of watar by suitable 
contourin. of the bottrm. Surface tension and visoslty set at a lower 1tiLt of coout 
I, cm. to the wave lengths that can be used in such a model. I:ith t water table adout 
four feet wide siml: tin? the at!hosFhare up to 5G km. a four cdnti;nater whve length 
xo’lld represent a wave length in the atmospn re of about 1 mile, or 2 ptriOd of eowt iivt 
seconds, 



A thorough Invest&,-tion of balloon materials and fabrication methods has 
been conducted, and balloons have been designed suitable for use with the 
halisting lnechanislns develored. Launching end opsrationsl techniques have been 
developed which permit the Launchin: of balloons in ;Gnds up to 20 per hour. 
Good mntrol of ascent rate and ceilin: altitude has been obtained. Constant level 
flights of several hours duration are now routine and flights lasting up to 5 
bows with pressure variations not .,reater thrn sne or tivo iuilabars have been 
obtained. Simplified control uhich oForate satisfacto:*ily durin? the day or ni,&t. 
are r.ot fdquate when sunset OCCLIX durin.5 a flizhi. h systs‘n for zaint:ining 
constant level thru sunset h-s de11 derissti ::rd tdstsd in a bell jar, but in ictual 
flight tests hsve r,ot yet been xde. Te;,qer; ture ..lez.sure.:l-3nts I.ive bean made 
both insid? and cutside of balloons to show tl:? affects of suydr-heat. 
Ti-2:yerc.ture .r.e3ur+..;xt5. ifi;ve ~17 hzt!n .w& in ir:stru..xnt and battlry cases 
duyk i':.i ;ht,. :.%;xcexants tc sixw the ac::l;il characteristics cf control devices 
kzve 'ddcn .ii.?e WI izlloons Lc fli;;lt x!d si.,ulatei ir. the laboxtsry. This 



includes rate of ballast expenditure, diffusion, leakaye, and stability of con- 
tr01. 

By-Froduct information of tiportance to :oeteorolo~y or balloon flying 
tachniques includes the f ollowin: : Observation, measiireinent and theoretic,?.: 
analysis of hi:h altitude atmos&hzric oscillations has been accmplished. 
These nscillstions are several . ..ilibars in arjrlitude (as indicated on balloon 
baragraph traces) and the Feriod of osciilztion Y; ries between 4 ana 10 minutes. 
Air ~~55s tra,jectori*s L&ve tern m;.iured over rapes up t; about. l+CG miles zr?d 
have bea: ir.,?i;sted b:/ tho rz?ov?-,;/ Y:‘ <ear up to 2,000 miles from the launching 
point. r,dditi ~23.1 ii&j. t2sC :: :3:; ;i:* .::a~: trajectories are now being made. 

loi,~rlwientary :ontracts: 
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Figure 4 
Two foot appendix., showing 
metal spring bow in position. 
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Since the back pressure forcing the helium out of a 
full balloon when it is rising is 4 times as great at 
1000 feet per minute as at 500 feet per minute, the rate 
of rise is critical when an appendix is used. It has 
been found necessary to limit the rate of rise to 700 
feet pr minute to prevent bursting at ceiling when using 
General Mills ZO-foot balloons with standard appendix. 
It is believed, from laboratory tests, that "se of the 
spring borr stiffeners on the new appendix will permit rates 
of rise up to 1000 feet per minute. Flutter in the bal- 
loon fabric while rising is apt to Cause failure due to 
ripping at speeds of more than 1000 feet per minute. A 
20-foot General Mills balloon will burst with an internal 
pressure of 0.014 psi., which is about 1 mb., equivalent 
to a 200-foot rise at ceiling with a closed appendix. 

III. EQUIPMENT TRAIN 

A. Lines and Rigging 

Following rigging failures early in the testing program, 
careful study was given to the lines and rigging methods 
used to attach flight instruments to the balloon. For 
safety in launching, a factor of 10 to 1 is used on all 
loads. Thus, if a 40-pound load is to be lifted, it is 
not safe to "se less than a 400-pound tested line. Tbhe 
line strength should be determined independently if 
possible, since the actual breaking point of lines runs 
between 50 and 7% of the manufacturer's rated strength. 

Braided or woven nylon is recommended for all rigging. 
A stranded or laid line is subject to untwisting in flight, 
twirling the suspended instruments and reducing line 
strength. 'lb nylon material is weather resistant tc a 
high degree and tends to stretch under shock rather than to 
snap. For some purposes it may be desirable to "se a line 
of constant length, in which case the nylon may be pre- 
stretched. Only a few of the ccmmcn lcnots are useful 
in tying nylon. Bowlines and square knots have been found 
to slip and are hard to untie. The carrick bend, shown 
in Figure 5, is recommended. In addition to this, a safety 
knot is made in the loose end, and the entire tie secured 
by a final taping. For convenience in assembly, the indivi- 
dual pieces of line and equipment are rigged with harness 
snaps at each end. This permits ""it replacements or re- 
moval at the last minute with h minimum of delay. For 
extremely light-weight rigging, wooden toggles and loops 
in the nylon may be used instead of the heavier metal 
snaps. 
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B. Altitude Control Equipment 

Flights of ZO-foot General Mills balloons, using no con- 
trol equipment, have been sent to altitudes of about 
50,000 feet. After reaching maximum altitude, the balloons 
all exhibit a tendency to float, then descend at an in- 
creasing rate for periods of from 2 to 6 hours. In stable 
layers of air such as the stratosphere the descent of a 
ball,o:on is retarded by the helium, on compression, getting 
warmer than the surrounding air. This results in much longer 
duration flights requiting no external control though, 
strictly speaking, the altitude is not constant. This 
concept is in good general agreement with the observed 
data; balloons have remained in a semi-floating state 
much longerbp to 30 hours) when in the stratospheric 
inversion than when in less stable lower atmospheric 
layers. 

When it is desired to maintain a balloon at constant 
level for a guaranteed period of time in excess of two 
hours, a ballast system of altitude control should be 
added to the flight gear. The level at which the bel- 
loon is to float must be the maximum altitude to tiich 
it oan carry the payload. To compensate for loss in buoy- 
ancy occasioned by loss of lifting gas through diffusion 
and leakage, a continual lightening of the load is re- 
quired. To effectthis in a simple fashion, liquid ballast 
is permittted to flow through an orifice at a predetermined 
rate which exceeds the expected loss of lift. (See Section 
IV, D) The reservoir and ballast assembly which has 
been developed for this use is shown in Figure 6. A de- 
tail sketch of the orifice in its mounting is shown as 
Figure 7, and Figure 8 shows a suitable filter which 
must be used to protect ths orifice from clogging. The 
liquid ballast must (1) not freeze, but Llow well at 
cold temperature (-80%); (2) not absorb vater, which 
would freeze; and (3) be relatively inexpensive. A re- 
conunended liquid is Aeromobil Compass Fluid, made by 
Socony-Vacuum Co. (Air Force Spec. m-C-116). 

There are three possible objections to the use of this 
simple control system. First, a continued lessening of 
the total weight on the balloon--with no change in volume-- 
must result in a constantly rising ceiling. For a ZO- 
foot balloon st 45,000 feet, this change is approximately 
1000 feet with each kilogram of ballast dropped (see Sec- 
tion N. E). Second, only a prefixed ballast flow is 
permitted, and excessive loss of lift, as might come when 
the gas is tolled at sunset (when the balloon loses superheat:, 
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will cause the balloon to descend. Third, as a consequence 
of the previous limitation, the maximum floating period 
o.f a balloon with thia control system is 24 hours. achieved 
when launching is at sunset. 

Vihen any or all of the above objections prohibit the 
use of this simple control system. mere complex ballast 
dropping devices may be used. Figure 9 shows in schematic 
form the servo or demand type control which has been used 
to maintain balloons at a constant pressure level, with 
high ballast efficiency and without harmful sunset effects. 
Figure 10 is the ballast reservoir assembly which is used 
with this type control. A mere detailed discussion of 
this servo-control is given in Techncial Report Number 2 
of the Balloon Project, New York University. 

C. Flight,Termination Gear 

When a balloon loses buoyancy by the loss of lifting gas, 
it sinks slowly to earth. To prevent the balloon from 
remaining in airplane traffic lanes for a long period 
of time. a flight termination device is added to the 
equipment train. This device, shown in Figure 11, ccn- 
sists of a pressure-actuated switch and rigging to tear 
a large hole in the balloon when it desoends to some 
predetermined height. A pressure pen is held above 
its ccmnutator by a short shelf (see Figure 12). After 
passing an altitude corresponding to the end of the shelf, 
the pen falls onto the commutator. Upon subsequent 
descent to 20,000 feet, it closes an electrical circuit. 
When this circuit is closed, a squib is detonated in an 
aluminum "canncntt (see Figures,13 and 14) driving a pellet 
through the main load line. As the line is severed. 
the weight of the load is suddenly taken by a rip line 
which extends nearly taut (about 2 feet slack) up the 
side of the balloon to a point about 10 feet belcw the 
balloon crcwn. At this point, two small holes about 
18" apart have been made, and the rip line is passed from 
the outside into the balloon through the top hole, then 
down the inside and out the bottom hole. Both holes 81-e 
securely taped with ecetate fiber tape. About 6 inches 
of slack line is left inside the balloon. Plhen the main 
line is cut, a large hole is made in the fabric by this 
rip line as it pulls out of the balloon. After the in- 
struments have fallen about 10 feet and the rip is made, 
they are caught up by a snub line and the load is again 
taken to the load ring. The ruptured balloon then acts 
as a parachute for the load, descending at about 1000 
to 1500 feet per minute. 
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Figure 10 
Pallast reservoir assembly 

showing component parts 
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Accessory Flight Equipment 

On most flights, three pieces of equipment are added 
to the train for special purposes. These are: (1) a 
banner, (2) a drag parachute, and (3) safetyweights. 

The banner is a red or yellow cheesecloth rectangle, 
3 x 6 or 6 x 12 feet. with aluminum spreaders at top 
and bottom. Shown in Figure 15, the banner is tied 
taut to the load line, and serves to reduce sideuise 
maying as the balloon rises. Due to the bright color, 
it is useful in locating the balloon after being grounded 
and acts 8s a warning to air craft during descent and 
ascent. If thodolite stadia determinations are being 
made, the banner can be used as one of the checkpoints 
on the train. 

The drag parachute is inserted into the train above the 
banner in inverted position and serves to retard the 
ascending balloon somewhat. thus reducing the probability 
of bursting due to excessive rates of rise. 

To correct a too slow rate of rise, (which may result 
from under inflation due to gage errors, freezing of 
valves, or excessive adiabatic cooling of the gas during 
inflation) two small bags of sand or shot are added to 
the bottom of the restraining line. If it appears that 
the balloon is not rising with the desired velocity as 
it picks up the equipment, one or both of these safety 
weights are cut free. The weight of each bag is equal 
to the desired free lift. so that if the computed free 
lift is not available, this lift may be supplied. Prior 
to the adoption of this practice, it was necessary to sacri- 
fice equipment or the balloon in such casea. 

Tracking and Recording Instruments 

Depending upon the nature of the flight, the weather condi- 
tions, and the equipment available. gear may be added to 
the flight train to aid in horizontal position determination 
and altitude mearurement. The discussion of suitable 
equipment for such work is given in Section VIIi In general, 
the equipment added may be either radio transmitters or 
gear of other assorted types. Each unit is rigged sep- 
arately. with hooks at each end of the line segment. 
Prior to the inflation of the balloon a thorough oheck 
of all such equipment, especially radio gear, is made. 
It is necessary to have spare equipment tested, calibrated, 
and assembled for last minute replacement if failure is 
detected at this time. 
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Position of recording and radio instrument6 in the flight 
train is in 8cme cases dictated by the size and shape of 
antennae or other special part. In general this type of 
gear is not placed below the altitude control equipment 
because of possible damage which might result from 
ballast being dropped upon them. Typical trains are shown 
in Figures 16. 17. and 18. 

F. Flight Tools and Equipment 

A list of tools and equipment and facilities which should 
be provided for any launching site is given in Appendix II. 

N. PRE-FLIGHT COMFUTATIONS 

A. Lifting Gas and Rate of Rise 

Pihen the equipment for a fiight is in readiness and the 
inflation procedure is to be begun, the total weight to 
be lifted must be determined. A weight sheet (shown in 
Appendix I) is filled in, with the final weight of each 
piece of gear with its rigg,ing. In this work the weights 
of the equipment ere measured in grams and kilograms for 
ease of computation. The gross load reported should be 
accurate to the nearest 200 grams. The amount of lifting 
gas to be used must be carefully figured to prevent in- 
correct inflation which might result either in the bal- 
loon failing to rise. or perhaps rising too fast and rup- 
turing at its ceiling. After the total weight to be 
lifted is found, B percentage of this total is added to 
provide for lifting the Iced at some specified rate. 
With a given excess of buoyarcy, B balloon will lift its 
load at an almost constant predictable speed. (me rate 
of rise will increase by about 25% at higher altitudes, 
due to the changes in balloon shape and decrease of sir 
density.) Graph 1 of Appendix II shows the relationship 
between the free lift and the rate of rise, with free 
lift expressed as a percentage of the total or gross load 
(which includes the weight of the balloon itself). For 
example, if a gross load of 10.0 kilograms is to be lifted 
at a desired ascent rate of 600 feet per minute, 9.2% 
of the gross load should be added. giving a gross lift 
of 10.0 t .920 - 10.920 kilograms. (The rate of rise 
should not exceed 700 feet per minute if a standard appen- 
dix is used.) 

It should be noted that this graph, derived from equations 
for spherical balloons, applies also to the tear-drop cells 
of General :i:ills, Ir.c., without regard for the balloon 
diamter. 
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Rhen the total quantity of gas needed has been computed, 
the lift requirement may be expressed in terms of the 
pressure of a number of cylinders of gas. It is not 
possible to assume that each tank of gas will give the 
8~ amount of lift, nor is it possible to use 8 gage 
which has not been experimentally calibrated to relate 
lift to pressure. For calibration of a gage it is suffi- 
oisnt +.% valve gas from an obsen'ed equilibrium tempera- 
ture and pressure in a cylinder into a rubber balloon 
aend then mewxue the total lifting capacity of the gas 
from the tank. Check points should be made with tanks 
under varying amounts of pressure. Figure 19 shows B 
sample gage arlibration worked up for varying temperatures 
assuming the simple gas law 

Lift2 = Lx& Lift] 
Pl T2 

This law applies to within 21%. Note: DO not use Graph 6 
without checking calibration of gage to be used. Ordi- 
narily a whole number of full tanks of gas will not 
axaotly supply the desired lift,which should be figured 
with not more than one-tenth full tank tolerance in ex- 
cess (permit no under inflation). It is thus necessary 
to prepare partizfull tanks and by combining full and 
partially full cylinders get the required total. It is 
necessary to allow the cylinders to attain equilibrium 
temperature after valving them before taking final pressure 
readings. 

B. Length of Balloon Bubble 

Ihe volume of gas required for a given balloon may be BE- 
pressed a.8 the length of aa uninflated bubble at the crown 
of the balloon. Graph 2 of Appendix II gives the relation- 
ship between bubble length and resultant inflated volume, 
using gross lift 8s an expression of volume. It will be 
noted that when the elevation of the launohing site is 
markedly different from sea level, a shift in this curve 
is needed to accomodate varying densities of the atmosphere. 
The inflation of this bubble, which is pinched off by 
launching equipment or shot bags, will serve as a good 
check of the final amount of gas in the balloon, thus 
warning if the balloon is underinflated. 

C. Expected Altitude 

To predict the altitude to which a balloon will rise it 
is necessary to know the volume of the balloon. the total 
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Example: Find the molar volume at 30,000 feet MSL where 
the reported temperature is -30°C, end t . ~~~~ 
pressure is 300 mb. 

;he reuorted 

molar volume30,000 = 359 ft. 3 x (i73-3OyC x 1013 mb. 1 loeon. 
273% 300 mb. 

This is the volume of a pound mol of any gas at those condi- 
tions. 

By plotting several points of this curve of molar volume 
versus altitude, it is possible to locate very exactly the 
altitude which corresponds to the molar volume to which 
the balloon will go (found from Graph 3 or as follows), 
This density or molar volume to which a balloon will rise 
is given by the following formula: 

Molar volume =Ba:loon vol~e Gas Lift&l 
Grons load 

Gas lift/&l = 11.1 kg/mol(using Helium) 
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weight of equipment and balloon, the distribution of 
density in the siansphere and the buoyancy of the lifting 
gas. Assuming that the lifting gas is helium, Graph 3 
in Appendix II summeriess the relationship between gross 
load end fleeting level for balloons of several diameters. 
To we this graph to find the floating level of a balloon 
of given size and load, enter with the required buoyancy 
(equal to the gross load). Go vertically to the diagonal 
line corresponding to the balloon size and then horizontally 
to the extreme left-hand edge and read the altitude. The 
volume of the balloon is related to density by the use 
of the molar volume in this chart. Assuming observed 
pressure and temperature distributions over selected 
stations and the N. A. C. A. standard atmosphere, the 
molar volume is given ns well as the altitudes. Table 1 
of Appendix11 gives the N. A. C. A. Standard Atmosphere 
relating pressure with altitude, and Table 2 gives the 
variation of temperature with altitude. For local condi- 
tions more exact measurements may be made using the 
temperature and pressure distribution indicated by a 
sounding rather than the standard. To do this, it is 
necessary to compute the molar volume from this relationship 

molar volume,= 359 ft.3 x T, x 1013.3 mb 

273% PZ 



D. 

E. 

F. 

Ballast Requirements 

For a 20-foot General Mills balloon, a flew of ballast 
of et least 200 grams per hour is needed to keep the bel- 
loon aloft. Flow of the compass fluid used varies 
(through a sharp-edged orifice) with the heed. or vertical 
distance between the free surface of the liquid and the 
orifioe. It is not affected by the temperature or pressure, 
SC long es the reservoir is properly vented. 

Flow also varies with the size and shape of the orifice. 
Using round spinneretta orifices, the flow of various heads 
has been computed and is shorn in Table 3. Appendix II. 
From a kncwledge of the minimum head to be expeotad (de- 
pending on the construction of the ballast reservoir and 
its connection to the orifice), the desired rate of flew 
can be obtained by proper seleotion of orifice size. While 
200 grams per hour has been used successfully for the 
usual floating altitudes of the General Mills 2&foot walls, 
this figure should be considered a8 an abrolute minimum. 
.A short period check of the flow rate through eaah ballast 
assembly prior to flight ie recommended. 

Altitude Sensitivity 

The altitude gained by a balloon when its load is re- 
duced by one kilogram is called its altitude sensitivity. 
This amount is affected by the density of the a+incsphen, 
et the floating level; for 20-foot balloons between 
40.000 and 53,000 feet, it is roughly 1000 feet par kilo- 
gram of weight lost. This weight is normally lost by 
ballast dropping. The altitude sensitivity and the ballast 
drop control the rats of rise of theeailing. Graph 4, 
Appendix II gives mere exact values for this figure et 
various altitudes. 

Forms and Records 

For the purpose of making standard pre-flight compnt,ations, 
a series of computation sheets have been drawn up. The se 
are shown in Appendix‘l. Reward tags attaohed to components 
of the flight train have encouraged the finders to protect 
the equipment and report its location for recovery. Ihe 
tags, questionnaires, and the warning notices Hhiah are 
used on appropriate gear where squibs or acid a.re used are 
shcwn in Figures 20 and 21. 

V. BALLCCN INFLATION 

A. Preparation of Balloon 

From the,moment the protective packing of the balloon is 
removed, great care must be exercised to prevent tears 
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DANGER! 

EMPTY THtS ON GROUND 
BEFORE HANDLtNG 

c DANGER! 
0 FIRE! 
L CUT THESE Wtt3Es 

BEFORE HANDLING 

REWARD NOTKE 

This is special weather equipment cent aloft on research by New York Univetity. 
It is important that the equipment be recovered. The finder L requested to protect 

P 

the equipment from damage or theft. and to telegraph collect to: Mr. C. 5. Schneider. 
l&r York University. 18lst St. & University Heights, Box 12. New York City. 
L.S.A. Phone: LUdlow 3.6310. REFER TO FLIGHT #- 

.dollar (S ) reward and reasonable rebnbumnent for rc 
sovery apenes will be paid if the above instruction* are followed before Sep- 

tember 1949. 

KEEP AWAY FROM FIRE. THERE IS KEROSENE IN THE TANK. 

Figure 20 

Sample warning and rsmrd taga 
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QUESTIONKUXE 

Please answer this and send to us so that we may pay you the 
reward. 

1. On what date and at what hour was the balloon discovered? 

2. Where was it discovered? (Approximate distance and directian 
from nearest town on map?) 

3. Was it observed descending? If so, at what time? 

4. Did it float down slowly or fall rapidly? 

5. How much kerosene was there in the tank? 

La matsria ha volado con este globo desde la Nueva York 
University para hater investigaciones meteorologicas. 
Se desea que esta nsterial se vuelva para estudiarle 
nuewment. 

Con sets motive, se dare una remuneration de 
dolarea neiteamericanos y una suma proportional para 
devolver todos 10s apartos en buen estado. Para recibir 
instrucciones de embarque, oomuniquense con la persona 
siguiente por telegrafo. gastos pagados por el recipiente. 
refirriendo al numero de1 glob0 . 

CUIDADOI 
PELIGRO DE FM, HAY I(EROSEP EN EL TANQUE. 

C. S. Schneider 
Research Division 
New York University 
University Heights 
Bronx 53. New York 

Figure 21 
Sample Spanish reward notice and English questionnaire. 
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end pin holes from being made in the fabric. For example, 
the film is so easily injured that it is not safe to lay 
a folded-up balloon on a bare table-top or other hard 
surface on which sazdor splinters might be found. For 
this meson a clean ground 010th of CBIIWS should d~yb 
be used for the lay-out of the balloon. Once the balloon 
has been laid out on the ground 010th. it is made ready 
for inflation and the rip line of the flight-termination 
gear is insertsdinto the cell (see SectionlIT, C). 

B. Use of Shot Bags and Releasing Device 

mile the balloon is being inflated it is necessary to 
hold it in position. Under oonditions of calm wind, t% 
may be accomplished by simple fastening heavy weights to 
the loading ring and allowing the entire balloon envelope 
to rise freely above its anchor. 

Since only 10 to 20% of the balloon is full at the surface 
when the inflation is complete, it is possible to restrict 
the volume filled and so out down the area exposed to 
the wind on days whioh 81-e not oalm. Ihe volume required 
can be expressed as the length of the bubble collected 
et the head or top of the balloon. Having determined the 
desired length (see Seotion IV, B), the remainder of the 
balloon may be held down on the grcund cloth by weighted 
bags napped in protective sheets of polyethylene (see 
Figures 22 and 23). Elliptical shot bags, neighing 100 
pounds,are used to hold the base of the bubble to be in- 
flated. Twenty-pound sand bags 81.8 used to keep the 
appendix closed to prevent filling of the balloon with efr 
and to restrict the uninflated folds of the balloon. A 
more elaborate system of holding the gas in the upper section 
of the bubble makes use of the General Mills releasing de- 
vice shown in Figures 24 and 25. Mounted on wheels, this 
mechanism is rolled into position with the head of the 
balloon lying across the platform. The protective roller 
armr~ look into position holding the bubble until launching. 
This device is used with large loads when shot bags might 
roll or slide off the balloon. As the arms open outward 
es well as upward when the locking pins are removed, it is 
necessary to position tile platform with the erms opening 
away from the bubble. 

C. Inflation Techniques 

When the balloon is manufactured, a polyethylene inflation 
tube about 4' in diameter is inserted. This tube extends 
from a few feet outside the appendix to near the top of 
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Figure 2% 
General Mills launching platform for large balloons. 
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the balloon and permits gas to be introduced into the 
top of the cell first. As the balloon is laid out and 
shotbags are positioned, this tube must be kept clear. 
At the point where the bubble is pinched of-f the folds 
of the balloon are carefully divided; the inflation tube 
is made as free 86 possible with only one layer of poly- 
ethylene above and one below it. The tube is then pulled 
up above and between the arms of the releasing device or 
the heavy shot bags, and the remainder of the fabric is 
pinned down so that no shifting will permit premature re- 
lease. 

Depending upon the load to be lifted and the rate of rise 
desired, a pre-computed amount of helium is fed into the 
balloon (see Section IV, A). This amount is determined 
by noting the equilibrium pressure and temperature of 
the gas in each cylinder. A manifold is used to feed the 
gas from the tanks to the inflation tube in the balloon. 
Shown in Figures 26 and 27 this manifold system consists 
of an adjustable number of flexible pigtails leading into 
a main line of heavy copper tubing. This main line and 
the fittings are capable of withstanding the full tank 
pressure of about 2500 feet psi. Two pressure gages are 
included in the main line and it is thus possible to make 
last-minute checks of the amount of gas (pressure) in 
each tank. (Due to variable gage-calibrations, it has 
been found necessary to establish the lift-pressura ratio 
of each gage before using it.) In the main line of the 
manifold, two valves coqtrol the gas flow. The inflation 
tube is often initially twisted when the balloon is first 
laid out, A small amount of gas at very low pressure 
should be valved into the tube to strengthen it. In eddi- 
tion to the fine valve control required for this pre- 
liminary gas feed, it is also nedessary for a manifold 
valve to permit hir,h gas flow from the tanks even &en 
the pressure is greatly reduced. For this, the coarse 
globs valve is used. 

Once the tube has been chedred. inflation should proceed 
as rapidly as possible. 'JXe balloon is outdoors and so 
subject to buffeting by the wind. lhe limiting factor 
of speed of inflation is the vibration of the fabric 
near the open end of the irflation tube. 

AS e result of the extreme cooling of the rapidly expanding 
gas, the manifold and the tank valve generally become 
coated with frost. Too rapid cooling may actually cause 
the valve to freeze shut. 
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1”I.D. RUBBER HOSE 

i-IOLES PUNCHED THROUGH BOTTOM OF 
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84~~00~ INFLATION TueE 
TAPED AROUND DIFFUSER 

FIG. 27 
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The effect of this cooling is evidenced in the lifting 
power of the gas. When a rapidly filled balloon is launched 
immediately after inflation, it has less lift than de- 
sired and may even be "heavy" rather than buoyant. 2ow 
cooling will make balloon 1% heavier. This may be 25% 
of free lift. In the inflation of the 'IO-foot balloons 
where more gas is used, and the cooling effec? is more 
often harmful, B heating unit is added to the inflation 
equipment. The gas passes from the manifold through a 
coil which is centrally warmed by 8 blow torch and on into 
the inflation tube. The gas should arrive in balloon no 
more than 20°C cooler than the air. 

VI. BALLOON LAUNCHING 

When the balloon inflation is complete, the inflation tube 
is removed from the balloon as gently as possible. There 
is apt to be constriction at the point where the bubble is 
formed by the launching arms or the shot bags. If the tube 
does stick et this point, great care must be given to freeing 
without ripping the balloon. 

Should the balloon be torn in this or eny other manner. it 
may be possible to patch the fabric and salvage the flight. 
The acetate-fiber scotch tape. used to attach the batten is 
used for patching. Transverse tapes are laid eci-066 the tear 
and the entire region is covered with e mattin& of tape. 

When the inflation tube is freed and the restrained bubble 
is ready for launching, the lower portion of it is laid out 
down wind, es is all of the gear on the load line. The in- 
flation is generally done in the lee of the hangar or "Y"- 
shaped wind screen (see Figures 28 and 29) with the bubble 
as close to the wall ea possible. It is imperative that the 
wind direction be noted ptir to launching and that the equip- 
ment be directly downwind from the head of the bubble. It is 
strongly recommended that a standard meteorological rubber 
balloon be inflated and tethered on a 150-foot line near the 
point of release to serve as a wind indicator. This balloon 
is much more effective than a standard wind vane. 

All pieces of equipment and all on-lookers must be removed 
from the immediate vicinity to prevent accidental entanglement 
of the load line when the balloon begins to rise. Each piece 
of delicate gear to be carried aloft should be cradled by 
one men. As .s signal given by the flignt director (after 
checking to see everyone is ready and that the balloon will 
go in the desired direction), the bubble is released (see 
Figure 30). If "launching arms" are used, this is not 
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UbE PULLEYS TO HOIST 
CANVAS SCREEN. 

ANEMOMETER ANQ 
f- WIND VANE 

-10’ ---I FIG. 2 8 

TELE PHON6 POLES CROSS BRACED WITH STEEL CABLE 
To SUPPORT CANVAS WIND SCREEN. CANVAS REMOVED 
AFTER WSE. PERMANENT WIND SCREEN MAY BE 
ERECTED USING WOODEb, SIDES. 
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difficult, but if the two elliptical shot bags are em- 
ployed, they must be lifted simultaneously upward and 
outward away from the balloon. As the cell rises, each 
piece of gear must be cradled by its bearer allowing it 
to be lifted vertically when the balloon passes overhead. 
In many instances where the wind direction is not constant 
at the surface or changes as the balloon goes upward, and 
exact downwind positioning of launching personnel will be 
difficult. It is often necessary for these men to run to 
one side or forward or backward to get directly beneath 
the balloon. In cases of extreme wind speed, it has been 
found necessary to load the lower pieces of equipment on to 
a truck bed before release of balloon and launch it by 
driving underneath the balloon. 

It is possible to astirnate the space required to launch a 
train of given length if the wind speed is known. 5y using 
the computed figure for rate of rise, the length of time re- 
quired to lift the entire train is found. The distance 
the bubble will travel during this time is proportionate to 
the wind speed. For example, if a train 250 feet long is 
launched with the rate of rise at 500 feet per minute, a 
bubble will move downwind at 660 feet if the wind is 15 
miles per hour (22 feet per second), and the man at the end 
of the equipment train must cover 410 feet in 30 seconds 
carrying the gear with him. 

The use of a restraining line attached to the load line above 
any heavy gear or delicate gear is recommended. A loop in 
this restraining line is attached to a winch mounted on a 
track a few hundred feet downwind of the lowest piece of 
gear, or is held by a well-gloved man. Tne safety weights 
are attached near the end of this line. The balloon tends 
to pull the gear in beneath itself in calm or light winds, 
and may pull sidenise if the train alignment is not perfectly 
d-wind; the restraining line withstands tnis pull. Thus 
tethered, the balloon is forced to come overhead of the equip- 
ment bearers, and they are able to launch with less diffi- 
culty and danger of equipment damage. If the apparent ascent 
rate is too slew, the restraining line is cut between the 

-safety weights and the other pieces of equipment. If the rate 
of rise appears to be high enough, the restraining line is 
severed below the safety weights and they rise, completing 
the launching. 

VII. TRACKING AND ALTITCDE DETEX&!IhATION 

Following release, it is often necessary to lmow the position 
of the balloon and its height as long as possible. Several 
methods of position and height determination have been found 
useful. Advantages and limitations of each system are given. 
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A. Positioning Equipment 

(1) SCR-658 

The radio direction finding set SCR-658 has been 
found to be the most useful unit to track a balloon- 
borne transmitter, within its limited range. If 
the set is in good condition and the transmitter 
signal is good, it is possible to receive from a 
transmitter whiph is 150 miles away et an altitude 
of 50,000 feet. At this distance, the elevation 
angle is usually not high enough to be reliable, 
since below angles of 139 ground reflection of sig- 
nals makes them nearly meaningle~ss. Ihe azimuth 
angle and the elevation angle, when above 15: are 
aoeurate to about 0.5O. It is thus necessary to 
use two such sets on about a loo-mile base line 
to give * position fix. If the elevation of the 
balloon is determined independently, and the eleva- 
tion angle is above 13'. it is possible to locate 
the balloon-borne transmitter,with one SCR-658. 

The installation and maintenance of SCR-658 requires 
the serviaes of a specially trained man, while the 
operation procedure may be made by relatively un- 
skilled personnel, with limited training. For 
details of the use of the SCR-656, see War Department 
publication TMll-11586. 

(2) Theodolite 

The meteorological theodplite is useful on daytime 
flights when skies are c~lear for ranges up to 100 
miles. If radio dataare available to give height, 
the additional information obtained from this in- 
strument--elevation and azimuth angle--will completely 
fix the balloon's position in three dimensions. 
When pressure data are known, two theodolites 
with B base line several miles in length will also 
uniquely locate the balloon. A third method, less 
accurate but still useful, is the method of stadia 
measurements. Sy carefully measuring, prior to 
release, the distance between two distinctive portions 
of the train and then noting the arigular distance 
subtended duririg flight by these instruments, thealti- 
tude and hence all coordinates of the balloon may be 
determined. 

Regular and frequent checks must be made of the scale 
adjustments of the instruments and of the base plate 
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levels when the instrument is located out of doors. 
For details of the use and care of theodolites, 
see either the War Department publication 'M-11- 
423 or the U. S. Weather Bureau Circular "0". 

Aircraft Radio Compass 

It has been found feasible to determine the posi- 
tion of the balloon by following the signal from 8 
balloon-borne transmitter, using an aircraft radio 
compass as receiving unit. In this way it is possible 
to fly along B path coward the bellocn,~usually at 
a much lcwer altitude, and, by noting the plane's 
position where the compass reading is reversed, the 
position of the transmitter is found. The main dis- 
advantage of using this system is that aircraft is 
needed, but there is no other method which will so 
readily position the balloon over great distances 
and periods of time. JVith this system, the limit 
of transmission time is a function of the vreight of 
transmitter batteries which can be carried rather 
than distance. It is possible to power B trans- 
mitter to supply 2 watts, for about 15 hours, using 
15 pounds (7 kilogrems) of batteries. Longer periods 
of transmission may be aohieved by intermittent opera- 
tion of the transmitters or use of heavier batteries. 

Radar 

If ground radar is available, accurate positioning 
c~er a limited range can be made. It is helpful 
but not strictly required to add radar targets 
(corner reflectors) to the flight trein for such 
tracking. Using radar, the elevation angle, azimuth 
angle and slant distance out are obtained, giving 
a complete fix on the balloon with one set. The 
maximum distance to which appropriate sets can reach 
is about 65 miles; such sets are the SCR-584. the 
SPM-1 and the TvPS-6. Yiith good orientation and leveling 
such sets have en accuracy of 1.00 and about 500 feet 
of slant range. Because of the limited range, radar 
sets are not generally useful. Attempts to tise 
radar mounted atop eircraft for aerial obserwticn 
have been abandoned in favor of the radio compass. 

Altitude Determination 

In early attempts to utilize standard radiosonde 
pressure modulators they were found to be unsatisfactory. 
The Diamond-Einman system of counting signal changes 



is not useful when the changes occur at a nearly oon- 
stact altitude due to the width of the steps and the an- 
biguity of direction of vertical motion. 'I%0 pressure 
measuring systems have been found satisfactory for use 
in constant-level work and are discussed belonr. For a 
discussion of the radio transmitters which have been 
used (the standard T-69 and.the NYU AM-l), see Teohni- 
081 Report No. 2. Balloon Project, New York University 
Research Division. 

(1) Olland Cycle Pressure Measuring Instrument 

This instrument, shown in Figure 31, is used in 
balloon flights 88 the primary pressure measuring 
unit, as itwill continuously measure pressure 
without ambiguity. It modulates the transmitted 
redio signal at intervals whose timing is determined 
by the pressure of the air at the balloon's position. 

As presently designed. the moaulator contains 8 
standard Signal Corps ML-31OE radiosonde aneroid 
unit, a rotating cyclinder of insulating material 
with a metal helix wound around the cylinder. and e. 
B-volt electric motor which rotates the cylinder. 

There are two contacting pens which ride on the cy- 
linder and conduct eleotrical current when they 
touch the helix. One pen is fixed in position and 
makes a contact at the same time in each revolution 
of the helix. This conixot is used as a reference 
point for measuring the speed of rotation of the 
cylinder. The time that the second one. which is 
linked directly to the aneroid cell, makes contact 
with the spiral, is dependent on the cylinder speeed 
and on the pen position which is determined by the 
pressure. By an evaluation chart. the atmospheric 
pressure can be determined as a diction of the 
relative position of the pressure contact, 88 compared 
to the reference thus eliminating all rotatiapl effects 
but short term motor speed fluctuations. 

Preparation of the modulator for flight consists of 
the follming steps: 

(a) Test the motor operation. When 8 g-volt battery 
is inserted in the motor circuit with the proper 
polarity. the motor should run smoothly at one 
revolution per 60 to 60 seconds. Noisy opera- 
tion is probably a sign of dirty or corroded 
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gears or pocr alignment of the rotating cy- 
linder. 'he motor gears my be cleaned with 
carbon tetrachloride and 8. small clean brush. 
If the trouble is due to misalignment, the in- 
strument should not be used since this will 
affect the rotation at e non-uniform rate and 
thus destroy the entire accuracy of the record. 

(b) Calibrate the instrument. The following squip- 
merit is required for the calibration: 

Vaouum pump 
Bell jar 
Base plate with at lest 4 electrical leads 
afanome ter 
Tape recorder 

The vacuum pump should be capable of evacuating 
the bell jar to a pressure lower than that to 
be reached by the balloon in flight. A pressure 
of ten millibars, corresponding to about 
100,000 feet elevation is usually a good minimum. 

Four wires are necessary to conduct the six 
volts to the motor end to transmit the reference 
and pressure signals. lhe wires must pass out 
of the bell jar through an air-tight seal in 
the base plate. Ihe base plate also needs B 
tube leading to the manometer and a tube to the 
v*cuml pump. It is advisable to use two sepa- 
rate tubes rather than placing the manometer 
lead in the same line 88 the pump lead in order 
to obtain the pressure in the bell jar rather 
than that in the pumping line. 

In operation the negative line of the battery 
leads is used as the ground connection of the 
output signal. 

A tape recorder such as the Brush Development 
Co. model BL-902 oscillograph and amplifier 
BL-905, is needed to record the signal both 
during oalibration and during the balloon flight. 
The Brush recorder is used et present and the 
discussion of the operation will be made in terms 
of the characteristics of this instrument. When 
using the slow speed of the recorder, which 
feeds the paper at the rate of 30 centimeters 
per minute, the distance between successive re- 
ference marks will be 30 to 40 centimeters de- 
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pending upon the speed of rotation of the mc- 
dulator motor. The pressure signal appears 
at any point along the record between or over- 
lapping the references depending upon the pressure. 
A sample record of this sort is shown in Figure 32. 

The Olland cycle acts as a switching unit for the 
test oscillator (see Figure 33) whose dgnal is fed 
into the Brush amplifier and finally to the recorder. 
By adjusting the resistors in the test circuit, 
the frequency of oscillation may be adjusted. Since 
within the usual range, the frequency of oscillation 
is approximately additive when the two signals over- 
lap, the suggested frequencies are about 4 cycles per 
second for pressure and 0 cycles per second for refer, 
ence. When overlapping signals are being recorded 
the frequency will be about 12 cycles per second 
which is easily recognizable on the record. 

The calibration of the modulator unit should be 
in steps of 25 to 30 millibars in order to have 
at least three points within each turn of the 
helix. 

Evaluation of the record is accomplished with 
the aid of a nomogram divided into 100 equal 
parts. The record is laid on the nomogram with 
the leading edge of the first reference on the 
zero line and the leading edge of the second 
reference on the 100th line. Ihe position of 
the leadlng edge of the pressure signal is then 
read to the nearest third of a division on the 
ncmcgram. If one complete turn of the spiral 
represents 75 millibars, it is thus possible 
to read the pressure to an accuracy of cne- 
three-hundreth of 75 or about one-quarter milli- 
bar. 

In evaluating the record the tape should be kept 
parallel to the horizontal lines on the nomogram 
or perpendicular to the zero line in order to 
avoid errors in irterpretation. 

The total motion of the pen arm of ths modulator 
is normally 12 to 14 turns of the spiral. Therefore, 
there will be the same number of points at which 
the pressure and reference signels overlap. The 
calibration curve (Figure 34) is drawn to show 
pressure from zerc to surface pressure (about 
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es read on the nomogram. The lowest pressure 
reading is numbered as read and succeeding 
pressures are plotted in a continuous ascending 
series. When the pressure reading reached the 
fir&overlap on the reference, it is called 
100 percent; the seoond overlap is 200 prcent 
and so on until the last overlap which may be 
1200 or 1300 percent. 

t (a) Pack the modulator and insert it inside the 
transmitter box. The modulator should be pro- 
tected from extreme cold since the motor cpera- 
ticn becomes erratic when the temperature reached 
300 to 4OW below cert.. A box or paper cover 
ever the modulator will keep particles of in- 
sulation and dirt from the moving parts. 

(d) When the entire assembly has been made and in- 
flation of the balloon is about to begin, the 
transmitter and motor should be turned on and 
reception of the signal tested. If any serious 
trouble appears, the modulator should be r-e- 
placed by another calibrated modulator since 
any work on the instrument will probably change 
the calibration. 

During the flight,r-adio static and noise will 
appear on the Brush record as pips which may re- 
semble the transmitted signals and with increasing 
distance or weakening transmitter the noise will 
finally completely obscure the pressure record. 
Careful tuning of the receiver will prolong 
the record as long e.6 possible. When tuning 
the receiver. the sensitivity control of the 
Brush amplifier should be turned to the least sen- 
sitive position since any sudden change in the 
tuning may throw the pen off its supports and 
damage its glass tip. 

Allen the flight reception is completed the re- 
cord is evaluated exactly as in the evaluation 
of the calibration record--using the same nomo- 
gram. However, since the instrument is subjected 
to different atmospheric conditions, the motor 
speed may wry suddenly, giving false values for 
the pressure. These values may be detected by 
carefully observing the rate of rotation of the 
motor, which is measurable by the distance be- 
tween the reference marks. If there is a sudden 



change in motor speed of five percent or more 
from the preceding rotation, the pressure value 
should be rejected. A slew, continuous ohange 
in speed from minute to minute may be negleoted 
since it is probably a uniform change through- 
out the rotation period. The motor speed will 
decrease during the flight, as a result. of the 
low temperatures end the drop in battery voltage. 
This of itself does not decrease the value of 
the record, 88 long es the speed does not change 
suddenly. 

(e) Olland-Cycle Pressure Element Specifioetions 

(1) Pressure range: 1050 to 5 mb. 

(2) Desired accurecy: Surface to 300 mb f5 mb. 
300 mb to 50 mb +2 mb. 
50 mb to 5 mb less than *2 mb, *l mb if 

possible. 

Highest accuracy and readability desired 
on low pressure end. Temperature oompensa- 
Mon. as required to meet pressure accuracy 
requirements for temperature, range t3oo 
to -70% or equivalent for medium and high 
altitude flights. Mean operating tempera- 
ture required more than O°C. 

(3) Helix: 

Cylinder--made of insulating material with 
Iow temperature coefficient. 
Diameter 3/4 inch to 1 inch, length 22 
inch. 

-made of nickel or other metal which 
oes not corrode in the atanosphere. .OlO 

inch or less in diameter. 
Eight turns per inch on cylinder. 

Cheok-points--Six points located between 
turns of spiral, starting with 9th turn, 
60 degrees apart. 
Made of the same material as the spiral. 
In the sleotrical circuit of the pressure 
signal. 
Suggested shape l/16 inch diameter, round 
pin, flush with surfaoe of helix. 
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General--Helix mounted in a rigid frame to 
prevent lengthwise movement or springing 
out through bending Of a frame. 
Joined to motor drive by 8 pin through both 
drive shaft and helix shaft. 
When rotating at about 1 rpm duration of 
signals not over 3 to 4 seconds. 
Surface of helix to be polished withrouge 
or aroous cloth. 
Loading edge of the metal spiral will be 
true and smooth to within .OOOS inoh. 

(4) Motor: 

6 to 7.5 volts 
1 *pm gear train 
20 to 40 milliamperes drain 
Constant speed--change of speed during any 

single revolution not more than 0.3% 
Speed change at low temperature not more 

than k2% 

(5) Mounting of Unit: 

Mounting in suoh manner that temperature 
changes and stresses u-ill not change the 
relative positions of the aneroid and the 
helix. This may be done by mounting all 
elements on a $" metal plate or by mounting 
all parts in a frame supported one. single 
pedestal. 

Mount unit in en easily opened, stiff single 
thickness oardboard or plastic box to pro- 
tect it from other units in flight trains. 

External terminal strip with four terminals 
connected to ground, motor, reference. and 
pressure. 

Total weight not over 600 grams. 

Overall dimension not over 5 x 5 x 4 inches. 

To be mounted in transmitter, where insula- 
tion will prevent oooling below O°C within 
6 hours at air temperature of -40° to -5OoC. 
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(2) 

(3) 

Codesonde 

The modified radiosonde built by Brailaford and Co., 
Eye, New York,oalled the codesonde,has been found 
valuable when lmowlsdge of small variations in the 
height of the balloon is not required. Using this 
system, a radio transmitter is modulated by a Morse 
code signal which is a function of pressure (and 
temperature if desired). This system is useful for 
tracking a balloon with aircraft since no recording 
equipment is necessary for data interperlation. 

Each oombiuation of dots or dashes may be identified 
by ear. and with a calibration chart, the pressure 
which corresponds to the balloon's height may be 
thus determined by anyone who can read Morse code 
with a suitable radio receiver. The advantages of 
using this system for a balloon which is to be followed 
by aircraft include the fact that it is necessary to 
receive only one complete cods group tocompletely 
identify the pressure level of the balloon. It is 
thus possible to i,nterntpt the period of reception 
without permanently losing the altitude record. It 
is expected that a balloon transmitter which can be 
followed with an aircraft radio compass will be used 
ir. conjunction with this pressure modulator, giving 
three-dimensional position data. 

Barograph 

Many balloon flights pass out of the range of even 
a network of receiving stations. When it is not 
possible, because of weather or other cons~iderations, 
to follow the balloon with aircraft, a clock-driven 
meteorograph may be added to the flight train to re- 
cord data, such as pressure and temperature. It is 
necessary to recover the balloon equipment to evaluate 
this sort of record. With inland release points, 
it has been possible to recover about 75% of all 
flights. 

The model U-413 Lange barograph, shown in Figure 35, 
ia designed to give a record of atmospheric pressure 

and the temperature,of the barograph Case. In order 
to obtain a maximum spread of the pressure record 
in the range at which the data is most useful, the 
1inJcagss are arranged so that recording begins at 
about 500 millibars or around 19.000 feet. and may 
be continued a8 high a8 the balloon rises. The 
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temperature recording is confined to the lower 
2 inches of the drum so as to interfere as little as 
possible vrith the pressure record when the balloon 
floats above 30.000 feet. 

Recording is accomplished by three pens which scratch 
carbon from a smoked aluminum foil. This method 
eliminates the need for liquid ink and applies a 
minimum of pressure to the recording drum. 

The recording drum rotates once in twelve hours. 
Therefore, if a flight lasts over twelve hours, the 
trace will overlap. Such a record is shown in 
Figure 36. The clock run8 for 36 to 40 hours on 
one winding. 

Preparation of the baregraph for 1188 on 8 balloon 
ascension requires the following: 

(a) Place an aluminum foil about 10 inches long by 
3 3/4", .OOZ" thiok on the drum. Care should 
be taken to have the overlapping edge of the 
foil face in the direction of rotation of the 
drum 60 that the stylusdides off the edge in- 
stead of catching end tearing the foil. A few 
drops of rubber cement along each edge of the 
foil are sufficient to fasten the foil to the drum 
and will not interfere with removal of the foil 
after reaovexy of the barograph. 

(b) Wind the clock. The clock should not be wound 
tightly since at the low temperatures encountered 
in the upper atmosphere the olook spring may 
snap. However, if the clock is wound an hour 
or so before release, itwill be sufficiently 
relaxed by the time the low temperatures are 
reached. 

(c) Check pressure of the marking pens. Too much 
pressure of the pens on the drum will introduce 
an error due to the frictional lag. When the 
drum is removed from the clock mechanism, and the 
pen lifter released, the stylus points should 
touch the clock housing lightly. 

(d) Smoke the drum. A very thin, fine-grained oarbon 
film should be deposited on the aluminum foil. 
The best result will be obtained by ~188 of a 
bright yellow gas flame, although a kerosene flame 
gives a satisfactory coating. Solid or liquid 
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fuels usually give e coating tiich is too co%rse 
grained and heavy. In smoking the drum e long 
rod is used 88 % rotating axis. Ihe drum is ro- 
tated rapidly in the flame so 88 to prevent 
overheating and oxidizing of the foil. The car- 
bon should not be so thick as to obscure the 
metallic appearance of the aluminum foil. 

(8) Calibrate the barograph for pressure. The in- 
strument is placed in a bell jar and the air 
ewnuated. The prassure is kept constant at a 
number of pressures so that es the drum turns % 
step. record is made on the wked foil. Pressure 
recording starts at about 500 millibars so the 
first level in the calibration should be at that 
Vh he. At each level the pressure should be kept 
constant for three to fin minutes in order to 
obtain a measurable line. Great car% and consid- 
erable practise are required to control the valves 
of the vaouum system so that the pressure does 
not ohange noticeably during each step. 

The pressure stepb at which the barograph is cali- 
brated may be either at regular pressure intervals 
or at the pressure values corresponding to regular 
height intervals according to the standard at- 
mosphere figures. The recommended steps a-8 
listed below. If the balloon is not expected to 
go to the higher eltitudes, the calibration may 
be stopped at correspondingly higher pressures. 

Pressures 
500 mb 
400 mb 
300 mb 
200 mb 
150 mb 
100 mb 

50 mb 
10 mb 

Standard Atmosphere Heights 
466 mb corresponding to 20,OOOft. 
300 mb " n 30,000 i-t. 
188.5 mb " fl 40,oooft. 
117 mb ' n 50,oooft. 

72.8 mb n " 60,OOOft. 
45.3 mb " I9 70.c0oft. 
26.2 mb ' " 60,000 ft. 
17.5 mb ' " 90,000 ft. 
10.9 mb " to 100.000ft. 

The temperature calibration may be made by recording 
t?ro widely spaced temperatures, such as room tmn- 
psraturs and the temperature of dry ice (-76'C). 
This oelibration will be approximately a straight 
line and, therefore, two points are sufficient 
to plot the aurve. 
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Immediately before the balloon release, when 
the clock is wound and the pens lowered against 
the drum, the pressure and temperature pens 
should be tapped lightly 80 as to make short 
marks and the time noted. 

Then the barograph is recovered the smoked foil 
should be treated to preserve the record. A 
solution of clear shellac diluted with about ten 
times its volume of alcohol may be used. The 
drum is immersed in the shellac and allowed to 
dry thoroughly before further handling. 

(f) Evaluation of the reoord. In evaluating,the x-e- 
cord heights of significant points are measured 
vertically from the reference line. Ihe pres- 
sure calibration steps are measured first and plotted 
on graph paper, vertical distance versus pressure 
or altitude. Each significant point on the 
flight trace is then measured and the correspondin% 
altitude determined from the calibration curve. 

The same procedure is followed in evaluating the 
temperature record, measuring from the referenoe 
line. 

The curvature of the reaord due to the motion 
oi the pens must be corrected for. Since the tem- 
perature record cover6 a short vertical range. the 
time correction may be neglected. Corrections 
for curvature of the pressure record may be read 
directly from Figure 37, which gives the correotion 
in inches as a function of the distanoe of the 
point in question from the center of the record. 

The final time correction is made to correlate 
the temperature and pressure records. This may 
be done by measuring the horizontal distance be- 
tween the temperature and pressure marks as made 
before release and correcting this amount for 
vertical position. The rotation of the drum 
is on08 in 12 hours and, therefore, the time-distance 
relation may be computed by noting the total 
length of record obtained in one revolution. 
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VIII. ANALYSIS 

During and following the flight it is customary to analyze the 
behavior of the balloon. lko oumes are usually drawn when 
data is available for their preparation. 'he first of these 
is a time-height curve rhioh gives the altitude of the balloon 
at all times with respect to sea level. On this v.u-ve also 
it is customary to plot the temperature data and ballast flow 
data when such has been recorded. In 801118 cases it has been 
found useful to plot a profile of the terrain over which the 
balloon is passing. The second diagram usually prepared is 
the trajectory of the balloon, and again it may be prepared 
with respect to the terrain over which the balloon was passing. 
That is to say, it is plotted on an aircraft map of the area, 
with positions and heights plotted every ten minutes. Fig- 
ures 38 and 39 show sample plots. 

1~ Ix. GFXERAL MILLS 7-. 30-, AND 70-FOOT BALLOONS 

The altitudes reached and loads which may be carried by the 
General Mills balloons other than the 20-foot cell are shown 
in Table 4, Appendix II. Graph 3, Appendix II may be used 
for interpolation of the tabulated values to give the re- 
lationship between floating altitude and gross load, and Graph 4 
shows the altitude sensitivity at various heights. It has 
been assumed that helium is the lifting gas. Graph 1. Ap- 
pendix II is useable for all of these balloons to determine 
the amount of free lift which his needed to give a desired rate 
of rise. 

To launch a 'I-foot balloon, it is not necessary to utilize 
the elaborate technique of the larger balloons. A can of sand 
is made to weigh the same amount as the required gross lift 
(equipment weight plus free lift), and attached to the load 
ring. Inflation from B single tank may be made insjda any 
building with relatively large doors and when the balloon just 
lifts the inflation weights it may be attached to the equip 
meat line, carried outdoors and released. In light winds the 
equipment may be released with a hand-over-hand paying out of 
the line. If there is too much wind for this method, the 
equipnlent is laid out downwind and the balloon released so es 
to pass over the pieces of gear and pick them up while rising. 

A 'I-foot balloon being inflated is seen in Figure 40. The 
appendix which is shown is made of a flattened Z-foot length 
of 5.nflation tube, from a 20-foot balloon, without stiffeners. 
Such a balloon has been sustained with a fixed ballast leak 
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During and following the flight it is customary to analyze the 
behavior of the balloon. Two curves are usually dram when 
data is available for their preparation. The first of these 
is a time-height curve nhioh gives the altitude of the balloon 
at all times with respect to sea level. On this curve also 
it is customary to plot the temperature data and ballast flow 
data when such has been recorded. In some cases it has been 
found useful to plot a profile of the terrain over which the 
balloon is passing. The second diagram usually prepared is 
the trajectory of the balloon, and again it may be prepared 
with respect to the terrain over which the balloon was passing. 
That is to say, it is plotted on an aircraft map of the area, 
with positions and heights plotted every ten minutes. Fig- 
ures 38 and 39 show sample plots. 

Ix. GSNERAL MILLS 7-, 30-, AND 70-FOOT BALLOONS 

The altitudes reached and loads which may be carried by the 
General Mills balloons other than the ZO-foot cell are shown 
in Table 4, Appendix II. Graph 3, Appendix II may be used 
for interpolation of the tabulated values to give the re- 
lationship between floating altitude and gross load, and Graph 4 
shows the altitude sensitivity at various heights. It has 
been assumed that helium is the lifting gas. Graph 1, Ap- 
pendix II is useable for all of these balloons to determine 
the amount of free lift which is needed to give a desired rate 
of rise. 

To launch a 'I-foot balloon, it is not necessary to utilize 
the elaborate technique of the larger balloons. A can of sand 
is made to weigh the same amount as the required gross lift 
(equipment weight plus free lift), and attached to the load 
ring. Inflation from a single tank may be made insa any 
building with relatively large doors and when the balloon just 
lifts the inflation weights it may be attached to the equip- 
ment line, carried outdoors and released. In light winds the 
equipment may be released with a hand-over-hand paying out of 
the line. If there is too much wind for this method, the 
equiment is laid out downwind and the balloon released so as 
to pass over the pieces of g.sar and pick them up while rising. 

A 'I-foot balloon being inflated is seen in Figure 40. The 
appendix which is shown is made of a flattened Z-foot length 
of inflation tube, from a ZO-foot balloon, without stiffeners. 
Such a balloon has been sustained with a fixed ballast leak 
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Figure 40 
General Mills 7 foot 

balloon being inflated. 
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of 170 grams per hour. A balloon of this type with no alti- 
tude control stayed aloft for i~ore than two hours and after 
reaching ceiling, the altitude did not vary by more than 
1500 feet while the balloon was within range of the obseming 
station. 

The preparation and launching teahniques disoussed for the 
20-foot balloon apply also to the 30-foot cell. No further 
discussion is required for the 30-foot balloon. 

The 70-foot balloon seen in Figures 41 and 42 is launched in 
the same manner as the 20-foot cell. A much larger amount 
of gas is required and since it is valved rapidly into the 
balloon, it has been found necessary to pass the gas through 
a heating coil to prevent it from reaching the balloon so 
adiabatically cooled 86 to be incapable of lifting the 
load. This heater is shown in Figure 43. Due to the large 
lift and area exposed to the wind et launching, the large 
cell may be dangerous if personnel attempt to hold the gear 
or act as anchors. If possible, all gear should be laid out 
downwind to be picked up from the ground by the balloon. 'Ihe 
anchor should be a winch mounted on e truck which csn mope 
around the balloon so as to be downwind at launching. 

Since the altitudes where the 70-foot balloons normally float 
are high in the stratosphere, the natural stability of the bal- 
loon in the temperature inversion keeps these cells up for 
a long period of time without ballast or other controls. One 
such flight fell slowly during a period of 75 hours and was 
still above 65,000 feet when the barograph record ended. 

I 
1 
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Figure 42 
General Mills 70 foot balloon 

being launched in a 5 krot wind. 
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Altitude Sensitivity: 

Balloon Inflation: 

Ceiling: 

Equipent Load: 

Fl00r: 

Free Lift: 

I 

Gross Lift: 

Gross Load: 

Pressure Altitude: 

Pressure Height: 

GLOSSARY 

The altitude gained by a balloon when its 
load is reduced by one kilogram. 

Gas inflation to be given the balloon in 
terms of initial lift of the balloon 
(equals weight of equipment load plus free 
lift plus allcranoe for gae losses before 
launching). 

The locus of pressure altitudes at which a 
non-extensible balloon will float when gas 
losses are slightly over-compensated for 
by ballast losses. 

Weight of all equipment, rigging, and'ballast 
hung from the balloon shrouds not including 
balloon or its integral parts. 

The locus of altitudes at which a balloon will 
float when lift losses are exactly compensated 
for on a demand basis by ballast dropping. 
In practice. this is determined by the opera- 
tion of the automatic ballast release and 
is some altitude below the wiling. 

Net lift of the balloon with the equipment 
load attached. 

Lift of all of the gas in the balloon at re- 
lease (equals weight of the balloon, equip- 
ment load plus the free lift). 

Load on the gas at release (balloon plus 
equipment load weight). 

The altitude at which a non-extensible bal- 
loon becomes fully inflated. 

The height above mean sea level as determined 
from pressure measurements used in this work 
with the N. A. C. A. Standard Atmosphere. 
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Table 1 

BASIC EQUIPMENT FOR FIBLD TRIPS 
LAUNCHING OF 20' BALLOO!!S 

WITH SIMPLE CONTROL GEAR 

NYU Balloon Pro- 
ject Drawing No. or 

GROUND EQUIPMENT: Figure No. in Opera- 
tions Manual 

1 88. Set instructions (Operations Manual) 

2 ea. Elliptical shot bags (each filled with 
100 # of shot) ED-48-62 

2 ea. 40 # Sand bags ED-4S-122A 

4 ea. 40 # Sand bags 

1 ea. 40' x 6' Ground Cloth 

4 ea. Sheets polyethylene, .OOl" to 
.004", 4' x 4' 

1 ea. 5 Tank manifold with pressure gages 
and valve Figure 26 

1 ea. Rubber hose, 1' I.D., 10' long 

1 ea. Gas diffuser ED-4S-76A 

2 ea. Rubber tubing $" bore, l/S" wall, 
8' long 

2 ea. Hose clamps, aeroseal. le I.D. 

3 ea. Hose ends for helium tanks ED-48-80 

1 ea. Box white chalk 

1 ea. Solution balance Fisher #2-100 

1 ea. Inflation nozzle, ML-196 

3 ea. weems plotters 

1 ea. Set aircraft maps of area 

1 ea. Tool kit complete with 2 sheath knives, 
50' cloth measuring tape, brass wire. 1" Mystic 
tape, volt ohmmeter, pliers, sorBnd?ivers. infla- 
tion tools, flashlights, crescent wrenches, 



(Tool kit,cont'd.) soldering iron, 
compess. 2 open-end wrenches l-1/6" 
x l-1/4" openings, 14" pipe wrench, 
spanner for helium tank valves 

2 ea. Theodolite ML-247 with tripod ML-78 

2 ea. Recorder, Brush oscillograph or 
other 

2 BB. Standby power units 

2 ea. SCR-658 Radio direotion finder 
or 

2 ea. Rammerlund Super-Pro receiver 
2 ea. Kytoon with spare bladders 

for antenna support 
2 ea. Captive balloon, Dewey & Almy N4 

4 ea. Chronometers 

4 ea. Clip boards 

2 88. Complete set of communication equip- 
ment 

Telephone account 

Wind screen. 30' x 20'. Y-shaped. 
equipped priith flood lights and 
anemometer 

FLIGHT GEAR: 

2 to 5 Tanks helium 

1 ea. General Mills 20' balloon (or other 
balloon to be used) plus spare 

24 ea. Rolls acetate fiber scotch tape 

3 ea. Appendix stiffeners (if appendix ia 
to be usedj 

1 ea. 200' 500 # '1Bst nylon line 

1 ea. 100' 75 # mat linen twine 

2 ea. 350 Gram balloon ML-13lA (for wind 
sock) 

5 to 10 lbggles or hooks 

NYU Balloon Pro- 
ject Drawing No. or 
Figure No. in Opera- 
tions Manual 

ED-49-3 

ED-46-95A 



2 ea. Parachutes ML-132 

1 ea. Banner. 3‘ I 6' 

4 ea. Data sheets 

4 ea. Weight sheets 

4 ea. Reward tags@aglish, Spanish or Other 
language ) 

2 e*. "Danger Fire" tags 

2 ea., Other Danger tags 88 required 

If Flight Termination gear is to be used: 

1 ea. Flighty termination 8witch 

1 ea. Set rip rigging 

2 ea. cannons 

2 ea. Squibs Du Pant S-64 (treated for 
high altitude) 

If fixed rate ballast relesse is to be used: 

1 ea. Orifice B innerette, to give ballast 
flow of 250 p"p r (.006" D.) 

1 @allon ballast, compass fluid AN-C-116 

1 ea. Ballast reservoir (1 gallon capacity) 

1 en. Filter 3" diameter, 325 x 325, phosphor 
bronze mesh 

4 feet 'IUbing (Tygon) :" bore 

6 inches Tubing (Tygon) 3/16" bore 

Metal beakers or rimleps 1 qt. tin cans 

Metal funnel 

NYU twlloon Pro- 
ject Drawing No. or 
Figure No. in Opera- 
tions Manual 

ED-48-56 

Figure 21 

Figure 20 

ED-4S-70A 

ED-4S-WA 

ED-49-5 

ED-4S-75A 

ED-M-T9A 

ED-48-54A 



Table 2 

WEIGKT MEET 

Flight No. Date 

Tti 

Balloon ?i~nufacturer Weight 
Number 

Appendix or valve 

Shrouds . . . . . . . . . . 

Total Balloon Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . 

launching Remnant . . . . . . . . 

Line Length . . . . . . . . . 

1st Unit. Serial X0. 

description 

Line length 

2nd Unit. Serial No. 

description 

Line length 

3d Unit. Serial Ir'o. 

description -- .~ 

LiZlO length 

4th Unit. Serial Fo. - 

description 

Drag chute 

Banner description 

Ballast assembly - description 

Bellast ........... 

Total Equipment -&ight ............ 

Gross Load ................. 
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RATE OF RISE AKD I.AXIL.?UX ALTITUDE COPWTATIOi% 

Flight No. Date 

Tim 

-- 

BALLOON WFLATION 

Desired Rrtc of Rise . . . . ft./n&. 

Gross Lond . . . grams 

Free Lift - from Rise chart grnms 

Free Lift z v 2G2/3 
412 

grams 

Equipment Weight grnms 

Desired Balloon Inflation :: Free Lift # Equipment Total grams 

Allo~ence for Leakage @ g;a/hr. , hrs. waiting grams 

,I 
Actual bnlloon lift . , . . . . . 0 . + l * 

AActual gross lift (Balloon lift & balloon Wt.) . . . . a 

Number Helium tanks required nt- kg lift/full tank . . . 

Length,balloon above shot bag . . . . . . . . . 

I, 

tcnks 

feet 

Balloon Volune , . . . . . . . 
Hclnm 11.1 

Gas Lift/m01 . . . . . . . . . Hydrogen 12.0 

Molnr Voluno - _ Balloon volume x gas lift mol 
gross load 

CU. ft. 

Maximum Altitude . . . . 0 m . . 

Altitude Sensitivity . . . . . . . 

ft. m.s.1. 

ft./kg. 



BALLAST CO!ZUTATIO~FLIGHT # 

EWloon Surface Diffusion 
I 
measured ssti.tcdj gm/hr. 40 Inflation 40 

Full balloon surface diffusion - balloon surfncc diffusion 
(o/o Inflation) Z/3 - Ph. 

Estimated full Balloon ceilin diffusion - F. B. Surface Diffusion 
x Ceiling Pr. 

Surfnco Pr. gr/hr. 

Description of Ballast Unit: (components, serial nos. iknonsions) 

Amount of Ballast !P. 

Initictl flow. m%knun head gm./min. 

&xGnum flow, naximun head p./min. 

Estimated Ballast duration Amount of ballast 
F~22 %a?loon dr3.siii hrs. 

Size Orifice used in. Waiting time before release min. 

Size Limiting Orifice used in, 

Size filter used in. 

Initial Head to valve cr orifice in. 

Final n 11 11 11 (1 int 



Kew York University 
Research Division 

Balloon Froject 

supplementet?J Information for Flight MO. 

Release: Site date 

Encoded Sounding Data: 

time 

Encoded Upper Winds 

_ _ ._ _ -.. - - 

-.-- - 

In-Flight Hourly Weather 

Train Sketch i? Folder Films Sent 0.A 

List Flight Records in Folder: 

Remarks 

Checked by 



Transmitter ierformance for Flight No. 

Release: Deta Time 

Transmitter Type and Serial No. 
Batteries: Type and hnbar 

site 

open circ* Volta~cs: 

Voltages Under Load: _- 

Description of Erossurc ikit 

Description of Specie1 Equipment 

Reception at Station $$ 

Reception et Station #3 

Critique 
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Source Pressure from surfaae (0 feet) to a5,OOO feet: 
taken from National Advisory Conaaittee for 
Aeronautics Report #538, and corrected as 
noted below. 

Pressure from 65,000 feet to 163,538 feet: 
taken from National Advfsory Committee for 
Aeronautics Report #1200. 

Temperatures at lOOO-foot intervals, taken 
from National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautica Reports #538 and 1200, 

Geopotential 
Assumptions for pressure corrections: 

0 feet to 30,000 feet based upon assumed 
constant aeouotentisl. 

30,000 feet to 65,000 feet corrected for 
geopotential, by approximate correction 
factors. (Taken from extrapolated ourve 
of difference in feet, from 65,000 to 
100,000 feet between N.A.C.A. tahle #338 

/# 
uncorrected I and N.A.C.A. Technfcal Note 

,~ 1200 (corrected): 

\)5,000 feet to 163,538 feet, corrected for 
aeopotential bynational AdvisorvCommittee 
for Aeronautics, Note #1200. 

Aocuracy Surface to 30,000 feet x 15 feet, assuminC 
constant aeopotential. 

30,000 feet to 55,000 feet 

65,000 feet to 100,000 feet 

100,000 feet to 120,000 feet 

120,000 feet to 135,000 feet 

135,000 feet to lA3.538 feet 

i 30 feet 

k 50 feet 

k 100 feet 

k 150 feet 

t 250 feet 
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MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. 

Table 1 

PRESSURE (ME) VERSUS H-EIGHT (FEET) 

.015 -47 

.014 -20 
LO13.25 0 
1013. 
1012 3: 
LO11 61 
to10 
1009 1% 
1008 142 
too7 169 
LOOA 198 
1005 223 

:lz i!iO 
277 

LOO2 304 
1001 332 

'9":: z: 
998 416 
997 444 
996 472 
995 500 
994 528 
993 55R 
992 584 
991 612 
990 A40 
989 608 
988 696 
987 724 
986 752 
985 780 
984 808 
983 836 
982 864 
ti81 892 
980 920 
979 948 
978 976 
977 1004- 
976 1032 
975 1060 
974 1088 
973 1116 
972 1144 
971 1172 
970 1200 

27 

% 

z 

;; 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
28 

2 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

22: 

969 1228 
968 1256 
967 1284 
966 1312 
965 1340 
964 1368 
963 1396 
962 1424 
961 1452 
960 1481 
959 l?lO 
958 1539 
957 1568 
950 1597 
955 1626 
954 1655 

~~~ '1;1"2 
951 1742 
950 1761 
949 1790 
948 1829 
947 1858 
946 1887 
945 1916 
944 1945 
943 1974 
942 2003 
941 2032 
940 2061 
939 2090 
938 2129 
937 2158 
936 2187 
935 2216 
934 2245 
933 2274 
932 2303 
931 7332 
930 2361 
929 2590 
928 2419 
927 2448 
926 2477 
925 2506 
924 2535 
923 2564 

28 
28 
28 

22: 

E 
28 
28 

2 
29 
29 

K 

22: 
29 

2299 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 

MB PLT. DIF. MB ALT. Dm. 

922 2593 
921 2622 

917 2738 
916 2767 
915 2796 
914 2825 
913 2854 
912 2883 
911 2912 
910 2942 
909 2972 
908 3002 
907 3032 
906 30fl2 
905 3092 
904 3122 
903 3152 
902 3182 
901 3212 
900 3242 
899 3272 
898 3302 
897 3332 
896 3362 
895 3392 
@94 3422 
893 3452 
892 3482 
891 3512 
890 3542 
Et.89 3572 
888 3602 
887 3632 
8&? 3662 
885 3692 
884 3723 
8P? 3774 
882 3785 
881 3816 
880 3847 
879 3878 
878 3909 
877 3940 
876 3971 

-96 

29 
29 

2 
29 
29 

22: 
29 

z 
30 

:oo 
30 

iti 
30 
30 
30 
?O 
30 
30 

:oo 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

3": 

% 
31 
31 
31 

:; 
31 
31 
31 
31 

875 4002 
874 4033 
873 4064 
872 4095 
871 4126 
870 4157 
869 4188 
868 4219 
867 4250 
866 4281 
865 4312 
864 4343 
863 4374 
852 4405 
8=1 A436 
860 A467 
859 A498 
858 4529 
857 4560 
856 4591 
855 4622 
854 4653 
853 4684 
852 4715 
851 4746 
850 4777 
8A9 4808 
848 A840 
867 A872 
846 4904 
845 4936 
8A4 4968 
843 5000 
842 5032 
841 5064 
840 509fi 
839 5128 
838 5160 
837 7192 
83A 5224 
835 5256 
834 5288 
833 5320 
832 5352 
831 5384 
830 5416 
R29 54.48 



MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. 

::s: “5% 
826 &44 
825 5576 

:;43 Et 
822 5672 
821 5704 
820 5736 

ii: :2: 
817 5833 

ii: :%i 
8lk ii932 

%1123 %s5 
811 6031 
810 6064 

2: :z;: 
807 6163 
806 6196 
805 6229 
804 A262 
803 6295 
802 6328 
801 6341 
800 6394 
799 6427 
798 6460 
797 6493 
796 6526 
795 6559 
794 6592 
793 6625 
792 ii=58 
791 6691 
790 6724 
789 6757 
788 6790 
787 6023 
786 6856 
705 6090 
784 6924 
703 6958 
702 6992 

32 
32 

E 

:; 
32 
32. 
32 
32 
32 
33 
33 
33 

2 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 

z 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 

:: 
33 
33 
33 
33 

:i: 

i: 
33 
33 
34 
34 
34 

701 7026 
780 7060 
779 7094 
778 7128 
777 7162 
776 7196 
,775 7230 
774 7264 
773 7298 
772 7332 
771 7366 
770 7400 
769 7434 
768 7460 
767 7502 
7mi 7536 
765 7570 
764 7604 
763 7630 
762 7672 
761 7706 
7RO 7740 
759 7774 
750 7800 
757 7043 
756 7078 
755 7913 
754 7948 
753 7903 
752 8018 
751 0053 
750 8008 
749 0123 
740 0150 
747 0193 
746 0220 
745 0263 
744 0290 
743 8333 
742 03f,0 
741 8403 
740 0430 
739 8473 
730 0500 
737 8543 
736 0570 
735 8613 

ME4 ALT. DIF. 

- .- 

734 0848 
733 0603 
732 0718 
731 0754 
730 8790 
729 0826 
728 0862 
727 8098 
726 6934 
725 0970 
724 9006 
723 9042 
722 9070 
721 9114 
720 Ql50 
719 9186 
710 9222 
717 9250 
716 9294 
715 9330 
714 9366 
713 9402 
712 9430 
711 9474 
710 9510 
709 9546 
700 9502 
707 9618 
706 9655 
705 9692 
704 9729 
703 9766 
702 9003 
701 9840 
700 9877 
699 9914 
698 9951 
=97 9988 
A96 10025 
n95 10062 
694 10099 
693 10136 
A92 10173 
691 10210 
690 10247 
609 10204 
680 10321 

-97- 

;: 
3F; 
36 
36 
36 

:t 
36 
36 
36 

:z 

i: 

ii2 
36 
36 
36 
3fl 
36 

:: 
36 
36 
3fi 

zf; 
37 
37 
37 

:77 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 

z:: 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 

MB ALT. DIF. -. 

687 10358 37 
686 10395 37 
605 10433 30 
684 I.0471 38 
683 10509 38 
602 10547 38 
R01 10585 38 
680 10623 38 
679 lo.%1 38 
670 10699 38 
677 10737 ,30 
676 10775 38 
675 10813 38 
~74 10851 38 
A73 10009 38 
672 10927 30 
A71 10965 38 
670 11003 38 
669 11041 38 
A60 11079 38 
A67 11117 30 
RAR ill!% 38 
665 11193 38 
464 11231 38 
663 11270 39 
~62 11309 39 
~61 11340 39 
660 i1307 39 
659 11426 39 
A50 11455 39 
~57 11504 39 
6~;6 11543 39 
656 11502 39 
654 11621 39 
"53 11660 39 
652 11699 39 
651 11738 39 
650 11777 39 
649 11816 39 
A48 11855 39 
?47 11094 39 
646 11933 39 
645 11972 39 
644 12011 39 
643 12051 40 
642 12091 40 
641 12131 40 



MEi ALT. DIF. 

640 12171 40 
639 12211 40 
638 12251 40 
637 12291 40 
636 12331 40 
635 12371 40 
634 12411 40 
A33 12451 40 
632 12491 40 
631 12531 40 
630 12571 40 

a24 12511 40 

629 12611 40 

623 12851 40 

628 12651 40 

622 12891 40 

627 12691 40 
626 12731 40 

621 12931 40 

625 12771 40 

620 12971 40 

MEI ALT. DIF. 

592 lA130 42 
591 14172 42 
590 14214 42 
589 14256 42 
588 14298 42 
587 14341 43 
586 14384 43 
585 14427 43 
584 lAA70 43 
583 lA513 43 
582 145% 43 
581 14599 43 
589 141i42 43 
579 14685 43 
578 14720 43 
577 14771 43 
576, 14814 43 
575 14857 43 

619 13012 40 
618 13053 41 
617 13094 41 
616 13135 41 
615 13176' 41 
614 13217 41 
h13 13258 41 
612 13299 41 
611 1R340 41 
A10 13381 41 
609 13422 4.1 
608 13463 41 
Ii07 13504 41 
606 13545 ii 
605 13586 41 
604 13627 41 
603 13668 43. 
602 13710 42 
601 13752 42 
000 13794 42 
599 13836 42 
590 13870 42 
597 13920 42 
59R 13962 42 
595 14004 42 
594 14046 42 
593 14088 42 

5R9 15115 iiJ 
568 15158 43 
567 15202 44 

574 14900 43 

566 15246 44 
565 15290 44 

573 14943 43 

564 15334 44 
5c3 15378 44 

572 14986 43 

562 15422 44 

571 15029 43 

561 15466 44 

570 15072 43 

SO 15510 44 
559 15554 44 
558 15598 44 
557 15642 44 
556 15R8A 44 
555 15730 45 
554 I5775 45 
553 15820 45 
552 15865 45 
551 15910 45 
550 15955 45 
549 1a000 45 
548 14045 45 
547 15090 45 
548 16135 45 
545 16180 A5 
544 16225 45 

MB ALT. DIF. 

543 15270 45 
542 19315 4,; 
541 15’360 A5 
5AO lC405 45 
539 in451 40 
538 16497 46 
537 lRF43 46 
536 ltiF89 @ 
!i3? lAfi35 ,.R 
53A 16681 46 
533 14727 46 
532 16773 46 
531 la819 46 
530 16865 46 
529 16911 4R 
528 lR9?7 46 
527 17003 46 
526 17049 46 
525 17095 46 
524 17141 46 
523 17188 47 
522 17235 47 
521 17282 47 
520 17329 47 
519 17376 47 
518 17423 47 
517 17470 47 
5ia 17517 47 
515 175M 47 
514 17al1 47 
F13 17C!i8 47 
512 17705 47 
!!ll 17752 47 
510 17ROO 40 
509 17840 48 
508 17896 48 
507 17944 40 
Rob 17992 48 
505 laOA AR 
508 18088 AR 
503 IF3136 A8 
502 1018A 48 
501 10232 48 
500 18280 48 
499 18329 49 
498 18378 49 
497 10427 A9 
496 18476 49 
495 18525 49 

-93- 

MB ALT. DP, 

494 18574 49 
493 18623 49 
492 18672 49 
A91 18721 49 
490 18770 49 
489 18819 49 
488 18868 49 
407 10917 49 
4aa 18966 49 
A05 19015 49 
484 19065 50 
483 19115 50 
482 19165 50 
401 19215 50 
480 192R5 50 
479 19315 50 
470 19365 50 
A77 19415 50 
47a 19465 50 
475 19515 50 
474 19565 50 
473 19RlR 51 
472 19667 51 
A71 19718 51 
470 19709 51 
469 19820 51 
468 19871 51 
4a7 19922 51 
4aa 19973 51 
465 20024 51 
464 20075 51 
463 20127 52 
462 20179 52 
461 20231 52 
460 20283 52 
459 20335 52 
AF8 20387 52 
457 20439 52 
45a 20491 52 
455 20543 52 
454 20595 52 
453 20647 52 
452 20699 52 
471 20751 52 
450 20803 52 
449 20856 53 
448 20909 53 
447 20962 53 
446 21015 53 



bB ALT. DIF. m ALT. DE?. MB. ALT. DIF. K 

445 20543 53 397 23741 58 349 2cc04 R4 301 
444 21122 54 396 23799 58 348 2fi748 GA 300 
443 21176 54 395 23857 58 347 26812 64 299 
442 21230 54 394 23915 50 346 26878 RR 2.98 : 
441 21284 54 393 23973 58 345 2a944 c;a 297 
440 21338 54 392 24031 58 344 27010 Gpl 29A 
439 21392 54 391 24090 60 343 27076 66 295 
430 21446 54 390 24150 A0 342 27142 66 294 
437 21500 54 389 24210 60 341 27208 RF, 293 
436 215~54 54 388 24270 GO 340 27274 A6 292 
435 21608 54 387 24330 GO A39 27340 fia 291 _-- ..__~~ 
434 21062 54 386 24390 66 ii8 27406 Rfi 290 
433 21716 54 385 24n.50 GO 337 27472 66 289 
432 21770 5A 384 24510 GO 336 27538 RA 288 
431 21824 54 383 24570 A0 RR5 2760A AR 287 
430 21878 54 382 24630 .A0 334 27670 AR 286 
429 21932 54 381 24690 60 333 27138 W 285 
428 21986 54 300 24750 A0 332 27806 60 284 
427 379 _~~ 22040 54 24810 50 

66 
331 27874 A8 283 

426 22095 55 378 24870 330 27942 A8 282 
425 22151 56 377 24930 A0 329 28010 A8 281 
424 22207 ' 56 376 24990 no 328 28078 68 280 
423 22263 56 375 25050 GO 327 28146 68 279 
422 22319 56 374 25112 62 32fi 28214 68 278 
421 22375 55 373 25174 62 325 28282 AA 277 

I 
.~~ 

420 22431 56 372 25236 62 324 28350 68 276 
419 22487 54 371 25298 A2 323 28418 68 275 
418 22543 56 370 25360 62 322 28487 A9 274 
417 22599 56 369 25422 A2 321 28557 70 273 
416 22555 56 368 25484 62 320 28627 70 272 
415 22711 50 367 25546 62 319 28697 70 271 
414 22767 56 366 25608 62 318 28767 70 270 
413 22823 56 365 25670 62 317 28837 70 269 
412 22879 56 364 25732 62 316 28909 72 2R8 
411 22935 33 353 25794 62 315 28981 72 2R7 
410 22991 56 362 25856 62 314 290F3 72 256 
409 23047 56 3&l 25918 62 313 29125 72 ,265 
408 23103 56 360 25980 62 312 29197 7' 264 
407 23161 58 359 26044 64 311 292a9 72 263 
40A 23219 58 358 26108 64 RIO 29341 72 262 
405 23277 58 357 26172 04 309 29413 72 261 
404 23335 58 356 26236 GA 308 29485 72 260 
403 23393 58 355 26300 64 307 29557 74 259 
402 23451 58 354 26364 64 306 29R29 74 258 
401 23509 58 353 26428 64 305 29701 74 257 
400 23567 70 352 26492 64 304 29773 7A 2% 
399 23625 58 351 26556 64 303 29845 74 255 
398 23683 58 350 26620 GA 302 29917 74 254 

ALT. DIF. 
1 

29989 74 
30061 74 
30139 76 ! 

30217 76 
30295 76 
30373 76 
30451 76 
30529 70 _--.-. 
30607 78 
30685 78 
30763 78 
30841 78 
30919 78 
30977 78 
31075 78 
51153 78 

31231 78 31309 78 : 
31387 78 \ 
314fi5 78 
31544 80 
31624 80 
31704 80 
31784 80 
31864 80 I 

32104 80 
R2lR4 80 
32264 80 
32344 80 1 
32424 80 
32504 80 

32904 60 I 
32984 80 
32064 00 

33472 82 
33554 82 I 

-99- 



MB ALT. DIF. 

253 33806 84 
252 33890 84 
251 33974 84 
250 34060 86 
249 34146 86 
248 34232 86 
247 3A318 86 
246 34404 86 
245 34490 86 
244 34576 86 
243 34662 86 
242 34749 88 
2.41 34837 80 
240 34925 88 
239 35013 88 
238 35101 88 
237 35189 88 
236 35277 88 
235 35367 90 
234 35457 90 
233 35547 90 
232 35637 90 
231 35727 90 
230 35819 90 
229 35911 92 
228 36003 92 
227 35095 92 
226 36187 92 
225 36281 94 
224 3R375 94 
223 36469 94 
222 36563 94 
221 36658 96 
220 36754 9R 
219 36850 96 
218 36946 96 
217 37042 96 
2ln 37138 98 
215 37236 98 
214 37334 98 
213 37432 98 
212 37530 98 
,211 37630 100 
210 37730 100 
209 37830 100 
208 37930 100 
207 38032 100 
206 38134 102 
205 38236 lo2 

MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIE’. MB ALT. DIF. 

204 38338 
203 38440 
202 38544 
201 38648 
200 38762 
199 38858 
198 38964 
197 39070 
196 39178 
193 39286 
194 39394 
193 39502 
192 39612 
191 39721 
190 39832 
189 39944 
188 40056 
187 40168 
186 40280 
185 40392 
184 40506 
183 40622 
182 40738 
181 40854 
180 40970 
179 41086 
178 41202 
177 41321 
176 41441 
175 41561 
174 41681 
173 41801 
172 41921 
171 12044 
170 42168 
169 42292 
168 42416 
l!i? 42541 
166 426A9 
165 42797 
164 42925 
163 43053 
lR2 431Rl 
161 43311 
160 43443 
159 43575 
158 43707 
157 43839 
156 43974 

102 
102 
10A 
104 
104 
106 
106 
106 
108 
108 
108 
108 
110 
110 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
116 
116 
116 
116 
116 
116 
118 
120 
120 
120 
120 
120 
120 
124 
124 
124 
124 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
132 
132 
132 
132 
132 
134 

155 44110 136 
154 44246 136 
153 44382 136 
152 44520 138 
151 44660 140 
150 A4800 140 
149 44940 140 
148 45081 142 
147 45225 144 
146 45369 144 
145 45513 144 
144 45657 144 
143 45804 14-T 
142 45952 140 
141 46100 148 
140 46248 148 
139 46400 150 
138 46552 152 
137 46704 152 
136 46856 152 
135 47012 156 
134 A7168 156 
133 47324 156 
132 47484 160 
131 47644 160 
130 47804 160 
129 47968 164 
128 48132 164 
127 48290 164 
126 48464 168 
125 A8632 168 
124 48800 168 
123 48969 172 
122 49141 172 
121 49313 172 
120 49488 17R 
119 A9664 176 
118 49840 176 
117 50018 180 
116 50198 180 
115 50381 184 
114 505RS i84 
113 50752 188 
112 SOSAO 188 
111 51129 190 
110 51321 192 
109 51713 192 
108 51707 196 
107 51903 196 

-lOO- 

106 52099 196 
105 52299 200 
104 104 52499 200 52499 200 
103 103 52701 204 52701 204 
102 102 52905 204 52905 204 
100 100 53316 208 53316 208 

A MB=.50 A MB=.50 
99.50 53421 105 

255 99.00 53526 105 
98.50 53631 105 98.50 53631 105 
98.00 53741 110 98.00 53741 110 
97.50 63851 110 97.60 63851 110 
97.00 53961 110 97.00 53961 110 
9=.50 54071 110 9=.50 54071 110 
96.00 54181 110 
95.50 54291 110 
95.00 54401 110 
94.50 54511 110 
94.00 54621 110 
93.so 54733 115 
93.00 54848 115 
92.50 54963 115 
92.00 55078 115 
9l.SO 55433 115 
90.00 55548 115 
89.N 55653 115 
es.00 55770 120 
88.50 55890 120 
m.00 5ROlO 120 
07.50 56130 120 
87.00 56250 120 
86.50 56370 120 
86.00 56491 120 
85.50 56616 125 
85.00 56741 125 
84.50 56866 125 
84.00 56991 125 
83.50 57116 125 
83.00 57241 125 
82.50 57366 125 
82.00 57495 130 
Bl.!iO 57625 130 
81.00 57755 130 
80.50 57885 130 
80.00 58015 130 
79.SO 58145 130 
79.00 58279 135 
70.50 58414 135 
78.00 58549 135 



L ALT. DIF. 

77.50 58684 135 
77.00 58819 135 
76.50 58959 140 
76.00 59099 140 
75.50 59239 140 
75.00 59379 140 
74.50 59519 140 
74.00 59659 140 
73.50 59799 140 
73.00 59943 145 
72.50 60088 145 
72.00 60233 145 
71.50 60318 145 
71.00 60527 150 
70.50 60677 150 
70.00 60827 150 
69.50 60977 150 
69.00 61131 155 
68.50 61286 155 
68.00 61441 155 
67.50 61596 155 
67.00 61751 155 
66.50 61908 160 
66.00 62068 160 
65.50 62228 160 
65.00 62388 160 
64.50 62551 165 
64.00 62716 165 
63.50 62881 165 
63.00 63047 170 
62.50 63217 170 
62.00 63387 170 
61.50 63557 170 
61.00 63727 170 
60.50 63899 175 
60.00 64074 175 
59.50 64249 175 
59.00 A4429 180 
58.50 64509 180 
58.00 A4789 180 
57.50 64970 185 
57.00 65155 185 
56.50 65340 185 
56.00 65525 190 
55.50 65715 190 
55.00 65905 190 
54.50 66095 195 
54.00 66290 195 
53.50 66485 200 
53.00 66684 200 

MB ALT. DIF. 

52.50 66884 200 
52.00 61086 205 
51.50 6'7291 205 
51.00 67499 210 
50.50 67709 210 
50.00 61922 215 
49.50 68137 215 
49.00 R8352 215 
48.50 68567 215 
48.00 68782 215 
47.50 68997 220 
47.00 69207 220 
46.50 69432 225 
46.00 69669 230 
45.50 69899 230 
45.00 70132 235 
44.50 70367 240 
44.00 ~70607 240 
43.50 70848 245 
43.00 71093 245 
42.50 71338 250 
42.00 71585 250 
41.50 71835 255 
41.00 72087 255 
40.50 72346 260 
40.00 72608 265 
39.50 72873 270 
39.00 73141 270 
38.50 73411 275 
38.00 73685 275 
37.50 73966 280 
37.00 74243 285 
34.50 74531 290 
36.00 74823 296 
35.50 75120 300 
35.00 75420 305 
34.50 75725 310 
34.00 75032 310 
33.50 76344 315 
33.00 76660 320 
32.50 76980 325 
32.00 77304 330 
31.50 77634 335 
31.00 17972 340 
30.50 78314 350 
30.00 78664 360 
29.50 79022 360 
29.00 79382 365 
28.50 79748 370 
28.00 80122 380 

MB ALT. DIF. 

27.50 80502 380 
27.00 80892 390 
26.50 81284 400 
26.00 81684 410 
25.50 82090 420 

AP= .l& 
25.00 825iO 
24.90 82590 
e-4.80 82682 
24.70 82768 
24.60 8285A 
24.50 82940 
24.40 83026 
24.30 83112 
24.20 83200 
24.10 83288 
24.00 83376 
23.90 834AA 
23;SO 83552 
23.70 83640 
23.60 83730 
23.50 83820 
23.40 83910 
23.30 84000 
23.20 84092 
23.10 84184 
23.00 84276 
22.90 84368 
22.80 84462 
22.70 84556 
22.60 84650 
22.50 84744 
22.40 84838 
22.30 84932 
22.20 84028 
22.10 84124 
22.00 A5220 
21.90 85316 
21.80 8Wl2 
21.70 85508 
21.60 85606 
21.?0 85704 
21.40 85802 
21.30 85900 
21.20 86000 
21.10 8e~lOO 
21.00 86200 
20.90 86300 
20.80 86402 
20.70 86504 

z :“o 
86 
86 
0a 

82 
88 
88 

:: 
88 
90 
90 
90 
90 
92 
92 
92 
92 
94 

2 

2 

it 
96 
96 
96 
9!i 
96 
98 
98 
98 

1% 
100 
100 
100 
102 
PO2 

MB ALT. DIF 

20.60 86606 102 
20.50 86708 102 
20.40 86812 104 
20.30 86916 104 
20.20 87020 104 
20.10 87124 104 
20.00 87228 104 
19.90 87334 106 
19.80 87440 106 
19.70 87546 106 
19.60 87654 108 
19.50 87762 108 
19.40 87870 108 
19.30 87978 108 
19.20 28088 110 
19.10 88198 110 
19.00 88308 110 
lP.90 88418 110 
lB.80 88532 114 
18.70 88646 114 
18.60 88760 114 
18.50 88874 114 
X.40 88988 114 
18.30 89102 114 
18.20 89216 114 
lE.10 89330 114 
18.00 89448 118 
17.90 89566 118 _~ _~ 
l?.eO l?.eO 89684 89684 118 118 
17.70 17.70 89802 89802 118 118 
17.60 17.60 89920 89920 118 118 
17.50 17.50 90039 90039 118 118 
17.40 17.40 90160 90160 122 122 
17.30 17.30 90282 90282 122 122 
17.20 17.20 90404 90404 122 122 
17.10 17.10 90526 90526 122 122 
17.00 17.00 90648 90648 122 122 
16.90 16.90 90774 90774 126 126 
If.@0 If.@0 90900 90900 126 126 
16.70 16.70 91026 91026 126 126 
lp.60 lp.60 91152 91152 126 126 
16.50 16.50 91278 91278 126 126 
16.40 16.40 91408 91408 130 130 
15.30 15.30 91538 91538 130 130 
16.20 16.20 91668 91668 130 130 
16.10 16.10 91798 91798 130 130 
16.00 16.00 91928 91928 130 130 
15.90 15.90 92064 92064 136 136 
15.80 15.80 92200 92200 136 136 
lE.70 lE.70 92336 92336 136 136 



MB MB ALT. ALT. 

15.60 92472 15.60 92472 
15.50 92608 15.50 92608 
15.40 92744 15.40 92744 
15.30 92886 15.30 92886 
15.20 93028 15.20 93028 
15.10 93170 15.10 93170 
15.00 93312 15.00 93312 
14.90 93454 14.90 93454 
14.80 93596 14.80 93596 
14.70 93738 14.70 93738 
14.60 93880 14.60 93880 
14..50 94022 14..50 94022 
14.40 94164 14.40 94164 
14.30 94306 14.30 94306 
14.20 94454 14.20 94454 
14.10 94602 14.10 94602 
14.00 94750 14.00 94750 
13.90 94898 13.90 94898 
13.80 95046 13.80 95046 
13.70 95200 13.70 95200 
13.60 95360 13.60 95360 
13.50 95520 13.50 95520 
13.40 95680 13.40 95680 
13.30 95840 13.30 95840 
13.20 96000 13.20 96000 
13.10 96160 13.10 96160 
13.00 96320 13.00 96320 
12.90 96480 12.90 96480 
12.80 96648 12.80 96648 
12.70 96016 12.70 96016 
12.60 96984 12.60 96984 
12.50 97152 12.50 97152 
12.40 97320 12.40 97320 
12.30 97498 12.30 97498 
12.20 97676 12.20 97676 
12.10 97854 12.10 97854 
12.00 98032 12.00 98032 
11.90 98210 11.90 98210 
11.80 98388 11.80 98388 
11.70 9e566 
11.60 90744 
11.50 93922 
11.40 99100 
11.30 99288 
11.20 99476 
11.10 99664 
11.00 99852 
10.90 100040 
10.80 100238 
10.70~100436 

11.70 9e566 
11.60 90744 
11.50 93922 
11.40 99100 
11.30 99288 
11.20 99476 
11.10 99664 
11.00 99852 
10.90 100040 
10.80 100238 
10.70~100436 

x. ME3 ALT. DIF'.. MB ALT. Dm. 

136 
136 
136 

it; 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
148 
148 
148 
148 
148 
154 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
178 
178 
178 
$78 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178 
188 
188 
188 
188 
188 

2: 

10.60 100634 198 10.60 100634 198 
10.50 100832 198 10.50 100832 198 
10.40 101030 198 10.40 101030 198 
10.30 101240 210 10.30 101240 210 
10.20 101450 210 10.20 101450 210 
10.10 101660 210 10.10 101660 210 
10.00 101870 210 10.00 101870 210 

9.90 102080 210 9.90 102080 210 
9.80 102304 224 9.80 102304 224 
9.70 102528 224 9.70 102528 224 
9.60 102752 224 9.60 102752 224 
9.50 102976 224 9.50 102976 224 
9.40 103200 224 9.40 103200 224 
9.30 103424 224 9.30 103424 224 
9.20 103648 224 9.20 103648 224 
9.10 103872 224 9.10 103872 224 
9.00 104096 224 9.00 104096 224 
8.90 104342 246 8.90 104342 246 
8.80 104588 246 8.80 104588 246 
0.70 104834 246 0.70 104834 246 
8.60 105080 246 8.60 105080 246 
8.50 105326 246 8.50 105326 246 
8.40 105572 246 8.40 105572 246 
8.30 105818 246 8.30 105818 246 
8.20 106064 246 8.20 106064 246 
8.10 106339 275 8.10 106339 275 
8.00 106614 275 8.00 106614 275 
7.90 106889 275 7.90 106889 275 
7.80 107164 275 7.80 107164 275 
7.70 107439 275 7.70 107439 275 
7.60 107714 275 7.60 107714 275 
7.50 107989 275 7.50 107989 275 
7.40 100296 307 7.40 100296 307 
7.30 108603 307 7.30 108603 307 
7.20 108910 307 7.20 108910 307 
7.10 109217 307 7.10 109217 307 
7.00 109524 307 7.00 109524 307 
6.90 109831 307 6.90 109831 307 
6.80 110138 307 6.80 110138 307 
6.70 110482 344 6.70 110482 344 
6.60 110828 346 6.60 110828 346 
6.50 111174 346 6.50 111174 346 
6.40 111520 346 6.40 111520 346 
6.30 111866 346 6.30 111866 346 
6.20 112246 380 6.20 112246 380 
fi.10 fi.10 112626 se0 112626 se0 
6,OO 6,OO 113006 380 113006 380 
5.90 5.90 113386 380 113386 380 
5.80 5.80 113766 380 113766 380 
5.70 5.70 114.146 380 114.146 380 

5.60 114578 432 
5.50 115010 432 
5.40 115442 432 
5.30 115874 432 
5.20 116338 464 
5.10 116802 464 
5.00 117266 464 
4.90 117730 464 
4.80 118194 464 
4.70 118724 530 
4.60 119254 530 
4.50 119784 530 
4.40 120352 568 
4.30 120920 568 
4.20 121488 568 
4.10 122056 568 
4.00 122696 640 
3.90 123336 A40 
3.80 123976 640 
3.70 124672 696 
3.60 125368 A96 
3.50 f2606A 696 
3.40 126858 794 
3.30 127652 794 
3.20 128464 812 
3.10 129276 812 
3.00 130008 812 
2.90 131032 944 
2.80 131976 944 
2.70 132904 1008 
2.60 133992 1008 
2.50 135074 1082 
2.40 136156 1082 
2.30 137438 1282 
2.20 138720 1282 
2.10 140002 1282 
2.00 141462 1460 
1.90 162922 1460 
1;PO 144382 1460 
1.70 146182 1800 
1.60 148062 1880 
1.50 150040 1978 
1~.40 152176 2136 
1.30 MAR84 2208 
1.20 156792 2408 
1.10 Ifi 3248 
l.OC le.3538 3498 
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Table 2 

TEMPERATURE IN N.A.C.A. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 

Altitude Temp.C°C) Altitude I_ Temp.(q) Altitude 

l,oOOO 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 
6,000 
I.000 
0,000 
9,000 

10,000 
11,000 
12,000 
13,000 
14,000 
15,000 
16,000 

25,000 
26,000 

:z 
11 
9.1 
7.1 
5.1 

211 
- 0:e 
- 2.8 
- 4.8 
- 6.8 
- 8.8 
-10.8 
-12.7 
-14.7 
-16.7 
-18.7 
-20.7 
-22.6 
-24.6 
-26.6 
-28.6 
-30.6 
-32.5 
-34.5 
-36.5 
-38.5 
-40.5 
-42.5 
-44.4 
-46.4 
-46.4 
-50.4 
-52.4 
-54.3 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 

40,000 
49,000 
50,000 

55:: *::: 
53'000 
54:ooo 
55,000 
56,000 
57,000 
58,000 
59,000 
R0,000 
61,000 
62,000 
63,000 

%:oo: 
66 '000 
67'000 
*8'000 
69'000 
7o:ooo 
71,000 
72,000 
73,000 
74,000 
75,000 
76,000 
77,000 
78,000 
79,000 
RO,OOO 
81,000 
82,000 
83,000 
84,000 
05,000 
86,000 
87,000 
88,000 

3:::: 
91:ooo 
92,000 
93,000 
94,000 
95,000 

-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-57 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-5,* 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 

1;; 
-55 
-55 

-1c3- 

96,000 
97,000 
96,000 
99,000 

100,000 
102,000 
104,000 
104,987 
106,000 

1110: +% 
112:ooo 
114,000 
116,000 
118,000 
120,000 
122,000 
124,000 
126,000 
l28,OOO 
130,000 
132,000 
134,000 
136,000 
13R,OOO 
140,000 
142,000 
144,000 
14n,ooo 

;:fpg; 
1s2:ooo 
154,000 
15';,000 
1!v,000 
1ao,ooo 
162,000 
1n4,ooo 

41,000 
42,000 
43,000 
44,000 
45,000 
46,000 
47,000 

-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-55 
-52.9 
-48.5 
-43.9 
-39.5 
-35.0 
-30.6 
-26.1 
-21.6 
-17.1 
-12.7 
- 8.2 
- 3.7 

: 5'Z2 
+ 917 
+14.2 
i18.6 
~23.1 
+27.6 
132.1 
+3ci.5 
Ml.0 
+45.5 
t50.0 
+54.4 

$2: 
+*7:8 
t42.3 
h76.8 



Table 3 

Table of flows in &hr. from "Spinnerette Orifices" 

.003 35 

.004 62.6 

.005 97.5 

.CQ6 141 

,007 192 

.006 

.009 

.OlO 

.Oll 

.012 

33.5 

60 

93.5 

134 

164 

241 

so3 

375 

453 

540 

32 

57 

66.8 

126 

175 

229 

269 

358 

433 

515 I 
at 16" Hd 

30.5 

54.5 

64.5 

122 

166 

217 

274 

s40 

410 

460 

Q (aotual) 6&r. L Cd (dia.")' (hd.")' 

* 1.003 x 106 

I ('d varies.from .76 to .62) 
I 

I 
Cd (man) z .60 (used abovs) 

I 
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Table 4 

BALLOON DATA 

r r 
General Mills General Mills Ao tual Actual Balloon Balloon Estimated Gross Altitude Estimated Gross Altitude 
!?ominal Diameter Volume !?ominal Diameter Volume Weight Weight Load Limit Load Limit Range Range 

ft. ft. cu.ft. cu.ft. kg* kg* kg. kg. ft. ft. 

7 7 200 200 0.6 0.6 1.5 to 5 1.5 to 5 38,000 to 38,000 to 
0 0 

20 20 4300 4300 3.8 to 3.8 to 7 to 36 7 to 36 68,000 to 68,000 to 
5.0 5.0 37,000 37,000 

30 30 12,700 12,700 8.9 8.9 12 to 60 12 to 60 82,000 to 82,000 to 
50,000 50,000 

i-0 i-0 m,ooo m,ooo 41 to 54 41 to 54 50 to 175 50 to 175 110,000 to 110,000 to 
64,000 64,000 

-105- 
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I NYU ~ALLOC# PROJECTS 

Graph 3 



Graph 4 
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Note : On flights made in February, 1949, spring 

bow appendix closers were used successfully with 

rates of rise exceeding 1000 feet per minute. Of 

those described on page 10, this type of appendix 

stiffener is now recommended. 
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‘;i;;?pJ\ j;j-II 

VISiTGi'S 
2nd 

]:;'FCc'yIvx c;';,Eh3!;I?. 

3 i' aep:te~+er 141~7 - klonel 13lar.chsrd 2r.d Lt. TizTt zent to Artesia ~"ere 
iulore: !Z?nc;&-pd was gwst spezker at the Artesia 
:hc"'s Clc‘r: luncileon 

: ScPte!zber 37 - colorEl Pilk.. u. 3esford, Eii;hth Air %rce Air 
ixpcctorts Office and Lt. Colonel John A. Roberts, 
AsL‘isLtxrt Chief of St:-ff, arr'ived for ge?x?r21 
fa2%l$ization ~5;;t" various xtivities 02 t:?e field 
as pctains to their respective jobs. 

3 SeFtGEbjeT- !.?A7 - hl. JO!i” ;i. $72", A-3; Lt. Colonel Wvin W. Fib, 
Jr., Lt. Coioxl Cerl 'i. Ekstrznd, Lt.Colonel .Pay C. 
Alto", L5jor Leroy S. En,nlish, Captain Floyd R. 
Creasmm, Cs$ri" James ':i. Grady, all frcn Xecdquarters, 
Eighth Air Force, arrived here for a conference and 
ir.s;nccti"g a"d coordirztion :%th various sections on 
the base. it. Colonels iHat-mn and Ord arrived from 
.4lbrrq1erqde for the conference. 

L Seg,.cricer li-h7 - The above-zxed group de;larted fol- Forth Xorth and 
ncscn. 

5 Septer+er 19h7 - I+. %2xrence A. &2so", Cr., llasc" represent.ztive 
from Szn Anto"io, called on Colonel ~lanch.zrd. 

10 Sentember lSii7 - Lzr.‘?eoples, Lir.!~c~" and Fiirst Lieutenant Thompson 
from Air !;te;.idL Commarri arrived on the field to 
inspect Air :.zterial Comx.x&installatic"s and to 
confer with Lt. Colonel Eriley. 

2.1 Septenbe:~ 15b7 - captain J. 7. &x-g;n, from Iieadquzrters Eighth hir .~, 2 crce , ws here to confer w?th the Ggineeri"g CfZcer, 
Captain I'cterson, in reca-d to the de-icer boot on 
C-5& aircr2ft. 

12 Septemter 1917 - inspection tear6 from this azse inspxted various 
%se sctivities, organizations, ard icstzllations. 

15 &$enbcr 1927 - rroops from Hos~ell Amy ti&'ield zrched in a 
parade in the City of Roswell at 1030 for the benefit 
of t!ie(Chavez County ikmorial loath Center. 

15 &+,epher 1$b7 - A meeti% of S-l, S-2, S-3, S-lr, DCG, Executive, 
Air Inspector, Adjutact and Coraxxiing Officers of 
the 3F:rd, 83Ot.h, and 715th 3omb ~qw&cns was held 
in ti.e Control Room to discus? the recrgtnization. 
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,*sx,x&llE ROSWEL,.. ‘I~3I.Y 
,UAi.l lli FWST(LT.4) NEC.ES”. #20X NEG!4, o*TEnETcmr” 26~94 
IUACIR, L\Al~lST LT. MCANDREW DlVlll”I DOD PllOIL 7034~3-2013 
IVALLYI IClnTlSl PIIO’L 

~,-..! 

MENSURATION RESULTS: 1 

PHOTOGRhPH AND CAMERA INFORMATION: 

GROUND PHOTOGRAPHS- FWST(UTA) NEG ENV. U2026, NEG #I- #4. TAKEN JULY 8.1947. 
CA\fERA TYPE- SPEED GRAPHIC ( 4” X 5” FORMAT) 
NOMINAL FOCAL LENGTHS- 127mm, 135mm and 15Omm(hlOST COMMON). 

THE FOCAL LExGT!-i CALCLLATED FOR THE CAMERk USED TO TAKE PHOTOGRAPH h-EC k’l IS EQUAL TO 
12lmm. 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

BROWN WRAPPING PAPER ON FLOOR WER OBJECT OF INTEREST IS ASSUMED TO HAVE A WIDTH OF 35.5 f 3”. 
RADIATOR ON LEFT SIDE OF THE PHOTOGRAPH IS ASSUMED TO HAVE A TOTAL HEIGHT OF 28 f 2”. 

MEASUREMENTS: 

STICK MEASUREMENTS: 
LENGTH WIDTH 

ID 0 UN 0 04 

A 0.7 27.6” 0.01 0.4” 
B 0.6 23.6” 0.01 0.4” 
C 0.9 35.4” 0.02 0.8” 
D 0.5 19.7” - - 

E OS 19.7” 0.02 0.8” 
F 0.4 15.7” 0.01 0.4” 
G 0.4 15.7” 0.01 0.4” 
A 0.6 23.6 - - 

BASE BOARD 0.1 3.9” - - 

NOTE IHEACCURACYSTATWIENTIS 10% OF THE REPORTED LENGTHS AND WIDTHS. 
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General Carl A. Spaatz, Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces, 
1947. Gen Spaatz was the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 
1947-1948. A review of his personal and official documents, including 
highly classified daily briefings for the summer of 1947, do not in any way 
suggest that U.S. Army Air Forces recovered a flying saucer or its alien 
occupants. U.S. Air Force Photo. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p976.html


Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Deputy Commander, U.S. Army Air Forces, 1947. 
General Vandenberg served as Chief of Staff, United States Air Force 1947-1953. He 
is alleged to have directed the recovery of a flying saucer at Roswell Army Air Field 
on July 8, 1947. A review of his official daily activities calendar revealed his 
knowledge of a reported flying saucer recovery on July 7 in Texas, an incident that he 
later determined to be a hoax. Records do not support the claim that he had any similar 
involvement on July 8, as charged by crashed saucer conspiracy theorists (see Atch 15). 
U.S. Air Force Photo. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p977.html


General Nathan F. Twining, Commanding General, Air Mat&e1 
Command, 1947. General Twining was Chief of Staff, United States Air 
Force, 1953-1957. UFO theorists allege that General Twining altered his 
plans unexpectedly in July 1947 to go to New Mexico to oversee the 
recovery of a flying saucer. However, records indicate that Twining went 
to New Mexico in July 1947, along with several other general officers, to 
attend the Nuclear Bomb Commanders Course. He received orders to 
attend this course more than a month before the alleged “incident” 
occurred (see Arch 14). U.S. Air Force Photo. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p978.html


Maj. Gen. Curtis E. LeMay (left) and Brig. Gen. Roger M. Ramey are 
shown here while serving in Kharagpur, India, during World War II. U.S. 
Air Force Photo. 

General Curtis E. LeMay was Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research 
and Development, U.S. Army Air Forces, in 1947, and later Chief of Staff, 
United States Air Force, 1961-1965. As Deputy Chief of Air Staff for 
Research and Development, LeMay had a strong influence on the high- 
priority Project MOGUL (see Apps 8 and 9). He also maintained close 
associations throughout his career with former subordinates from World 
War II bombing campaigns, including Brig. Gen. Roger M. Ramey and 
Col. William H. Blanchard. 

Brig. Gen.. Roger M. Ramey was the Commanding General, Eighth Air 
Force, in 1947. He is alleged to have participated in the cover-up of the 
recovery of an extraterrestrial vehicle by substituting debris from an 
ordinary weather balloon for that of an alien spacecraft. In fact, General 
Ramey displayed the original debris recovered from the ranch, which came 
from a MOGuL balloon train. Ramey withheld only the components that 
would have compromised the highly sensitive project (see Afch 16). 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p979.html


Col. William H. Blanchard, Commander 509th Bomb Group, 1947, and 
later, Vice Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 1965-1966. As 
commander of Rowe11 Army Airfield and the 509th Bomb Group, 
Blanchard is alleged to have secretly directed the recovery of a flying 
saucer while pretending to be on leave. Records indicate that Blanchard 
was on leave, departing Rowe11 on July 8 and returning on July 23, 1947 
(see? Atch II). U.S. Air Force Photo. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p980.html


Maj. Gen. Clements McMullen, Deputy Chief of Staff, Strategic Air 
Command, 1947. General McMullen is alleged to have directed General 
Ramey to cover up the recovery of an extraterrestrial craft and crew. After 
an extensive search, the “Command Correspondence” file for the period 
was located. This file contained privileged and classified information of the 
highest order between McMullen and Ramey-it contained no information 
to support the outrageous claim. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p981.html


Brig. Gen. Donald N. Yates, Chief, Air Weather Service, 1947, and later, 
Deputy Director of Defense for Research and Engineering. Crashed saucer 
theorists contend Yates participated in a conspiracy by confirming the 
weather balloon explanation for the mysterious debris. They also contend 
that the debris recovered by the rancher was transported to Andrews AAF, 
MD (near Washington, DC), to be examined by high government officials 
including the President. In reality, Andrews AAF was the home of the 
Army Air Forces Air Weather Service and would be a probable location 
for debris, which contained components of weather equipment, to be iden- 
tified. U.S. Air Force Photo. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p982.html


Project MOGUL Field 
Operations Director Al- 
bert P. Crary main- 
tained a journal of his 
professional activities 
including Project MO- 
GUL research in the 
summer of 1947. Por- 
tions of his journal pro- 
vided details necessary 
to reconstruct events not 
available from published 
MOGUL reports (see App 
17). In addition to his 
work for the Air Force, 
this world-enowned sci- 
entist is credited with 
significant contributions 
to the study of Polar 
regions; a research cen- 
ter at McMurdo Station, 
Antarctica was recently 
named in his honor. 

Albert P. Crary (left) and technician 
Phil Chantz taking a break during 
Project MOGUL operations at White 
Sands Proving Ground, NM, July 
1947. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p983.html


Dr. W. Maurice Ew- 
ing, preeminent geo- 
physicist and oceanogra- 
pher. It was Ewing who 
first conceptualized the 
military significance of 
the atmospheric sound 
channel. His proposal, 
made directly to the 
Commanding General 
U.S. Army Air Forces, 
General Carl Spaatz, 
was well received and 
resulted in the initiation 
of Project MOGUL (see 
App 6). Photo courtesy of 
Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. 

The distinguished scientists Albert P. 
Crary (left) and Dr. W. Maurice 
Ewing collaborated at various scien- 
tific research institutions throughout 
their careers, in addition to perforn- 
ing their work for the U.S. Air Force. 
In the course of their collaborations, 
these men had affiliations with 
Lehigh University, Columbia Univer- 
sity, and Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. 

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc/history/roswell/report/p984.html


Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus (left) and Col. Marcellus 
Duffy appear here serving as members of HQ USAAF 
Liaison Group to the U.S. Army Signal Corps, Saipan, in 
1944. Photo Courtesy of Mrs. Emil)’ Dufi. 

Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, Director of Research at New 
York University, oversaw but had no direct involvement 
in the activities of the NYU Balloon Group or the alleged 
incident. He did, however, serve on various high-level 
panels which set military and national policy, including 
the USAF Scientific Advisory Board (1953-1957). When 
asked, for the purpose of this report-and released from 
any security oaths he may have taken-if he ever had 
knowledge of a recovery of an extraterrestrial vehicle or 
its occupants by the US. Government, his unqualified 
response was “no.” 

Col. Marcellus Duffy, a highly capable scientific 
research officer, was a MOGUL project officer. Maj. Gen. 
Curtis LeMay, Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research 
and Development, turned to Colonel Duffy to make 
adjustments to MOGUL after the project’s progress was 
determined to be inadequate (see App 8). 
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Capt. Albert C. Trakowski 
who succeeded Colonel Duffy as 
MOGUL Project Officer, con- 
firmed in a recent interview that 
the debris mistaken for part of a 
flying saucer was flown to 
Wright Field (now Wright-Pat- 
terson AFB) OH, not for scien- 
tific analysis as alleged by UFO 
theorists, but for Colonel Duf- 
fy’s personal identification. photo 
Courtesy of Cd. Albert Trakowski. 

MOGUL Project Scientist Dr. 
James Peoples. Peoples’s deci- 
sion not to bring the radiosonde 
tracking equipment for the 
NYU field trip in June 1947 
prompted Project Engineer C.B. 
Moore to attach additional ra- 
dar targets to the MOGUL bal- 
loon trains, The targets, seldom 
used in the continental United 
States, were recovered by the 
rancher and mistaken to be part 
of a flying saucer. 
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Charles B. Moore, NYU Constant-Level Balloon Project Engineer. Moore pio- 
neered the use of polyethylene balloons for upper atmospheric research. He 
launched NYU flight No. 4 on June 4, 1947, which was the balloon train most 
likely to have caused what is known today as the “Roswell Incident.” Moore is 
presently Professor Emeritus of Atmospheric Physics at New Mexico Institute of 
Mining and Technology, Soccoro, NM. ~horo courtesy of C.B. Moore. 
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Sitting in the back of the truck (left is a U.S. Army GR-3 Sound Ranging Set, 
normally used by field artillery observation units but adapted for use in Project 
MOGUL. The set was employed for the MOGUL operations at White Sands Proving 
Ground in July 1947. The detonation, or “shot” (right), of 500 pounds of TNT 
was monitored at White Sands Proving Ground, NM, in July 1947, by Project 
MOGUL balloon and ground-based sensors. photo Collection ofAlberr P. crary. 

This modified PT boat that was assigned to Project MOGUL is 
shown here off Block Island, RI. Col. Marcellus Duffy eliminated 
it and several others from the project when Headquarters U.S. 
Army Air Forces expressed concerns over the progress of MOGUL 
under the previous project officer. Photo colle~rion @Albert P. Crary. 
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Launch of Project MOGUL neoprene balloons, Alamogordo AAF, 
NM, June 1947. While awaiting the experimental polyethylene 
balloons, NYU engineers utilized long trains of the smaller neoprene 
balloons as a stopgap method of placing their acoustic sensors in the 
upper atmosphere. These balloon trains consisted of a variety of 
equipment and measured more than 600 feet long (see Atch 25). Photo 
Collection of Albert P. Crag:. 

Standard 350-gram meteorological weather balloons in the North 
Hangar at Alamogordo AAF for use by Project MOGUL in June 
1947. Although the balloons themselves were common, the remainder 
of the equipment on the MOGUL trains was experimental or had been 
recently placed in service (see Arch 25). It would not be unusual for 
individuals uninvolved in the development of these devices not to 
recognize them. Photo Cautesy of C.B. Moore. 
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A New York University launch crew prepares a MOGUL balloon train for flight 
(Holloman AFB, NM, 1948). The three MG307C/AP comer reflectors (lefr) are 
of the type that W.W. “Mac” Braze1 recovered on a ranch near Corona, NM, in 
June 1947. 

C.B. Moore, New York University Constant Level Balloon Project Engineer 
(left and standing), adjusts an AN/FMQ-1 radiosonde receiver/recorder. The 
absence of this equipment on the first NYU field trip in June 1947 (it was left 
behind in New York due to space limitations of the B-17 aircraft) prompted 
Moore to attach.additional ML-307C/AP corner reflectors to MOGUL flights. The 
addition of the oddly constructed reflectors, intended to enhance radar returns, 
contributed to the confusion when Mogul Flight No. 4 returned to earth and was 
mistaken for a part.of a flying saucer. Moore (right and reaching down) prepares 
experimental Project MOGUL microphones for launch (Holloman AFB, Alamogor- 
do, NM, July 1948). 
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This Sfoot polyethylene balloon (left) 
and 70-foot polyethylene balloon (above) 
ares representative of the type used exten- 
sively by Project MOGUL. It is this variety 
of balloon that caused many UFO sightings 
due to their flat, spherical appearance 
when viewed from the ground. 
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A blimp hangar at Lakehurst Naval Air Station, NJ (leff), contains a Project MOGUL balloon 
during its preparation for flight. Lying on the desert floor near Roswell, NM, in July 1948 
(right) is a Project MOGUL balloon. Due to the prevailing westerlies, MOGUL balloons often 
descended in the vicinity of Rowe11 after launch from Alamogordo. The unpredictability and 
hazards to aircraft presented by the balloons prompted the Civil Aviation Administration (now 
the Federal Aviation Administration) to conduct a hearing addressing safety concerns of balloons 
landing in the Roswell area (see App 13, pp. 4344). 
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Also used during Project MOGUL were balloons developed by Seyfang Laboratories, the 
inventors of the first Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade balloons. These balloons were easily 
mistaken for flying saucers due to their shape and metallic exterior coating. 
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Project MOGUL balloon train components (above) can be compared with the debris recovered 
from the Foster ranch and shown at Forth Worth Army Airfield with Maj. Jesse Marcel. Crashed 
saucer theorists allege that the debris depicted with Major Marcel is not the original debris 
collected from the Foster ranch. A switch is alleged to have taken place after the material arrived 
from Roswell AAF. However, detailed analysis and interviews with individuals who viewed and 
handled the debris verify it to be completely consistent with the materials launched by Project 
MOGUL and subsequently recovered at the Foster ranch. 
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WADC/WADD Digital Collection at the Galvin Library, IIT

The Roswell Report
Fact Vs. Fiction in the New Mexico Desert

The Roswell Report was divided into five parts due to the large size of the
document. At the beginning and end of each division we have included a
page to facilitate access to the other parts. In addition we have provided a
link to the entire report. In order to save it, you should right-click on it and
choose save target as. This is considered the best way to provide digital
access to this document.

This document, along with WADC/WADD technical reports, and further
research materials are available from Wright Air Development Center
Digital Collection at the Galvin Library, Illinois Institute of Technology at:

http://www.gl.iit.edu/wadc
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